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Abstract
Abstract
This thesis involved conceptualising and modelling hierarchical classification
from a behavioural perspective. Classification refers to grouping stimuli according to
their physical or functional similarity (Barnes-Holmes, Hayes, Dymond, & O’Hora,
2001). Hierarchical classification is a particular type of classification whereby classes
themselves are classified as members of other classes. For example, a ‘Springer spaniel’
is a member of the class of ‘Dog’, and the class of ‘Dog’ is a member of the class of
‘Mammal’. According to the mainstream psychological literature, hierarchical
classification is characterised by three features: transitive class containment, asymmetric
class containment, and unilateral property induction. Transitive class containment refers
to including a particular class as a member of another class. For example a “Dog” is a
member of the class of “Mammal”. Asymmetric class containment refers to the
containment by a higher (superordinate) class of other (subordinate) classes. For
example, the class of ‘Mammal’ includes the class of ‘Dog’. Finally, unilateral property
induction refers to the asymmetrical transfer of functions from superordinate classes to
subordinate classes in a hierarchical network. For instance, the class of ‘Mammal’ gives
birth to live young, therefore, all mammals, including dogs and Springer spaniels give
birth to live young. However, the functions of subordinate classes (e.g., Springer spaniel
and dog) do not transfer up to superordinate classes (e.g., mammal).
Griffee and Dougher (2002) developed the first model of hierarchical
classification from a behavioural perspective. Their model was based on contextual
control over responding to the formal features of the to-be-categorised stimuli.
However, Griffee and Dougher (2002) did not test their model for the emergence of any
of the three features that characterise hierarchical classification. The aim of Study 1 was
to replicate and extend the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model of hierarchical
classification by testing for transitive class containment, and provide remediation
training should responding consistent with this feature be found absent. Specifically,
Experiment 1 replicated key components of the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model and
then included a test for responding consistent with transitive class containment. Only
two out of five participants showed the expected pattern. Experiment 2 tested whether
repeated exposures to the Experiment 1 protocol would give rise to the expected pattern
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more reliably. None of three novel participants demonstrated the pattern. In Experiment
3, physically similar stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2 were replaced across testing
cycles by arbitrary stimuli. Transitive class containment consistent responding was
observed in all three novel participants. Studies 2 and 3, attempted to address more
complex forms of hierarchical classification were the stimuli share no formal
similarities.
The aim of Study 2 (Experiments 4 and 5) was to model hierarchical
classification in terms of contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes.
Specifically, in Experiment 4 participants were trained and tested for the formation of
two 12-member equivalence classes in one context (superordinate), two 6-member
classes in a second context (intermediate), and four 3-member classes in a third context
(subordinate). Participants were then tested for responding consistent with transitive
class containment. Overall, six out of the seven participants established bifurcated
equivalence classes under contextual control and five of the six participants who went
on to transitive class containment testing, demonstrated responding consistent with this
feature.
Experiment 5 investigated whether an equivalence-based account of hierarchical
classification would produce a transfer of functions in line with unilateral property
induction. Participants were first trained and tested for the formation of two 7-member
equivalence classes (i.e., H1-A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1; H2- A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2) in
one context (superordinate), and then trained and tested for the formation of four 4member equivalence classes (i.e., H1.1- A1.1 [A1], B1.1 [B1], C1.1 [C1]; H1.2- A1.2
[D1], B1.2 [E1], C1.2 [F1]; H2.1-A2.1 [A2], B2.1 [B2], C2.1 [C2]; H2.2- A2.2 [D2],
B2.2 [E2], C2.2 [F2]) in a second context (subordinate). Stimulus functions were then
established for one subordinate class member (H1.1) and one superordinate class
member (H2) and participants were then tested for a transfer of functions in line with
unilateral property induction. Overall, both participants demonstrated the formation of
contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes. However, both participants
demonstrated a bidirectional transfer of functions, which is not in line with unilateral
property induction.
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The aim of Study 3 was to model hierarchical classification as contextually
controlled generalised relational responding or relational framing. In Experiment 6, a
training procedure involving non-arbitrarily related multi-dimensional stimuli was used
to establish two arbitrary shapes as contextual cues for ‘member of’ and ‘includes’
relational responding respectively. Subsequently those cues were used to establish a
network of arbitrary stimuli in particular hierarchical relations with each other and then
test for derivation of further untrained hierarchical relations as well as for transformation
of functions. Resultant patterns of relational framing for all four participants showed
properties of transitive class containment, asymmetrical class containment and unilateral
property induction, consistent with conceptions of hierarchical classification as
described within mainstream cognitive developmental literature. Experiment 7 extended
the basic model by using more naturalistic stimuli and providing a better controlled test
of transformation of functions. Overall, six out ouf nine participants passed nonarbitrary pretraining, the remaining participants demonstrated transitive class
containment and asymmetric class containment and five out of the six participants
demonstrated unilateral property induction. Limitations of all three studies and
directions for future research are discussed.
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Chapter 1
The research reported in this thesis is focused on modelling the behavioural
processes involved in the phenomenon of hierarchical classification. A class or category
has been defined as a group of stimuli that control a common set of responses based on
their physical or functional properties (Barnes-Holmes, Hayes, Dymond, & O’Hora,
2001). Hierarchical classification is a particular type of classification, and is defined as
responding in accordance with “a sequence of progressively larger categories in which
each category includes all the previous ones” (Murphy, 2002, p. 199).
The current chapter, which provides the theoretical and empirical background to
this work, will start by examining research on classification including hierarchical
classification from mainstream cognitive and developmental perspectives. It will then
examine more recent behaviour analytic research into these phenomena. After covering
the theoretical and empirical background, it will provide a brief overview of the
organisational structure of the thesis.

Cognitive research on classification and hierarchical classification
According to Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956, p. 1), “to categorize is to
render discriminably different things equivalent, to group objects and events and people
around us into classes, and to respond to them in terms of their class membership rather
than their uniqueness”. A category or class is a group of stimuli that are discriminatively
different from other non-members on the basis of shared physical characteristics or
functions (Astley, Peissig, & Wasserman, 2001; Medin, 1989; Mervis & Rosch, 1981).
Categorisation or classification responding refers to grouping stimuli into separate
classes or categories on the basis of these shared physical characteristics or functions
(Astley et al., 2001; Medin, 1989). The majority of empirical research on classification
and hierarchical classification has come from the cognitive perspective. A
comprehensive review of the empirical cognitive work is beyond the scope of this thesis
(see Margolis & Laurence, 2000; Murphy, 2002 for reviews); nevertheless, I will
address some of the key theories of classification and hierarchical classification within
this paradigm and outline core elements of these.
Within the cognitive approach, the overall goal of research on classification is to
describe how the mind as information processor encodes, stores, and retrieves
2
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categorical information (Medin, Ross, & Markman, 2001). Three main theories have
predominated - namely, the classical view, the prototype view, and the exemplar view.
Each of these three theories attempts to explain how groups of stimuli that are similar in
terms of physical features or stimulus functions are encoded as mental representations
(concepts).

Classical View
From the classical view, stimuli in the world (i.e., real world instances) are
members of classes because they possess certain properties. That is, a class has a
number of definitive or defining properties and a stimulus must have those defining
properties in order to meet necessary and sufficient conditions for membership of that
class. For example, the class of red squares has the membership requirements of
squareness in shape and the colour red. If a stimulus meets these criteria then it will be
classified or encoded by a person as a red square; however, if it does not meet either or
both of these criteria (i.e., squareness or redness) it will not be so classified.
Numerous criticisms of the classical view exist, Rosch (1973) found that the ‘all
or nothing’ approach that the classical view espoused could not account for typicality
effects (i.e., the inequality of representativeness between category members). From the
standpoint of the classical view each member of a class should be an equally good
example of that class. Rosch (1973) used a sentence verification task to test this
prediction. In a sentence verification task a participant is asked a series of questions
pertaining to a particular category and instances of that category. Examples of the
questions that might be asked would be ‘are robins birds?’, ‘are ostriches birds?’ Rosch
(1973) concluded that some members are more representative (i.e., are a better example)
of a class than others based on the latency of the participant’s response to different
questions. For example, participants were faster to report that robins were members of
the class of bird than that ostriches were members of that class.
Research on the ‘fuzzy’ nature of classes created more theoretical problems for
the classical view (Rosch, 1975). So called fuzzy categories adhere to what researchers
referred to as the principle of family resemblance. That is, not all instances of a class are
alike or identical but they share a common resemblance based on their properties, which
3
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enables classification. For example, a particular human family might have prominent
features such as a large chin, small forehead, blond hair, and blue eyes. Not all members
of the family necessarily have every feature associated with class membership; however,
each person is still recognisable as a member of that family based on an aggregate of
these features that they share. As suggested above, the classical view had suggested that
stimuli must have every feature to be a member of a class, but the concept of fuzzy
classes seemed to contradict this. In an effort to address the apparent limitations of the
classical view, Rosch (1975) proposed an alternative feature-based account of
classification known as the prototype view.

Prototype View
The key concept of this approach is the prototype, which is a stored aggregate of
the most common features found within a class (Rosch, 1975). The prototype is not a
feature list however; instead, it is a summary representation (mental schema) of the best
example of the class. An instance is classified as a member of a class when it shares
enough features with the prototype of that class. Importantly, no one feature or
collection of features is required for membership of a class. As a result, the prototype
view of classification could account both for typicality effects (that a more readily
identifiable instance of a class shares more features with the prototype) and for fuzzy
categories (classes in which members do not share 100% of a list of defining features).
However, some cognitivists (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978) were still dissatisfied – even
with this account. They rejected the idea that people have summary representations
stored in memory or that they make categorical judgements based on features. Hence,
these researchers proposed a third major approach to classification known as the
Exemplar view (Medin & Schaffer, 1978).

Exemplar View
Exemplar theory proposes that we store memories of each class member we
encounter and the concept of a particular category (e.g., dog) are all those memories of
that category that a person recalls. From this perspective a person makes a categorical
judgement by comparing the to-be-classified stimuli to all of the exemplars similar to it
4
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that are stored in memory. On the basis that the stimulus is more or less like the stored
examples of a class a categorical judgement is made. For example, if a child is presented
with a novel animal then she might compare it to other similar animals stored in her
semantic memory. This animal might be similar to many others stored in memory (e.g.,
cats, foxes, wolves) but be most similar to one in particular with hundreds of stored
matches (e.g., a dog) and on this basis a categorical judgement is made. Like the
Prototype view, the Exemplar view readily accounts for the phenomena of typicality
effects and fuzzy categories. At the same time, the Exemplar view has been criticised
because it does not explain how we create categories in the first place (Medin et al.,
2001).
So far this chapter has discussed a number of prominent cognitive theories of
classification. This is a useful background to understanding how cognitive researchers
understand and approach the more specific phenomenon of hierarchical classification. In
fact, it is a key element in cognitive theory that classes are stored hierarchically in
semantic memory (Collins & Quillian, 1969; Murphy, 2002; Rosch, 1978; Rosch,
Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Beam, 1976a). In what follows, a theory which puts
more focus on the hierarchical aspect of classification than other theories have done is
examined.

Network model: The hierarchical structure of categories
Network model theories (e.g., Collins & Quillian, 1969) argue that concepts are
the basic units of semantic memory and that they are structured hierarchically in a
network. Concepts are considered to be nodes in a network. Nodes either store the
information about each class (these are called type nodes; for example, bikes have two
wheels), or they store facts true of an instance of a class (for example, I have a blue
bike) (Murphy, 2002). In accordance with the principle of cognitive economy, the
information stored at each node is not duplicated within the nodal network. For instance,
the features distinctive of a class (e.g., mammals give birth to live young) are stored at
the particular node that represents that class and are not stored at another node (e.g., at
the node for dogs). Importantly, each node has a superordinate node and this is what
determines class membership (Best, 1995). This can be explained as follows. In a
5
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hierarchical class network, there are superordinate and subordinate nodes. Superordinate
nodes represent categories (e.g., mammal) that subsume other categories or subordinate
nodes (e.g., dog). The relation between these nodes and the relation between categories
in a hierarchical network is one of set inclusion (Murphy, 2002). For example, the set of
animals includes the set of mammals, which includes the set of dogs.

Set inclusion relation: The three properties of hierarchical classification
According to the network model theory, the set inclusion relation is defined in
terms of an ‘IS A’ relation between nodes; i.e., a subordinate node (e.g., dog) is a
member of a superordinate node (e.g., mammal). Critically, the ‘IS A’ relation or set
inclusion relation between hierarchically related classes is argued to be defined by three
properties, which are transitive class containment, asymmetric class containment and
unilateral property induction (e.g., Blewitt, 1994; Collins & Quillian, 1969; Deneault &
Ricard, 2006; Gelman, 1988; Greene, 1994; Inhelder & Piaget, 1964; Luciariello,
Kyratzis, & Nelson, 1992; Murphy, 2002; Winer, 1980).
Transitive class containment refers to the inclusion of subordinate classes
(subordinate level nodes) within superordinate classes (superordinate level nodes) by
virtue of the fact that the former (subordinate) are contained by an intermediate level of
class which in turn is contained by the latter (superordinate). For example, all dogs
(subordinate) are mammals (intermediate), and all mammals (intermediate) are animals
(superordinate); therefore, all dogs (subordinate) are animals (superordinate).
Asymmetric class containment refers to the unilateral inclusion relation between
classes in a hierarchical network such that if a class A contains a second class B, then
the class B cannot contain the class A. For example, the class of animals includes the
class of mammals and so the class of mammals cannot include the class of animals.
Unilateral property induction, the third defining feature of hierarchical classes, is
characterised by an asymmetrical transfer of properties from superordinate classes to
subordinate classes such that the properties of a superordinate class (e.g., mammal) are
unequivocally shared with all members of subordinate classes (e.g., dogs and cats), but
the properties of the sub-ordinate classes are not definitely shared with members of the
superordinate class (Johnson, Scott, & Mervis, 1997; Murphy, 2002). For example, a
6
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feature of the class of ‘mammal’ is that it gives birth to live young; therefore, all
subclasses of ‘mammal’ have this function. However, while the class ‘dogs’, which is a
subclass of ‘mammal’, has the property of ‘four legs’ not all ‘mammals’ have four legs.
According to the Network model theory, when a person is presented with a novel
stimulus it activates nodes at different levels of the hierarchical network and information
is passed via the ‘IS A’ pathways in accordance with the three features that define the
inclusion relation. This process of information transportation between nodes enables a
person to classify a stimulus (Collins & Quillian, 1969; Murphy, 2002). Evidence for
the putative hierarchical structure of categories in semantic memory has come from two
particular areas, which are response latencies as a function of nodal distance between
hierarchically related semantic categories and basic level categorisation.

Support for the hierarchical structure of categories in semantic memory
Research with adults has compared response latencies for different types of
questions about hierarchically structured classes in order to test predictions concerning
the structure of semantic memory. According to Network theory, nodal distance (the
number of ‘IS A’ pathways required to travel between two nodes in the network)
between levels of the hierarchical network should produce different response latencies
when people classify objects at different levels of the semantic network. For example, it
has been found with sentence verification tasks that people are faster to identify a
stimulus (e.g., Springer spaniel) as a member of a class, such as ‘Dog’, than as a
member of a superordinate class, such as ‘Mammal’ (Collins & Quillian, 1969, 1972;
Murphy, 2002; Rips, 1975; Rips, Shoben, & Smith, 1973). It is argued that this is
because the network node ‘Springer spaniel’ is only one unit of nodal distance away
from ‘Dog’, but two units away from ‘Mammal’. Further evidence of the hierarchical
structure of concepts in semantic memory, according to Medin et al. (2001) stems from
research with lexical decision tasks (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). When
presented with a lexical decision task, adult participants are quicker to identify a letter
string (e.g., BUDGIE) as a word rather than a non-word, when a semantically similar
word (e.g., CAGE) compared to an unrelated word (e.g., SASQUATCH), is presented
before the letter string (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). Cognitivists argue that the
7
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semantically related word (e.g., CAGE) is located closer to the target word (e.g.,
BUDGIE) in memory, and as a result, primes or activates the target word making it
easier to retrieve (e.g., Medin et al., 2001; Murphy, 2002).
Whilst categories that are stored in semantic memory can be quite elaborate and
have several levels of inclusiveness due to a person’s expertise with a particular
categorical taxonomy (Murphy, 2002; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991), research suggests that
humans typically classify to three levels of generality (i.e., superordinate level, basic
[intermediate] level, and subordinate level) (e.g., Eysenck & Keane, 2000; Mervis &
Rosch, 1981; Rosch, 1978). As described above, technically any class that subsumes
another class is called a superordinate class. However, due to the seeming importance of
the basic level of classification and the fact that people tend to classify to three levels of
generality the term superordinate class is typically reserved for the class at the highest
level of a hierarchical taxonomy stored in semantic memory. The superordinate class is
the most inclusive (they include / subsume more specific classes). At this level, class
membership is defined by fewer features (e.g., F1) and members are not homogenous
(e.g., mammals, furniture, and vehicles). The basic level (intermediate level) is the
second taxonomic level according to the cognitive structure of semantic memory. This
level is not as inclusive as the superordinate level. At this level, classes are more
homogenous as an increasing number of features, which includes the superordinate
features (e.g., F1 and F2), are required for membership. The lowest level, and the least
inclusive from this perspective is the subordinate level. At this level, there are specific
types of classes (e.g., Springer spaniel, German Shepherd, and Red setter) with more
specific features required for classification (e.g., F1, F2, and F3).
Both experimental laboratory and cross-cultural studies have demonstrated that
humans have a preference for classifying stimuli at the basic taxonomic level (Berlin,
1972, 1992; Rosch et al., 1976a). This is because basic level classes purportedly reflect
natural discontinuities in the environment and have maximum cue validity. Cue validity
refers to the number of shared and defining features of a particular class and the optimal
level of differentiation from other classes. For example, my pet Springer Spaniel
(subordinate class) shares considerably more features with the class of Dogs (basic
level- intermediate level) than it does with the class of mammals (superordinate class).
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In addition, my Springer Spaniel has more distinguishing features from other members
of the class of dog compared to other Springer spaniels (i.e., the class of Springer
Spaniel), so classifying my pet as a dog is the optimal level of reference (Rosch et al.,
1976a).
On the basis of research such as that cited above, most cognitive theorists argue
that categories in semantic memory are stored hierarchically. There is some argument in
this regard (for example, see Chang, 1986). However, most agree that the cognitive
system is organised hierarchically and as such is also characterised by the three key
features of set inclusion which were discussed above, namely, transitive class inclusion,
asymmetrical class containment and unilateral property induction (Murphy, 2002).

Summary of cognitive research
In summary, cognitive researchers have proposed several theories of
classification in general as well as describing and studying aspects of hierarchical
classification more specifically. They have developed different paradigms to study the
latter and in particular have gathered a variety of relevant response latency data.
At the same time, as Murphy (2002) notes, there are gaps in the cognitive
empirical research that has been conducted in respect of hierarchical classification. For
example, while cognitive theorists have posited and provided some investigation of
properties of hierarchical classification more investigation of these properties is
warranted. Thus far researchers from the cognitive domain have examined the property
of transitive class containment in some detail. There has been much less research on
asymmetric inclusion or on unidirectional property induction between classes. Likewise,
there exists relatively little research on the subordinate level of hierarchical
classification in comparison to the others (i.e., the intermediate and superordinate).
In addition, from a broader theoretical perspective, the cognitive approach in the
domain of hierarchical classification has limitations. For example, there are currently
several competing cognitive theories proposing to explain basic classification which
underlies the more complex phenomenon of hierarchical classification (Murphy, 2002).
The question is what criteria should one use to make distinctions between these
competing theories. Furthermore, from a behavioural point of view, philosophical
9
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problems arise for the cognitive explanation of any psychological domain. Cognitivists
typically employ hypothetical constructs to explain psychological events and it is no
different with respect to hierarchical classification. In the latter domain, for example,
events such as semantic memory, nodes, schemata, and mental operations are called
upon, all of which are beyond direct manipulation by the scientist. As a result accounts
such as this fail to allow influence over behaviour and as such are not readily
translatable to applied settings such as standard or remedial education (see Margolis &
Laurence, 2000; Murphy, 2002; Palmer, 2002) in which psychological theories of
complex cognitive phenomena might be truly beneficial. Meantime, one alternative
philosophical orientation to the investigation of key psychological phenomena such as
hierarchical classification that might potentially be substantially relevant in the latter
context is the developmental approach.

Developmental research on classification and hierarchical classification
Developmental investigations of classification typically examine the ages at
which children can distinguish between different groups of objects and when they
demonstrate responding in accordance with the features of transitive class containment,
asymmetric class containment, and unilateral property induction (e.g. Blewitt, 1994;
Bornstein & Anterberry, 2010; Deneault & Ricard, 2006; Gelman, 1988; Greene, 1994;
Johnson et al., 1997; Inhelder & Piaget, 1964). From a developmental perspective the
ability to classify emerges over time as a result of qualitative changes in mental
representations (Quinn & Eimas, 1997). This change in a child’s mental representation
is due to a shift from perceptual categorisation to conceptual categorisation (Murphy,
2002; Quinn & Eimas, 1997). Perceptual classes are based on a child’s experience with
the formal features of the to-be-classified stimuli. Conceptual classes, however, are not
derived from the child’s immediate sensory experience. Instead they result to some
extent from inferential knowledge and support between-category reasoning (see
Deneault & Ricard, 2006; Murphy, 2002; Quinn & Eimas, 1997).
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Classifying according to physical features
Initially infants sort stimuli in their environment on the basis of their physical
properties or surface features (Eimas & Quinn, 1994; Quinn, Eimas, & Rosenkrantz,
1993). A number of different procedures has been used to identify infantile development
of classes, including, for example, object examination, conditioned leg-kicking,
sequential touching, generalised imitation and familiarisation-novelty preference (see
Mareschal & Quinn, 2001, for a review). The latter, is one of the most popular. In this,
infants are first (during the familiarisation stage) presented with an array of stimuli that
belong to the same category (e.g., dogs). This process results in a process of stimulus
habituation (i.e., the child no longer shows interest in the familiar category) (Mareschal
& Quinn, 2001; Quinn & Eimas, 1997). The infant is then presented with a novel
instance of the familiar category (e.g., novel dog) and a novel instance of a different
category (e.g., novel cat). If the infant displays the same familiar behaviour (generalised
habituation) with the novel instance of the familiar category (i.e., the dog) but shows
more interest to the novel category stimulus (i.e., the cat) then this is taken to mean that
the child has now established a category for the familiar class of stimuli (Eimas &
Quinn, 1994; Quinn & Eimas, 1997).
In a series of experiments, Eimas and Quinn demonstrated that infants as young
as 3-4 months old can establish categorical representations of animal classes based on
their physical features (Eimas & Quinn, 1994; Eimas, Quinn, & Cowan, 1994; Quinn &
Eimas, 1996a). Behl-Chadha (1996) argued based on his findings that infants of this age
(i.e., 3-4 months) may even construct categorical representations of superordinate
classes on the basis of their perceptual features. He used the same familiarisation
procedure and compared classes of mammals for example (e.g., instances of giraffes,
cats, dogs and deer) with other non-mammalian animals. He found that infants did not
prefer novel instances of mammals over non-mammals and concluded that the infants
had established a global category (similar to an adult’s version of a superordinate class)
of mammals.
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Classifying in accordance with the conceptual relations between hierarchical
classes
In her model of the development of hierarchical classification, Blewitt (1989)
suggests that the creation of classes at different levels of generality is the first stage
toward conceptual development and hierarchical knowledge and is typically complete
by the age of two. She argues that the second stage of hierarchical class development is
an implicit understanding to include categories into other categories at different levels of
generality (Blewitt, 1989, 1994). For example, at stage one (up to two years old) a child
can label a stimulus as both a dog and an animal but might not agree that a dog is an
animal; however, at stage two (approximately two to four years old) she will agree,
suggesting that she now includes the class of dogs in the class of animals (Blewitt,
1994). The presence of stage-two behaviour is an indicator for Blewitt (1989) that a
child is now developing a conceptual framework and beginning to mentally represent
hierarchically related classes. In the third stage of conceptual development
(approximately five to eight years old), children begin to reason about classes without
reference to the formal features of the stimuli. At this stage they develop explicit intercategory knowledge and demonstrate the ability to make transitive class containment
consistent responses. In the final stage of conceptual development (approximately seven
to eleven years old), children understand the asymmetric inclusion relation between
hierarchically related classes (Blewitt, 1989, 1994).

Methods to identify the emergence of responding in accordance with the features of
hierarchical classification
The traditional method used by developmental researchers for identifying the
emergence of two of the features of hierarchical classification namely, transitive class
containment and asymmetric class containment, has been to employ a class-inclusion
logic problem. For example, the child might be presented with 20 flowers, 12 of which
are roses and 8 of which are tulips, and be asked whether there are more roses, or more
flowers. Developmental theorists argue that in order to arrive at the correct answer, a
child must be able to ‘conserve’ the superordinate class of flowers and the subordinate
classes of roses and tulips in working memory (Inhelder & Piaget, 1964). They must
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then add the subclasses (tulips + roses = flowers) (considered to be a demonstration of
transitive class containment as they must understand that the subclasses comprise and
are included in the superordinate class) and subtract the subclass (roses) from the
superordinate class (flowers) (considered to be a demonstration of asymmetric class
containment as they must understand that the superordinate class subsumes the
subordinate classes) in order to correctly demonstrate class inclusion (Winer, 1980). A
child who fails in a class-inclusion test is considered to have centration (the ability to
focus on only one part of a problem at a time) (Hendricks & Pasnak, 1999). From this
perspective, continued practice with class inclusion tasks, as well as other abstract
problems contributes to maturation (via the processes of accommodation and
assimilation) of a child’s schematic representations which eventually enables correct
class-inclusion consistent responding.
Early research suggested that children should only be able to solve the classinclusion problem by what Piaget called the concrete-operational period of development
(i.e., 7 to 8 years old; Inhelder & Piaget, 1964). However, more recent research (e.g.,
Blewitt, 1994; Deneault & Ricard, 2006) suggests that the exact age at which children
can do this task is less certain. In a review of the literature, Winer (1980) found
methodological limitations with the class-inclusion test, such as verbal facilitation, and
cues that highlight the superordinate class, which may control responses. He suggests
that these limitations have resulted in inconsistent reports regarding the exact age at
which class-inclusion develops.
In an effort to overcome such limitations, researchers more interested in
hierarchical classification specifically have used qualitative inferential question tasks in
order to determine the age at which children respond in accordance with the properties
of this repertoire (Deneault & Ricard, 2006; Greene, 1989, 1994). For example, a
question probing asymmetric class containment might be, “A dem is an animal. Is a dem
a Zebra?” (Deneault & Ricard, 2006). By analysing responses to questions such as this,
researchers have attempted to establish at what age and in what order the features of
hierarchical responding emerge.
Deneault and Ricard (2006), for instance, used qualitative inference questions to
assess transitive class containment and asymmetric class containment and found that
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most 5 year olds could respond correctly to probes for the former but not for the latter,
whereas most 9 year olds responded correctly to both. Deneault and Ricard (2006)
suggest that the qualitative inference task offers advantages over the class-inclusion test,
but point out that the operational definition of an acceptable asymmetric class
containment response requires further specification. Another approach, as suggested by
Johnson et al. (1997), posits that a category-induction test (a test for unilateral property
induction between stimuli) offers an alternative test of hierarchical classification, since
he argues that children who demonstrate a transfer of properties according to this
relation must logically understand the features of transitive class containment and
asymmetric class containment also. However, it should be noted that this argument
would suggest that the properties are not independent of each other.
While there are a variety of developmental methodologies, which have
contributed to the debate regarding the age at which class-inclusion (and thus transitive
and asymmetric class containment) emerges, developmental research does seem to
indicate that the features of conceptual classification and hierarchical classification
emerge sequentially over time (Johnson et al., 1997). In the early stages of development,
children classify objects on the basis of their formal features. They subsequently learn
the names and properties of classes at different levels of generality (Blewitt, 1994;
Johnson et al., 1997). With continued development, their hierarchical abilities shift from
being based on formal features of the stimuli involved to being defined more by
conceptual relations (more specifically the set inclusion relation) between classes
(Johnson et al., 1997).

Summary of developmental approach
In summary, researchers working within the developmental paradigm have
gathered a variety of evidence concerning stages of development of classification
abilities and concerning variables that may be related to demonstration of these abilities
and in particular have originated potentially useful measures of responding in
accordance with a number of proposed features of hierarchical classification. At a
philosophical level, however, this approach to investigation of human cognition in
general is relatively unsatisfactory because it relies on hypothetical structures and
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processes (e.g., qualitative changes in schemata) as well as on an innate process of
biological-maturation to explain their development. As such, theories of cognitive
phenomena that are offered within this general orientation are descriptive and are not
readily transferable to applied settings. This is problematic for those concerned to
understand cognitive abilities with a view to positively influencing them. The goal of
this thesis is to advance a practically oriented functional analytic understanding of the
particular phenomenon at issue, namely hierarchical classification, and thus this requires
primarily focusing on and attempting to advance a behaviour analytic understanding of
this phenomenon.

Behavioural research on classification
Unlike cognitive and developmental approaches to psychology, behaviour
analysis seeks practical influence over human behaviour. Behaviour analytic scientists
are wary of using hypothetical constructs or developmental stages in their explanations
of behaviour since such concepts take the focus away from the effect of the manipulable
environment. Researchers within this tradition concentrate instead on understanding and
explaining behaviour in functional environmentally oriented terms. The aim of the
current thesis is to advance an understanding of hierarchical classification in this sense.
In order to do so, we begin by considering relevant behavioural research.
There has been a considerable amount of behavioural work on classification and
the formation of stimulus classes. This is perhaps not surprising since apart from its
status as a worthy subject in its own right, classification is a key feature of the
behavioural approach to understanding behaviour. For example, the idea of stimulus and
response classes is central to understanding the operant. Stimulus classes exert control
over behaviour (Fields & Reeve, 2000; Zentall, Critchfield, & Galizio, 2002) and stimuli
are said to be in a class when a common set of responses are emitted in their presence by
an organism (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2001). With respect to examining classification
(whether of a behavioural scientist or otherwise) as a behaviour in itself, behavioural
research in general has focused on the formation of three main types of stimulus classes.
These are perceptual classes, associative classes and common object or natural language
classes (Fields & Reeve, 2000). We will briefly examine these in turn.
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Perceptual classes
A perceptual class contains stimuli that share formal or physical features (Fields
& Reeve, 2000). There are three types of perceptual class: dimensional, fuzzy, and
polymorphous (Fields & Reeve, 2000). Dimensional classes contain stimuli that vary
along one physical dimension (e.g., Fields, Reeve, Adams, Brown, & Verhave, 1997).
For example, height, width, weight, and time etc. Fuzzy classes are based on an
unspecified number of features and there is no defining feature necessary (e.g., Fields,
Adams, Buffington, Yang, & Verhave, 1996; Galizio, Stewart, & Pilgrim, 2004).
Examples of fuzzy classes are; furniture, animals, and vehicles. Polymorphous classes
are similar to fuzzy categories except that a combination of defined features is required;
however, no particular feature is necessarily common to all members (e.g., Jitsumori,
1996). The class of coloured shapes is an example of a polymorphous class. There has
been a considerable quantity of behavioural research on perceptual classes with both
human and non-human participants. Research has typically modelled perceptual classes
in terms of simple discriminations and primary stimulus generalisation (e.g., Fields et
al., 1997).

Associative classes
An associative class contains member stimuli that share no formal features and
are related because they share functional properties (Zentall et al., 2002). Associative
classes have often been examined using arbitrary stimuli in the context of stimulus
equivalence (e.g., Galizio, Stewart, & Pilgrim, 2001; 2004; Lane, Clow, Innis, &
Critchfield, 1998). To establish equivalence relations, researchers typically use the
matching-to-sample (MTS) protocol to train and test for arbitrary conditional
discriminative relations between physically dissimilar stimuli. Typically, participants are
first taught a series of baseline interrelated conditional discriminations with ‘sample’
and ‘comparison’ stimuli and then probe trials are provided in order to test for the
emergence of equivalence relations. A number of different MTS procedures are used,
which present different combinations of the sample and comparison stimuli during
baseline training (linear [AB-BC], many-to-one [AB-CB], and one-to-many [AB-AC]).
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The only prerequisite is that the MTS experimental stimuli are not physically related
(i.e., arbitrary stimuli must be used).
For example, during baseline trials in a linear matching-to-sample task,
participants might be taught to choose arbitrary A stimuli with arbitrary B stimuli (e.g.,
A1 – B1, A2 – B2) and to choose the B stimuli with arbitrary C stimuli (e.g., B1 – C1,
B2 – C2). Once these baseline conditional discriminations have been established
verbally competent participants would be predicted to show derived symmetrical
responding in which the taught relations are reversed (e.g., B1 – A1, B2 – A2, C1 – B1,
C2 – B2) and transitive responding whereby they are combined (e.g., A1 – C1, A2 – C2,
C1 – A1, C2 – A2). The demonstration of these types of patterns together with identity
matching of all the stimuli to each other (reflexivity) is referred to as stimulus
equivalence, since as Sidman (1971) who first demonstrated this pattern of derived
responding suggested, the overall pattern suggests that the stimuli involved are being
grouped together into classes and treated as equivalent or mutually substitutable within
those classes.

Natural language classes
Natural language categories refer to real life, complex and naturally occurring
classes (Fields & Reeve, 2000, p. 74). In a natural language class all members are
mutually substitutable for one another but only some members share features (e.g.,
actual items of furniture, the sound furniture, and the textual stimulus “FURNITURE”).
Such classes comprise both perceptual and arbitrary aspects (i.e., they are a combination
of perceptual and associative classes). Within behaviour analysis, natural language
categories have typically been conceptualised and modelled in terms of generalised
equivalence classes (Adams, Fields, & Verhave, 1993; Fields, et al., 1996; Fields &
Moss, 2008; Galizio et al., 2004; Rehfeldt, 2003).
Generalised equivalence classes are comprised of stimuli which are both
perceptually related and arbitrarily related (Fields & Reeve, 2000). As suggested in the
example just given, the class of furniture is an example of a generalised equivalence
class. This class contains textual stimuli, such as ‘chair’, ‘lamp’, and ‘table’, for
instance, as well as the sounds corresponding to those textual stimuli and also the actual
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objects themselves (with which the text and sound stimuli are linked). While the textual
or auditory stimuli share no formal features with each other or with the objects with
which they are (respectively) linked, all the stimuli within a class come to function
interchangeably; for example, they occasion the same response when it is trained in the
presence of only a few stimuli from the class (Fields & Reeve, 2000). Generalised
equivalence classes have been demonstrated using the combined processes of primary
stimulus generalisation and conditional discriminations. Interestingly, recent research
has modelled typicality effects associated with fuzzy categories (based on the cognitive
description of family resemblance) using generalised equivalence classes.
Galizio et al. (2004) modelled natural language classes using a matching-tosample procedure. In baseline training three classes of stimuli (Class 1, Class 2, and
Class 3) which had both perceptual and arbitrary relations were established. More
specifically, three nonsense syllables (A1, A2, and A3) acted as samples and were each
matched to eight different comparison stimuli (B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1, H1; B2, C2, D2,
E2, F2, G2, H2; B3, C3, D3, E3, F3, G3, H3, respectively). The comparison stimuli
were abstract shapes that varied between classes (Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3) in terms
of the type of features they maintained. Features varied across four dimensions (i.e., fill,
base, appendage, and inserts). For instance the B stimuli in each class had an appendage
feature, but that appendage feature differed for each class (Class 1 had Type 1
appendage, Class 2 had Type 2 and Class 3 had Type 3). In addition, the comparisons
varied within the classes in terms of the number of common features they possessed. For
example, the B stimuli possessed all four features, the C and D stimuli had a
combination of any three of those features, the E stimuli had a combination of any two
of those features, and finally, the F, G, H, and I stimuli all had one of the features.
Following base line training the experimenters tested for symmetry and equivalence.
However, they included novel abstract shapes that maintained variations of the feature
combinations in the probe trials. Participants readily demonstrated symmetrical and
equivalence relations between the stimuli used during baseline training and those novel
stimuli incorporated during the probe trials for derived relations. Participants were
subsequently required to sort the stimuli into the three separate classes and to rank them
on their representativeness or typicality with respect to each of the classes. As predicted,
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Galizio et al. found that participants ranked the member stimuli that had the most
features common to a class as more typical than the member stimuli that had fewer
common features. In this way they successfully established open ended classes that
shared some of the relational properties of natural categories and demonstrated
typicality effects consistent with such family resemblance classes.

Summary of behaviour analytic research on classification
In summary, behavioural research has modelled a number of features of
classification previously discussed in the context of the cognitive and developmental
paradigms. For example, perceptual classes, associative classes, family resemblance
(fuzzy category) classes and typicality effects have all been investigated using
behavioural procedures. These investigations have undoubtedly contributed to building a
functional analytic understanding of the processes involved in classification and thus
they constitute important theoretical and empirical background for some key aspects of
the research undertaken in this thesis. At the same time, however, this thesis is focused
on one particular form of classification namely, hierarchical classification, and thus it is
of particular interest to examine work in this area. In fact, though, this is one
phenomenon on which there has been very little empirical behaviour analytic work.
Hence the current thesis, aims to advance this research agenda. The first behaviour
analytic study specifically devoted to modelling hierarchical classification was Griffee
and Dougher (2002). In what follows I will first review this study. Griffee and Dougher
(2002) provided an initial springboard for some of the initial work in this thesis which is
reported in the next chapter. Hence, after describing Griffee and Dougher (2002), I will
then provide an overview of the structure of the current thesis.
Behaviour analysis and hierarchical classification
Griffee and Dougher (2002) attempted to model the conditions necessary to
establish responding in accordance with a natural language hierarchy. As described
previously, the latter includes stimuli that share common physical features and stimulus
functions (Fields & Reeve, 2000). An example is the taxonomy ‘Springer spaniel
member of class ‘Dog’; ‘Dog’ member of class Mammal’. People commonly respond to
objects and events in accordance with hierarchical groupings such as this under the
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control of a combination of pertinent functions, physical characteristics and context. For
example, I might respond differently to my Springer Spaniel and that of my neighbour
based on particular physical features of each that I have learned to recognise. Other
people might not be able to distinguish them so easily. However, they would readily
discriminate my two dogs, a Springer Spaniel and an Alsatian, from each other since the
latter differs physically to a much greater extent than two Springer Spaniels. This greater
physical difference means that these two breeds tend to be responded to differently in
more contexts than a pair of Springer Spaniels would be. Nevertheless, there are also
many contexts in which a Spaniel and an Alsatian are treated the same. For example, in
assessing their general living requirements, I tend to respond to both as dogs, while in
discussing particular behavioural similarities with humans, I might refer to them as
mammals.
To empirically model features of responding in accordance with natural language
hierarchical classes such as these, Griffee and Dougher (2002) established contextual
control over responding to four similar (triangle) stimuli that differed along a physical
continuum with respect to one feature (i.e., length of base). These stimuli represented
objects or events that might be placed in a taxonomy such as that just discussed. In
addition, colour background was manipulated to represent a range of different contexts:
superordinate, intermediate, and subordinate. Across all contexts, participants received
points (exchangeable afterwards for money) as reinforcement for correct responding and
received more points the more accurate their responding.
The green background served as a superordinate context. Participants were
presented with four different-sized triangles as samples and seven nonsense syllables
(which may be represented by the alphanumeric codes H1, H1.1, H1.2, H1.1.1, H1.1.2,
H1.2.1, H1.2.2) as comparisons. They were trained to choose the same nonsense syllable
(H1) from the comparison array in the presence of each of the four triangles. This
modelled responding to a broad class of stimuli (e.g., responding to all members of an
array of different animals as mammals). In the green background, the participants
received six points (the maximum) for choosing H1 regardless of the sample and
responses to the other six comparisons were not reinforced.
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The red background served as the intermediate context. Participants were trained
to choose two other nonsense syllables (H1.1 and H1.2) from the same seven-syllable
comparison array. Choices of H1.1 were reinforced in the presence of the two smallerbase triangles and choices of H1.2 were reinforced in the presence of the two larger-base
triangles. Correct choices of H1.1 or H1.2 were reinforced with six points. However,
choices of H1 after any of the samples were reinforced with three points. In this way, the
researchers modelled the occurrence of more or less precise responding as it could occur
in natural language. Correct choices of H1.1 or H1.2 in the red background are the most
precise because they are analogous to responding to a stimulus using an intermediate
class term (e.g., dog, cat) in a context in which that is appropriate (e.g., talking about
what kind of pets I own). Choices of H1 in the red background are less precise and are
analogous to using a superordinate class term (e.g., saying “mammal” when talking
about my pets) in the intermediate context.
Finally, the yellow background served as a subordinate context. Participants
were trained to choose a particular nonsense syllable from the four remaining nonsense
syllables (i.e., H1.1.1, H1.1.2, H1.2.1 and H1.2.2) in the presence of each of the four
triangles respectively. This modelled responding to smaller (more specific) subclasses
(e.g., responding differently to each of two different breeds of dog and two different
breeds of cat). Participants received six points for choosing H1.1.1, H1.1.2, H1.2.1 or
H1.2.2 in the presence of the appropriate sample. They received three points for
choosing H1.1 or H1.2 in the presence of the smaller-base or larger-base triangle
samples, respectively and they received one point for choosing H1 in the presence of
any of the samples. The participants were then tested with novel triangle stimuli that
differed from the originals in terms of base length, and they duly showed generalisation
of the response pattern. Next, in order to simulate a response function other than naming
the stimuli, the participants were trained to press onscreen buttons under contextual
control and generalisation was again tested. Finally, to introduce arbitrary (languagelike) relations into the model, derived relations between the nonsense syllables and
buttons and the nonsense syllables and triangles were tested.
With their model, Griffee and Dougher (2002) demonstrated a pattern of
behaviour analogous in certain respects to hierarchical classification. Differential
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responding to stimulus features was brought under contextual control and the pattern of
control appeared hierarchical. Responding in the superordinate context was controlled
by a common feature and stimuli shared a common stimulus function; however, in
subordinate contexts, responding was based on more differentiated features and stimuli
shared more specific stimulus functions. This study thus represented an initial step
towards a behaviour analytic conceptualisation of hierarchical classification. However,
their model was only preliminary and thus further work was needed.
In particular, Griffee and Dougher (2002) did not explicitly test for any of the
three features that characterise hierarchical classification according to mainstream
psychology. As such, the initial starting point for the current research program was to
replicate and extend the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model of hierarchical classification
(Chapter 2) by including a test for one of these features, namely transitive class
containment, and remediation training should responding in accordance with this feature
fail to emerge. In addition, the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model of hierarchical
classification was based on contextual control over responding to the formal features of
the to-be-categorised stimuli. However, as the developmental literature notes,
individuals competent in hierarchical classification can classify stimuli appropriately
when there are no physical features to guide responding. For instance, a person can
discuss the hypothetical relationships between a fictitious species, and a listener adept at
hierarchical classification can derive the appropriate hierarchical relations between these
species. To model these more abstract examples of hierarchical classification two
alternative accounts to Griffee and Dougher, were proposed in Chapters 3 and 4.
Specifically, in Chapter 3, an account of hierarchical classification based on stimulus
equivalence was developed. Finally, the purpose of the research reported in Chapter 4
was to present an empirical, Relational Frame Theory (RFT) based model of
hierarchical classification.

Aims of the current research
The overarching research goal of this thesis was to advance a behaviour analytic
understanding of hierarchical classification. To do this, the research began by replicating
and extending the model of hierarchical classification developed by Griffee and
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Dougher (2002) (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3, an alternative account of hierarchical
classification based on stimulus equivalence was developed. Finally, the purpose of the
research reported in Chapter 4 was to present an empirical, RFT based model of
hierarchical classification.

Chapter 2-Study 1
Griffee and Dougher (2002) attempted to model hierarchical classification by
establishing contextual control over responding in accordance with the formal features
of physically related stimuli. The pattern of responding was hierarchical in so far as the
larger, superordinate class, had a more general stimulus function, whereas the
subordinate classes were smaller and had more specific functions. Griffee and Dougher
(2002) did not however, test for any of the three features definitive of hierarchical
classification. The aims of Study 1 were to replicate and extend the Griffee and
Dougher’s (2002) model by (a) including a test for one of the features that characterise
hierarchcial classification, namely transititive class containment, and (b) providing
remediation training to establish transitive class containment consistent responding if it
is found to be absent from a participant’s repertoire.

Chapter 3-Study 2
As noted, humans can classify stimuli that share no physical relationship. Much
of the research on associative classes has stemmed from the work on stimulus
equivalence, which has generated much recent interest over the last number of decades
because of its emergent properties and proposed relationship with symbolic behaviour
(Devany, Hayes, & Nelson, 1986). With respect to classification, equivalence classes
have been used to demonstrate the generative nature of categories, the transfer of
functions through class membership, as well as many other phenomena related to
classification (e.g., typicality effects and category clustering; Galizio et al., 2001, 2004).
Despite the volume of research on stimulus equivalence, no studies to date have
modelled hierarchical classification from an equivalence perspective. The aim of Study
2 was to model hierarchical classification using contextually controlled bifurcated
equivalence classes.
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Chapter 4- Study 3
From an RFT perspective, relational responding can come under the contextual
control of features in the environment other than the formal features of the relata, and
these arbitrary contextual cues provide the dicriminative control for responding in
accordance with multiple stimulus relations, of which equivalence is only one. Presently
only one study has attempted to model hierarchical classification as relational framing
and more specifically based on hierarchical stimulus relations (Gil, Luciano, Ruiz, &
Valdivia-Salas, 2012). In Chapter 4, Study 3, I review this research in detail as a
preliminary example of an RFT approach to modelling hierarchical classificaition. I then
report a study conducted within the auspices of the current research program that
attempted to overcome limitations of the Gil et al. RFT-based model of hierarchical
classification. The aims of Study 3, were to (a) establish the contextual control for the
stimulus relations of ‘member of/ includes’ and (b) use these stimulus relations to
establish their own respective arbitrary relational networks, and (c) test these relational
networks for the three defining features of hierarchical classification.
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Chapter 2

Experiments 1-3

Testing and training transitive class containment in the Griffee and Dougher
(2002) model
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Griffee and Dougher (2002) provided the first model of hierarchical
classification from a behavioural perspective. They attempted to model responding in
accordance with a natural language hierarchy (See Figure 1 for an example of natural
language hierarchy). According to Griffee and Dougher, “stimuli involved in naturalistic
hierarchical categories often have some physical features in common but are generally
categorised according to function” (2002, p. 434). For instance, consider the natural
language hierarchy, ‘Springer spaniel’ member of class Dog’; ‘Dog’ member of class
Mammal’. Responding to stimuli as part of a natural language hierarchy such as this is
under the control of pertinent functions, physical characteristics, and context. For
example, in certain contexts, such as when I am comparing my Springer spaniel with a
Springer Spaniel owned by my neighbour, I might look for distinguishing marks of my
dog and use his name. If I am going away and asking a relative to take care of my two
dogs, a Springer spaniel and an Alsatian, I might give different instructions for how to
feed the two and will justify this by referring to the requirements of the different breeds.
If I am discussing my pets I might refer to them both as dogs. In another context again,
such as discussion of the likely life span of my pets, I might refer to them as mammals.

Figure 1. An example of a natural language hierarchy including a small subset of
animals. Examples of properties associated with each class at their respective levels are
listed below the class labels.
As described in the previous chapter, Griffee and Dougher attempted to model
this pattern of responding using a protocol involving contextual control over feature26
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based responding and primary stimulus generalisation (see Figure 2 for an overview of
the core phase of the Griffee and Dougher procedure). In a computer-based task, colour
background was manipulated to represent different hierarchical contexts (superordinate,
intermediate, and subordinate, see Chapter 1 for detailed discussion) and was used to set
the occasion for responding to triangles that differed along a particular physical
dimension such that they responded to either more (e.g., superordinate class) or less
(e.g., subordinate class) inclusive groups. More specifically, in the superordinate context
(i.e., colour context 1) participants were trained to select the same nonsense syllable
(e.g., H1) in the presence of all of the triangles. In the intermediate context (i.e., colour
context 2), however, responding was brought under the control of more specific features
of the stimuli so that two classes of stimuli emerged (‘H1.1’ short based triangles with
angles of less than 90° and ‘H1.2’ longer based triangles with angles of more than 90°).
Finally, in the subordinate context (colour context 3) responding was brought under the
control of even more specific delineations of stimulus features so that four classes of
stimuli were established. The stimuli in colour context 2 that comprised the ‘H1.1’ and
‘H1.2’ classes were thus each broken up into two further subclasses in colour context 3;
more specifically, H1.1 was broken into H1.1.1 and H1.1.2, whereas H1.2 was broken
into H1.2.1 and H1.2.2.
Griffee and Dougher argued that by thus establishing contextual control over the
extent of stimulus generalisation among physically related stimuli, they had provided an
empirical demonstration of some key features of responding in accordance with
hierarchical classes. However, despite their claim that this represented a useful model of
hierarchical classification, they did not test the model to see whether it captured features
of this pattern of behaviour described as important within mainstream psychology.
For instance, as noted in Chapter 1, according to more mainstream accounts of
hierarchical classification, this behaviour appears to involve characteristics of transitive
class containment, asymmetric class containment and unilateral property induction. If
the performance of participants in Griffee and Dougher’s model was indeed functionally
similar to the responding shown by participants in cognitive developmental research,
whose behaviour appeared to be consistent with these characteristics, then the behaviour
of the former should be also presumably. Of course Griffee and Dougher’s model might
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be argued to be only preliminary. Even so, at the very least testing for these
characteristics would allow for comparison between their behaviour analytic model and
more traditional models; however, they did not attempt to do this.
As the Griffee and Dougher model was the first and only behaviour analytic
model of hierarchical classification but it had not been tested for what were claimed to
be important features of hierarchical classification then beginning to perform such
testing seemed like an appropriate way to start the current program of research. Hence,
in the first experimental study I chose one of the three characteristics of hierarchical
classification, namely transitive class containment, and examined whether Griffee and
Dougher’s model showed this characteristic.
As discussed in Chapter 1, transitive class containment refers to a response
pattern whereby if someone is taught that an object (C) is a member of a class (B), then
she will also respond that C is part of a second class (A) that subsumes class B.
Transitive class containment seemed an appropriate initial target of testing since
empirical studies report that it is seen earlier in development than other features of
hierarchical classification (e.g., see Blewitt, 1989, 1994; Deneault & Ricard, 2006) and
hence is likely to be the most well established feature; thus, if participants were indeed
showing hierarchical classification then of all three features transitive class containment
seemed the most likely to be present.
One way to test for transitive class containment in a natural-language context is
to assess responding to hypothetical additional members of previously established
classes. For instance, imagine a child who had previously been taught that a dog
(subordinate class) is a type of mammal (intermediate level class). This child might be
tested for transitive hierarchical responding by being told that a previously unknown
creature (e.g., a Dem) was a type of dog and then being asked whether that creature was
a mammal.
An analogous test might be used to assess if participants exposed to the Griffee
and Dougher protocol would subsequently respond consistent with transitive class
containment. Participants might be trained to respond in a particular way to a novel
stimulus in one context (e.g., the yellow background ‘sub-ordinate class’ context) and
then be tested for appropriate responding to the same stimulus in a different context
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(e.g., the red background ‘intermediate class’ context). Griffee and Dougher did test for
responding to novel stimuli in different contexts employed in their protocol. However,
their goal was to demonstrate contextual control over stimulus generalisation and not to
test for transitive class containment so their tests always used stimuli that were
physically similar to the training stimuli. In order to provide a test of transitive class
containment, stimuli that are physically distinct from the training stimuli must be
employed.

Experiment 1
The key aim of this experiment was to assess whether participants trained using
the Griffee and Dougher procedure would show transitive class containment consistent
responding. Phase 1 replicated the training structure employed by Griffee and Dougher
(2002), and consisted of a series of related conditional discriminations followed by a
generalisation test to determine whether the trained contextually-controlled response
pattern would occur in the presence of novel stimuli. Phase 2 then tested whether
responding was consistent with transitive class containment. Because the focus in this
test was on responding in accordance with putative levels of a hierarchy, the
nomenclature typically used to describe stimuli in hierarchical classes (i.e., sub-ordinate
class level, intermediate class level, super-ordinate class level) will sometimes be
employed to refer to the different contexts.
In Phase 2, a group of four novel abstract stimuli (A1, A2, A3 and A4; referred
to as Group 1) replaced the triangle stimuli as conditional stimuli in the sub-ordinate
background context. In the presence of each Group 1 stimulus, participants were trained
to choose one of the four previously trained sub-ordinate level nonsense syllables (i.e.,
H1.1.1, H1.1.2, H1.2.1, H1.2.2). Then, in Phase 2 testing, Group 1 stimuli were
presented as conditional stimuli in the intermediate level background context to test
whether participants would choose the appropriate intermediate level nonsense syllables
(i.e., H1.1 or H1.2). Such responding would be consistent with transitive class
containment (see Figure 2).
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Figure. 2. Diagram illustrating the experimenter designated hierarchical classification of
stimuli. The appropriate triangle and nonsense syllable matches based on background
colour are shown, as well as the points available for correct responses during training.
Method
Participants
Five experimentally naïve participants (all female) took part in Experiment 1.
Their ages ranged from 22 to 28 years (M = 24.6 years; SD = 4.70 years). All
participants signed a statement of informed consent before the experiment and were
informed that there would be a 30 euro prize for the participant with the highest score at
the end of the study.
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Settings, Materials, and Apparatus
Each participant was tested individually in a cubicle that contained a desk, chair
and PC (Fujitsu Siemens Scenic). Instructions, stimulus presentation and recording of
responses were controlled by the computer, which was programmed in Visual Basic
2008. The experimental stimuli used in Phase 1 were similar to those used by Griffee
and Dougher (2002). The first set of stimuli included eight triangles that differed in
terms of the angle between sides A and B and the length of the base C (see Figure
3).The length of the sides A and B was always 2 inches, and the angles between sides A
and B ranged from 24° to 168° (T1 = 12°, T2 = 24°, T3 = 60°, T4 = 72°, T5 = 108°, T6
= 120°, T7 = 156°, T8 = 168°). The triangles were black and were presented on a green,
red, or yellow background. The seven nonsense syllables were PIF (H1), GIZ (H1.1),
WUG (H1.2), BUP (H1.1.1), GAK (H1.1.2), YAP (H1.2.1) and ZID (H1.2.2). For Phase
2 (transitive class containment) training and testing, four novel abstract shapes were
employed (Group 1: A1, A2, A3, A4; see Appendix A).

Procedure
Phase 1: Conditional Discrimination Training
At the start of conditional discrimination training, participants were presented
with the following instructions:
On the computer screen you will see a background colour, a triangle at the
top of the screen and seven nonsense syllables at the bottom of the screen.
You earn points by choosing the correct button, depending on what you see
on the screen. It might take a while to learn which is the correct button,
because the triangles are similar. But there will always be a “best”
answer, which is worth 6 points. Sometimes there will also be a “next best
answer” worth three points, and a “next-next best” answer, worth 1 point.
The rest of the answers will be wrong. Your job is to earn as many points
as possible! We will keep track of the points over the course of the
semester and the person with the most points will win thirty euro.
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The participants were taught to choose particular nonsense syllables in the
presence of each of four different triangle samples (i.e., T2, T4, T6, T8). The correct
choice was contingent both on the particular triangle sample presented and the particular
screen background colour (green, red or yellow). The four triangles were presented in
quasi-random order. On each trial, a triangle was presented in the top centre of the
screen on one of the three background colours. The appearance of the sample was
immediately followed by seven nonsense syllables presented across the bottom of the
screen (see Figure 3, top). The right-to-left position of the seven nonsense syllables was
counterbalanced across trials.

Figure 3. Triangle stimuli used in the core protocol (bottom) and an example of a
sample trial used during training in Phase 1 (top).
The participant used the mouse to select one of the seven nonsense syllables.
Depending on the participant’s response, the feedback presented was: “6 points. This is
the best answer”; “3 points. But there is a better answer”; “1 point. There are better
answers”; or “Incorrect”. Once the participant had made a response, the screen cleared,
feedback was delivered and, after a 1 second inter-trial interval (ITI), the next trial
began.
In the green background, the correct response (six points; see Figure 2) was H1
after all four samples. All other responses were incorrect. When the background colour
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was red, participants earned six points for selecting H1.1 in the presence of T2 or T4 and
H1.2 in the presence of T6 or T8. If the participant selected H1 in the red background,
they earned three points. All other responses were incorrect. When the background
colour was yellow, participants earned six points for selecting H1.1.1 in the presence of
T2, H1.1.2 in the presence of T4, H1.2.1 in the presence of T6 and H1.2.2 in the
presence of T8. If the participant selected H1.1 in the presence of T2 or T4 or H1.2 in
the presence of T6 or T8, they earned three points. If the participant selected H1 in the
yellow background, they earned one point. All other responses were incorrect.
The current experiment used the same mastery criteria during conditional
discrimination training and testing as Griffee and Dougher (2002). In addition,
participants could also pass training blocks on the basis of a predetermined number of
consecutively correct responses (cf., Gómez, López, Baños-Martin, Barnes-Holmes, &
Barnes-Holmes, 2007).
Initial training trials were in the superordinate context and were presented with a
green background. The training criterion in the green background was 95% correct
responses after a minimum of 50 trials or 20 consecutively correct six-point responses.
The maximum number of trials per exposure was 110. No three-point or one-point
responses were possible in the green background. If the participant did not meet
criterion, then the training phase was repeated up to a maximum of three times. If a
participant failed to meet criterion after four attempts, s/he was debriefed and thanked
for taking part and his/her participation was discontinued.
Training in the intermediate phase with the red background was conducted next.
The red background training criteria were at least 90% six-point responses and 5% or
less three-point responses after a minimum of 50 trials and a maximum of 178 trials or
30 consecutively correct six-point responses. No one-point responses were possible in
the red background. If the participant did not achieve the criteria, intermediate-context
training was repeated up to a maximum of three times. If the criteria were still not met,
then participation was discontinued.
Following the separate training phases with the green and red backgrounds, there
was a mixed training phase in which trials from the green and red background were
alternated in a quasi-random order across trials. The same training criteria that applied in
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the red background were employed during this phase. If the participants did not achieve
the criteria, the mixed-training phase was repeated up to a maximum of three times. If
they did not complete this phase within three exposures their participation was
discontinued.
Following the mixed training phase, participants were trained in the sub-ordinate
context with a yellow background. In this phase, the criteria were at least 88% six-point
responses, 5% three-point responses, and 2% one-point responses for a minimum of 50
trials and a maximum of 200 trials, or 40 consecutively correct six-point responses. If
the participant failed to achieve the criteria, the training was repeated up to a maximum
of three times. If they failed to meet criterion within four exposures, their participation
was discontinued.
In the final mixed-training phase, trials from the green, red, and yellow
backgrounds were alternated in a quasi-random order across trials. The same training
criteria that applied in the yellow background phase were used here. The minimum
number of trials was 150 and the maximum was 320. If the participants did not achieve
the criteria, training was repeated up to a maximum of three times. If they failed to meet
the criteria within four exposures, their participation was discontinued.
Phase 1: Generalisation Test
The generalisation test probed for responding to novel triangles on the basis of
physical similarity. Participants were first provided with the following instructions:
This part of the experiment is slightly different than before. Even though
correct answers still earn the same points as before, you will not receive
feedback after your choice. You will also see some new triangles on the
screen. Even though there will be some new triangles and you won’t see the
points you earn, there is always a best, 6-point answer and sometimes other
answers are worth 3 points or 1 point. Remember, pay attention to the
background colour and try to earn as many points as possible. Good luck!
Generalisation testing consisted of a series of trials presented without feedback
to determine whether the trained pattern of responding to the original four triangles (T2,
T4, T6, T8) would transfer to the novel triangles (T1, T3, T5, T7). The four original
triangles were included in the testing. Each of the eight stimuli was presented quasi34
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randomly five times in each of the three background colours, for a total of 120 test trials.
In the green background, the correct response after all eight triangles was H1. In the red
background, the correct response after T1, T2, T3, and T4 was H1.1 while the correct
response after T5, T6, T7, and T8 was H1.2. In the yellow background, the correct
response after T1 and T2 was H1.1.1; the correct response after T3 and T4 was H1.1.2;
the correct response after T5 and T6 was H1.2.1; and the correct response after T7 and
T8 was H1.2.2. When the generalisation test was complete, participants progressed to
Phase 2.
Phase 2: Training and Testing for responding consistent with Transitive
Class Containment
Participants were first presented with the following instructions.
This part of the experiment is similar to one you have completed before.
On the computer screen, you will see a background colour, a random
shape at the top of the screen and seven nonsense syllables at the bottom of
the screen. You earn points by choosing the correct button, depending on
what you see on the screen. Responses will be either correct “6 points” or
incorrect “0 points”. Your job as always is to earn as many points as
possible! When you have read the instructions and you are happy that you
understand them, press the spacebar to proceed to the actual experiment.
Remember - try to get as many points as possible. Good luck!
Phase 2 training
Participants were trained on conditional discriminations in which the Phase-1
nonsense syllables were comparisons and novel abstract shapes (A1, A2, A3, A4) were
samples. Training took place in the subordinate context (i.e., the yellow background).
The correct response after A1 was H1.1.1; the correct response after A2 was H1.1.2; the
correct response after A3 was H1.2.1; and the correct response after A4 was H1.2.2. The
seven nonsense syllables were presented across the bottom of the screen on each trial,
and their positional order was counter-balanced across trials. To minimise feedback
regarding the hierarchical structure, the tiered point system used in Phase 1 was not
employed during this phase. All correct responses resulted in the delivery of six points,
while other responses were followed only by feedback indicating that the response was
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incorrect. Once the participant had achieved the criterion of 90% accuracy after a
minimum of 50 trials or 40 consecutively correct six-point responses, testing began.
Participants were exposed to a maximum of 200 trials.
Phase 2 testing
Participants first saw the following instructions:
This phase is a testing phase. The shapes you have just seen will now be
presented on a different colour background. You will not receive feedback.
However, there is always a correct response worth '6' points while
incorrect responses are worth '0' points. Remember - your job is to earn as
many points as possible. Good luck!
This test involved the quasi-random sequential presentation of each of the four
abstract shapes from training (i.e., A1, A2, A3 and A4) four times each in the
intermediate context (i.e., the red background). The seven nonsense syllables were
presented across the bottom of the screen on each trial with their positional order quasirandomly varied across trials. After A1 and A2 samples, selections of H1.1 were
consistent with transitive class containment, whereas after A3 and A4 samples,
selections of H1.2 were consistent with transitive class containment.

Results & Discussion
Phase 1: Conditional Discrimination Training
The results of Phase 1 (conditional discrimination training with triangles) are
presented in Table 1. All participants met the accuracy criteria on their first exposure to
each training phase within each of the three contexts. In addition, four out of five
participants (i.e., P1, P2, P4 and P5) met the criteria on the basis of number of
consecutively correct trials with one exception: in the mixed Green-Red-Yellow
background training, all participants met the percentage correct criteria. P3 met the
criteria on the basis of percentage correct in all phases but the initial phase with the
green background.
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Table 1. Conditional discrimination training data for participants in Experiment 1.
Ps

Green

Red

Green + Red

Yellow

Green + Red +
Yellow

Trial

%

no

Pass

Trial

type

no

%

Pass

Trial

type

no

%

Pass

Trial

type

no

%

Pass

Trial

type

no

%

Pass
type

P1

54

56

Con

146

65

Con

56

82

Con

166

47

Con

226

95

%

P2

91

40

Con

140

77

Con

50

96

%

85

76

Con

151

93

%

P3

111

75

Con

50

98

%

50

100

%

50

96

%

150

100

%

P4

49

61

Con

87

88

Con

50

100

%

98

63

Con

150

98

%

P5

49

73

Con

134

73

Con

50

98

%

171

82

Con

151

97

%

Note. Ps = participants; Trial no = number of trials in that particular background colour
before participant met the criterion; % = percentage correct trials in that particular
background colour; Pass type = manner in which participant achieved the criterion,
either Con (consecutively correct trials) or % (percentage criterion achieved).
Phase 1: Generalisation Test
The data from the generalisation test are presented in Table 2. The participants
readily showed generalisation of the contextually-controlled response pattern to the
novel triangle stimuli. No errors were observed in the superordinate context (i.e., the
green background). In the intermediate context (i.e., the red background), the correct
response was H1.1 for T1 and T3, and H1.2 for T5 and T7. Incorrect responses were
observed in the case of two participants. Participants 1 and 2 showed four and three
(respectively) incorrect responses (out of 120 trials) that were apparently based on
inappropriate control by background colour (i.e., making a response in the red
background that would have been appropriate in the yellow). In the sub-ordinate context
(i.e., the yellow background), the correct responses were H1.1.1 in the presence of T1,
H1.1.2 in the presence of T3, H1.2.1 in the presence of T5, and H1.2.2 in the presence
of T7. Participants 1 and 3 made a number of responses which appeared to involve a
failure to discriminate between nonsense syllables associated with that particular level
of the ‘hierarchy’. For example, P3 selected H1.2.1 instead of H1.2.2 in the presence of
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T7. Participant 2 made a number of responses that appeared to involve a failure to
discriminate background colour, such as selecting H1.2 instead of H1.2.2 in the presence
of T7. Despite this, the dominant pattern was of high levels of appropriate
generalisation. Thus, the core findings from Griffee and Dougher (2002) were
replicated.
Table 2. Generalisation test data for all participants in Experiment 1.
Participant

Triangle Stimuli
1 (12°)

2 (24°)

3 (60°)

4 (72°)

5(108°)

6 (120°)

7 (156°)

8 (168°)

Green
P1

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

P2

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1 (5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

P3

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1 (5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

P4

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1 (5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

P5

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1 (5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.2(3)

H1.2(4)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.1(2)

H1.1(1)

Red
P1

P2

H1.1(4)

H1.1(4)

H1.1(3)

H1.1.2(1)

H1.1.2(1)

H1.1.1(2)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

P3

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

P4

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

P5

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.1(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.2(5)

H1.2.2(3)

Yellow
P1

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H31.1.2(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.1(2)
P2

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.1(2)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1(1)

H1.2.2(4)

H1.2.2(5)

H1.2(1)

H1.2(2)
P3

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.2(1)

H1.2.2(5)

P4

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H3bi(4)
H1.2.2(5)

H1.2.2(5)

P5

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.1(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.1.2(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.1(5)

H1.2.2(5)

H1.2.2(5)

Note. Alphanumeric codes: H1 = PIF; H1.1 = GIZ; H1.2 = WUG; H1.1.1 = BUP;
H1.1.2 = GAK; H1.2.1 = YAP; H1.2.2 = ZID. The numbers inside the brackets denote
the number of times participants made that selection response. Incorrect responses are in
italics.
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Phase 2: Testing for Transitive Class Containment Consistent Responding
Data from the Phase-2 probes are presented in Figure 4 and Table 3. During
training, participants were required to satisfy a mastery criterion of 90% correct in a
block of 200 trials, or 40 consecutively correct responses.

Figure 4. Percentage of responses consistent with transitive class containment in
training and testing in Phase 2 of Experiment 1. P1 – P5 = Participant number. Y train =
yellow background training (sub-ordinate context); R test = red background testing
(intermediate context). An inverted ‘T’ shows a pass criterion that was not reached
during that exposure.
Three participants (P1, P2, and P5) required more than one exposure to the
training task. An accuracy of 80% or above was deemed passing the test for transitive
class containment. On this basis, only 2 out of 5 participants (i.e., P1 and P3)
demonstrated such responding.
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Table 3. Percentage selection of stimuli by participants during Experiment 1 Phase 2 testing.
Ps + NS

H1

H1.1

H1.2

H1.1.1

H1.1.2

H1.2.1

H1.2.2

A1/A2

0

87.5

12.5

0

0

0

0

A3/A4

0

0

87.5

0

12.5

0

0

A1/A2

0

0

0

50

50

0

0

A3/A4

0

0

0

0

0

50

50

A1/A2

0

75

0

25

0

0

0

A3/A4

0

0

87.5

0

0

12.5

0

A1/A2

0

0

0

50

50

0

0

A3/A4

0

0

0

0

0

50

50

A1/A2

0

0

0

50

50

0

0

A3/A4

0

0

0

0

0

50

50

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Note. The percentage of times each nonsense syllable (H1 = PIF, H1.1 = GIZ, H1.2 =
WUG, H1.1.1 = BUP, H1.1.2 = GAK, H1.2.1 = YAP, H1.2.2 = ZID) was selected in the
presence of each of the abstract sample stimuli in Group 1 (i.e., A1, A2, A3 and A4) in
the red background (intermediate context) during the transitive-class-containment probe.
The correct response after A1 and A2 was H1.1, while the correct response after A3 and
A4 was H1.2. Ps = Participant; NS = novel sample stimulus.
In summary, all five participants in Experiment 1 successfully passed the
conditional discrimination training and generalisation test in Phase 1, which involved a
replication of Griffee and Dougher (2002). To further test the Griffee and Dougher
protocol, Phase 2 employed a test for responding consistent with transitive class
containment. However, only two out of five participants passed this test. Since transitive
class containment is seen in the cognitive literature as a key feature of hierarchical
classification (e.g., Blewitt, 1994; Deneault & Ricard, 2006; Greene, 1994; Harnad,
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1996), then this suggests that at least three of these five individuals were not showing
responding consistent with hierarchical classification as typically defined.

Experiment 2
Given the low level of responding consistent with transitive class containment
seen in Experiment 1, the next aim of this study was to determine whether additional
training might facilitate it. In Experiment 2, a number of novel participants were
provided with repeated exposures to the conditional discrimination training and testing
employed in Experiment 1 in an attempt to enhance the stimulus control of the differentcoloured background contexts.
Participants first received conditional discrimination training identical to
Experiment 1. The subsequent generalisation test that was conducted in Experiment 1
was omitted in Experiment 2 because it was deemed that (i) there was already sufficient
evidence (both from Experiment 1 and Griffee & Dougher, 2002) that participants
exposed to the conditional discrimination training would show generalisation; (ii) this
test was not needed as a test for transitive class containment consistent responding; and
(iii) omitting this test shortened the protocol to allow for re-administration of training in
the three contexts. After completing Phase 1 training, participants were immediately
given a test for responding in accordance with transitive class containment. If a
participant failed the test, then s/he was re-exposed to the conditional discrimination
training and test for transitive class containment consistent responding with a new set of
stimuli (i.e., Group 2). This process continued until the participant met the criteria for
transitive class containment or up to a maximum of five exposures (each with a different
stimulus set).
Method
Participants
Three experimentally naïve participants (2 females and one male) took part in
Experiment 2. Their ages ranged from 22 – 33 years (M = 26 years, SD = 5.90 years).
The participants were informed that a 30 euro prize would be awarded to the person
with the highest points score at the end of the study. All three signed a statement of
informed consent before the experiment began.
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Settings, Materials, and Apparatus
The setting, materials and apparatus used in Experiment 2 were almost exactly
the same as in Experiment 1. In addition to the stimuli employed in the latter, five
groups of four novel abstract stimuli (Groups 1-5) were used (see Appendix A).

Procedure
Phase 1 was identical to that in Experiment 1 except that no generalisation test
was conducted. Phase 2 began with exposure to training and testing for responding
consistent with transitive class containment as in Experiment 1. However, if participants
failed the test with the Group 1 novel abstract stimuli, they were re-exposed to
conditional discrimination training with the triangle samples and nonsense syllable
comparisons in all three background contexts. Then, Phase-2 training and testing was
repeated with a new set of abstract stimuli (Group 2) as samples. If they failed the Phase
2 test with these novel stimuli then they were re-exposed to further conditional
discrimination training in all three contexts, and Phase-2 training and testing was again
repeated with additional novel stimuli (i.e., Group 3). This training-and-testing cycle
was programmed to continue until either the participant had shown transitive class
containment consistent responding in the Phase 2 test or had been exposed to five cycles
of testing without passing.

Results & Discussion
All participants passed conditional discrimination training and testing in Phase 1.
Results for cycles of Phase 2 training and testing for the three participants are displayed
in Figure 5. An accuracy level of 80% or above was required before a participant was
deemed to have shown responding consistent with transitive class containment.
Although all the participants continued to pass Phase 1 conditional discrimination
training and successfully learned the required responses after each novel abstract shape
in the sub-ordinate (i.e., yellow background) context during Phase 2 training, none of
the three passed the test for responding consistent with transitive class containment.
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Figure 5. Percentage of responses consistent with transitive class containment across
exposures to novel exemplars in training and testing in Phase 2 of Experiment 2. P6 –
P8 = Participant number. Y train = yellow background training (sub-ordinate context); R
test = red background testing (intermediate context). An inverted ‘T’ shows a pass
criterion that was not reached during that exposure.
That is, in the intermediate (i.e., red background) context, no one participant made a
single correct response. Instead, they continued to respond in accordance with the
pattern learned during Phase 2 conditional discrimination training in the yellow
background context.
In summary, all three participants in Experiment 2 failed to show transitive class
containment consistent responding despite repeated exposure to the conditional
discrimination training employed in Griffee and Dougher (2002). Moreover, it is
remarkable that none of the three participants showed any such responding whatsoever
across multiple exposures to testing. One possible contributing factor might be the
absence of the test for generalisation. It is possible that having to choose novel triangle
stimuli may make abstraction of the ‘transitive class containment’ pattern more likely.
Of course, this was not a part of the original Griffee and Dougher training protocol but
was instead a test of that protocol. Furthermore, the effects of exposure to this test are at
best limited since only two participants (P1 and P3) out of five demonstrated transitive
class containment consistent responding even when it was employed in Experiment 1.
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One reason that repeated exposure to the conditional discrimination training
might not have produced transitive class containment consistent responding is that
exposure to this protocol may simply have reinforced responding under the control of
physical (non-arbitrary) features of the stimuli employed in the training, and this source
of control may have dominated over the more abstract (i.e., not based on physical
characteristics of particular stimuli) pattern of transitive class containment consistent
responding required to pass testing. If it is the case that control based on physical
features can dominate over a more generalised pattern of hierarchical classification, then
this would mitigate against the possibility that the generalisation test could have
increased transitive class containment responding in Experiment 1, since generalisation
is based on physical similarity. If true, then the observed difference between levels of
transitive class containment consistent responding in Experiments 1 and 2 may have
been a result of chance or else of some other unknown factor. One way to reduce control
by physical features of the stimuli is to use abstract or arbitrary stimuli in the context of
multiple exposures to the protocol. This approach was implemented in Experiment 3.

Experiment 3
Research has suggested that exemplar training aimed at establishing or tapping
into a repertoire of generalised relational responding (including, for example, class
hierarchical relations) should employ arbitrary stimuli which differ across exemplars, in
order to mitigate the possibility of control by physical features of the stimuli (e.g.,
Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Smeets, Strand, & Friman, 2004; Gómez et al., 2007).
In Experiment 3, abstract stimuli were gradually introduced into the conditional
discrimination training protocol. The introduction of abstract stimuli was gradual
because previous work has suggested the importance of non-arbitrary control at least in
the initial stages of training a relational pattern (e.g., Berens & Hayes, 2007).
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Method
Participants
Three experimentally naïve participants (2 females and one male) took part in
Experiment 3. Their ages ranged from 24 – 30 years (M = 26.30 years, SD = 3.21 years).
Participants signed a statement of informed consent before the experiment began and
were debriefed once it was completed. Participants were told that 30 euro would be
awarded to whoever had highest points at the end of the study.

Settings, Materials, and Apparatus
The setting, materials and apparatus employed in Experiment 3 were the same as
in Experiment 2 except for the inclusion of a number of novel abstract stimuli in the
Phase 1 conditional discrimination training phases (Group 6: N1, N2, N3, N4; see
Appendix A).

Procedure
Training and testing was similar to that for Experiment 2. The key difference
was that the original four triangle-sample stimuli were systematically and progressively
replaced over successive training/testing cycles by novel abstract stimuli in a kind of
graduated training or fading procedure. Thus, in the first cycle of training, all the
original stimuli (i.e., T2, T4, T6, T8) were employed; in cycle 2, stimulus T2 was
replaced by an arbitrary stimulus (N1) so that the array of stimuli employed was N1, T4,
T6 and T8; in cycle 3, the array was N1, T4, N3, T8; for cycle 4 it was N1, N2, N3 and
T8; and for cycle 5 it was N1, N2, N3, and N4.

Results & Discussion
Results for cycles of Phase 2 training and testing for the three participants in
Experiment 3 are displayed in Figure 6. An accuracy level of 80% or above was
required before a participant was deemed to have passed testing for responding
consistent with transitive class containment.
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Figure 6. Percentage of responses consistent with transitive class containment across
exposures to novel exemplars in training and testing in Phase 2 of Experiment 3. P9 –
P11 = Participant number. Y train = yellow background training (sub-ordinate context);
R test = red background testing (intermediate context). An inverted ‘T’ shows a pass
criterion that was not reached during that exposure.
As may be seen in Figure 6, all three participants passed the conditional
discrimination training and then learned to choose the appropriate nonsense syllables in
the presence of particular arbitrary shapes in the sub-ordinate (i.e., yellow background)
context in the training portion of Phase 2. However, all the participants failed the
subsequent test for transitive class containment consistent responding on their first
exposure. Furthermore, they all continued to fail the test for transitive class containment
in further Phase 2 tests as abstract sample stimuli began to replace the original triangle
samples. However, eventually, after a number of exposures, each of the three
participants passed this test. In terms of individual performance, after her third cycle of
training, P9 showed a substantial increase in transitive-class-containment consistent
responding (81% correct). By the fourth cycle, correct responding had risen to 100%.
P10 also showed emergence of criterion responding (100%) by cycle 4, whilst P11
passed the test (100%) in cycle 5.
In summary, the procedure used in Experiment 3 successfully established
responding consistent with transitive class containment in three experimentally naïve
participants. This result was achieved using a procedure in which the participants were
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exposed to multiple cycles of conditional discrimination training similar to that used by
Griffee and Dougher (2002), but with the critical added feature of the graduated
inclusion of abstract stimuli in the array of training stimuli.

General Discussion
In hierarchical classification, context determines the size of the groups of
stimuli that are treated as functionally the same such that, in one context, a group of
stimuli may all be responded to similarly (e.g., a group containing both dogs and cats
might be referred to as a group of animals), whereas in another context, sub-groupings
of the stimuli in the overarching class might be responded to differently (e.g., in the
group just referred to, dogs and cats might be distinguished from each other). Griffee
and Dougher (2002) used contextual control over feature-based responding and primary
stimulus generalisation to produce a model of hierarchical classification. If this is a good
model of hierarchical classification then it should show critical features of this
phenomenon. In the literature three features in particular are thought to be important.
These are transitive class containment, asymmetric class containment, and unilateral
property induction (Halford, Andrews, & Jensen, 2002; Murphy, 2002). A key purpose
of the work reported in this chapter was to test this model for one of these features,
namely transitive class containment. This refers to a pattern of responding whereby if
someone is taught that an object C is a member of a class B and knows or is taught that
class B is itself a member of a more encompassing class A, then she should respond to C
as a member of A in the absence of training. The current research expanded on Griffee
and Dougher’s (2002) model of hierarchical classification by including a test for
transitive class containment.
In Experiment 1, after being exposed to the partial replication of the original
Griffee and Dougher training protocol (Phase 1), only 2 out of 5 participants passed the
Phase 2 test of transitive class containment. In Experiments 2 and 3, the protocol was
altered in an attempt to facilitate responding consistent with transitive class containment.
In Experiment 2, three novel participants were exposed to multiple rounds of training
using repeated exposures to conditional discrimination training interspersed with testing
using multiple sets novel abstract stimuli. However, this repeated training failed to
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establish transitive class containment consistent responding. In Experiment 3, the
original non-arbitrary stimuli from the initial conditional discrimination training were
gradually replaced with novel arbitrary stimuli over the course of exposures to training
and testing sessions otherwise similar to those employed in the two previous
experiments. This adaptation appeared to be successful in establishing responding
consistent with transitive class containment in three novel participants.
The reader should note that the thesis is careful to refer to the behaviour of
participants in Experiment 3 as responding consistent with transitive class containment
rather than as transitive class containment responding itself because it could be argued
that it is uncertain that participants were indeed showing the latter. For example, it might
be argued that the protocol in Experiment 3 demonstrated not transitive class
containment but instead merely generalised colour-background-controlled second order
conditional discriminative responding. Of course, some behaviour analysts might argue
that this contains the assumption that transitive class containment is something more
than the latter. Nevertheless, even if one were to accept that participants’ behaviour was
under functionally simpler control than transitive class containment, the study reported
in this chapter still represents a useful advance over the Griffee and Dougher model.
Hierarchical classification and its features including transitive class containment
are a complex pattern of behaviours that are learned over many years. It seems likely
that, before children learn hierarchical classification, they first learn relatively simpler,
more constrained versions of this behaviour. Through further exposure to the socioverbal environment, this behaviour generalises and comes under more complex stimulus
control. Thus, whether one takes successful Phase 2 test performance to constitute
transitive class containment per se or merely a precursor to it, the study reported here
might allow identification of at least some of the learning processes potentially involved
in hierarchical classification. In so doing, it might inform the development of procedures
to establish classification repertoires in young children and populations in which this
repertoire is deficient.
It should also be noted that several participants in Experiment 1 showed
responding consistent with transitive class containment even without the additional
training provided in Experiment 3, and thus it is possible that relatively minimal aspects
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of the training and testing procedures are sufficient to bring a repertoire of responding
consistent with transitive class containment to bear for some participants. A number of
features of the protocol might have been sufficient to do this, including contact with a
series of closely physically related objects across training and testing trials, contact with
differing levels of reinforcement within the same trial type for different stimulus
choices, and contact with differing levels of reinforcement across different (colour
background) contexts. Those for whom such features more strongly cued transitive class
containment responding may have been more likely to show this repertoire in a test with
abstract stimuli, whereas those for whom it did not or for whom it cued transitive class
containment only in the context of physically related stimuli were less likely to do so.
Additional research is required to analyse in more detail the variables
responsible for the increased probability of responding consistent with transitive class
containment observed in Experiment 3. For instance, one key variable may have been
the use of arbitrary stimuli. This was a deliberate difference from the Griffee and
Dougher protocol, which focused primarily on the use of physically or non-arbitrarily
related stimuli. It is true that many examples of hierarchical categories involve physical
relations between the stimuli involved. For example, scientific classifications of animals
typically involve increasing similarity between members of the same class the further
down the hierarchy one goes. In addition, it is almost certainly the case that the
development of a repertoire of hierarchical classification would require training with
physically similar objects. With regard to the research reported above, additional work is
needed to examine the extent to which training based on physical relations alone is
sufficient to generate a repertoire of transitive class containment and hierarchical
classification. Nevertheless, the hallmark of a fully developed repertoire of hierarchical
classification is the ability to generate and to understand novel classes that are not
dependent on physical relations between stimuli. A typical adult can hypothesise and
name a number of new animal species and sub-species and provide an illustration of
hierarchical relationships amongst these hypothetical groups without any mention of
their actual physical characteristics and yet a listener trained in hierarchical
classification might still be able to respond in accordance with new relations between
those hypothetical groups based on the information provided.
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For example, I could play a game with a friend in which I describe the
hypothetical hierarchical relations between fictitious alien species as follows: “a Zeb is a
type of Clang”, and “a Clang is a type of Robo”. Even in the absence of any formal cues
if my friend was sufficiently competent in hierarchical classification then he or she
would be able to derive both that a Zeb is a type of Robo and that the class Robo
contains Zebs (transitive and asymmetrical class containment, respectively). Such
patterns of speaker and listener behaviour constitute examples of responding in
accordance with abstract hierarchical relations. The higher probability of transitive class
containment consistent responding observed in Experiment 3 may have been facilitated
by the inclusion of abstract stimuli.
In addition to the use of arbitrary stimuli, the training protocol used in
Experiment 3 involved the graduated (i.e., over the course of training cycles) fading out
of the original non-arbitrarily (physically) related triangle stimuli their replacement with
abstract stimuli. However, further research is needed to investigate the extent to which
the use of a graduated procedure or a combination of the graduated procedure and the
introduction of arbitrary stimuli might have resulted in the success of the protocol used
in Experiment 3. For instance, the efficacy of the procedure used herein might be
compared with that of another in which exclusively arbitrary stimuli were used from the
start of training.
Indeed, stimulus classes in which the stimuli are not consistently physicallyrelated may be useful in the exploration of hierarchical classification and its core
features including transitive class containment, asymmetric class containment, and
unilateral property induction. One way in which to proceed, for example, might be to
train and test equivalence classes in one context and then train and test further
equivalence classes under contextual control as sub-divisions of the initial classes. This
approach to the creation of hierarchical classification might yield transitive class
containment consistent responding more readily than the above procedure for example.
In addition, using contextual control to establish equivalence classes within equivalence
classes might allow for useful exploration of aspects of stimulus equivalence as well as
of hierarchical classification. The use of stimulus equivalence as a means of modelling
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hierarchical classification was the focal point of the series of experiments which are
reported in Chapter 3.
In summary, the three experiments reported in this chapter replicated and
extended the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model of hierarchical classification with nonarbitrary stimuli by (a) incorporating a test of transitive class containment and (b)
providing further training to facilitate the emergence of transitive class containment
consistent responding when it was found to be absent. In Experiment 3, responding
consistent with transitive class containment was demonstrated, when the participants
were exposed to multiple cycles of conditional discrimination training similar to that
used by Griffee and Dougher (2002), but with the critical added feature of the graduated
inclusion of abstract stimuli in the array of training stimuli. By demonstrating
responding in accordance with one of the features that characterise hierarchical
classification, namely transitive class containment, the current investigation has
contributed to the behaviour-analytic research on hierarchical classification with nonarbitrary stimuli. Chapter 3 sought to expand on the present research by modelling
hierarchical classes using only arbitrary stimuli.
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Chapter 3

Experiments 4 & 5

Modelling hierarchical classification using bifurcated equivalence classes
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As previously described, Griffee and Dougher (2002) attempted to model
hierarchical classification by establishing colour-based contextual control over
conditional discriminative responding toward a group of (triangle) stimuli that varied
along the physical dimensions of angle at the apex and base length. Participants had to
choose particular nonsense stimuli in the presence of more or less encompassing sets of
triangles. In the green (superordinate) context selecting the same nonsense syllable was
appropriate for all triangles, while in the red (intermediate) and yellow (subordinate)
contexts, further nonsense syllables had to be selected in the presence of smaller groups
of triangles nested within larger groups. The idea of using nonsense syllables was to
model the naming of these more or less encompassing groups. After directly training
nonsense syllable selection in the presence of the original set of stimuli, the researchers
showed generalisation of this performance by demonstrating that the nonsense syllables
were chosen in accordance with the same pattern in the presence of previously unseen
novel triangles that varied along the same physical dimension.
Griffee and Dougher (2002) provided a useful initial model of hierarchical
classification. Their model fits with the traditional definition of classification, originally
proposed by Keller and Schoenfeld (1950), which describes classification as
“generalisation within classes and discrimination between classes (p. 155). However, as
argued, their model (and indeed the Keller & Schoenfeld definition of classification with
respect to hierarchical classification) was incomplete since it did not test for potentially
important features of this phenomenon or address the potential arbitrary basis for certain
hierarchical classes. One such feature in particular, was transitive class containment.
Transitive class containment refers to the fact that inclusion of a stimulus in a class
implies inclusion within any superordinate class that encompasses that class. For
example, all dogs are mammals, and all mammals are animals; therefore, all dogs are
animals. In the previous chapter, three experiments were conducted to replicate and
extend the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model of hierarchical categorisation in order to
test for and then train transitive class containment.
Experiment 1 involved partially replicating Griffee and Dougher (2002) and then
testing for transitive class containment by training participants to pick comparison
stimuli (i.e., nonsense syllables) in the presence of novel arbitrary stimuli at one level of
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the hierarchy (i.e., subordinate) and then testing them for their response to those stimuli
at another level (i.e., intermediate) to see whether responding coherent with transitive
class containment would occur. Only two out of five people demonstrated such
responding. Given the low level of appropriate responding in this first experiment, in
Experiment 2, additional training was provided to try to facilitate such responding. More
specifically, Experiment 2 provided the same basic training and testing as used in
Experiment 1 but provided repeated exposures to it. However, this time, none of the
three participants showed transitive class containment. Finally, in Experiment 3, it was
decided to introduce abstract stimuli into the baseline conditional discrimination
training. Over repeated exposures to the conditional discrimination training the triangles
were gradually replaced with abstract stimuli. This time, all three participants
demonstrated transitive class containment.
The results of Experiment 3 suggest that it may be helpful and appropriate in the
exploration of hierarchical classification and its core features including transitive class
containment to deliberately employ abstract stimuli. It can be argued further that in fact
it would seem necessary to do so in order to model at least some instances of
hierarchical classification. The Griffee and Dougher (2002) model was based on nonarbitrary or formal relations between stimuli. However, not all categorisation is based on
non-arbitrary relations. Take the following problem as an example; If X is a member of
the class of stimuli Y, and Y is a member of the class of stimuli Z, is X a member of Z?
In this example, the physical characteristics of the stimuli cannot be used to determine
the correct answer and yet, no doubt, many people would be able to derive that X is a
member of the class of Z. Hence, another reason why it might be appropriate to employ
arbitrary stimuli in a model of hierarchical classification is in order to model more
abstract examples of this phenomenon such as this.
Given the potential importance of using arbitrary stimuli to model hierarchical
classification then one approach, mentioned previously in Chapter 2, might be to use the
phenomenon of stimulus equivalence, which also involves groups of arbitrary stimuli, to
do so. An equivalence performance is generally established experimentally using a
matching-to-sample (MTS) protocol. A typical example of stimulus equivalence might
involve using MTS to train participants to choose each of a series of arbitrary ‘B’
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stimuli in the presence of each of an experimenter-designated corresponding set of
arbitrary ‘A’ stimuli and to choose each of a series of arbitrary ‘C’ stimuli in the
presence of each of the ‘B’ stimuli. Thus, participants would be taught unidirectional AB and B-C relations and stimulus equivalence would be said to emerge if they then
derived appropriate reversal of the taught relations (i.e., symmetry; B-A and C-B
relations) as well as combination of those taught relations (i.e., transitivity and the
combination of symmetry and transitivity; A-C and C-A respectively). As discussed,
from the current perspective, one key feature of stimulus equivalence is that the stimuli
are typically completely arbitrary. The pattern of derived relations is what defines
equivalence and it can be seen no matter the physical properties of the stimuli involved.
The other aspect of this phenomenon which may make it relevant, as mentioned, is the
fact that it is conceptualised as producing classes of stimuli. For example, if B is trained
to A and C is trained to B, then the demonstration of stimulus equivalence involves the
production of a class involving A, B and C.
The aim of Study 2 was to model hierarchical classification by establishing
equivalence classes under contextual control. As described previously, hierarchical
classification involves stimuli that can belong to more than one class at the same time.
For example, a stimulus could be a member of a subordinate class in one context (e.g.,
dog), while being a member of a superordinate class in a different context (e.g.,
mammal). In this equivalence-based model, just as in the Griffee and Dougher one,
contextual control might determine whether a person responds to a stimulus as being in
a hierarchically higher or lower class. A number of previous studies have demonstrated
the possibility of contextual control over equivalence classes (e.g., Bush, Sidman, & De
Rose, 1989; Lynch & Green, 1991; Rehfeldt, 2003). Bush et al. (1989) used an MTS
procedure, and auditory tones (high and low) as second order conditional stimuli to
produce six 3-member equivalence classes from the same array of nine stimuli. They
used a linear delayed-cue procedure to establish the contextually controlled equivalence
classes. On each trial, the presentation of a sample stimulus (i.e., A1, A2, A3, or A4)
was accompanied by a high or low tone. The contextually controlled baseline relations
that were trained were as follows: high tone - A1-B1, A2-B2, A3-B3; B1-C1, B2-C2,
B3-C3); low tone - A1-B2, A2-B3, A3-B1; B2-C3, B3-C1, B1-C2. In subsequent probes
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for emergent relations participants demonstrated the formation of the following six
contextually controlled equivalence classes - high tone: A1-B1-C1, A2-B2-C2, and A3B3-C3; low tone: A1-B2-C3, A2-B3-C1, and A3-B1-C2. Given the possibility of
contextual control over equivalence classes such as seen in this study, then it would
seem at least feasible to attempt to model hierarchical classification using contextually
controlled equivalence.
A distinguishing feature of hierarchically related classes is that more
encompassing classes (e.g., mammal) can be partitioned into smaller sub classes (e.g.,
dogs and cats) in particular contexts. As such, one possible model of hierarchical
classification based on contextually controlled equivalence would involve a pattern of
contextual control in which equivalence classes are partitioned into smaller classes
under contextual control. Previous studies that have examined the flexibility of
equivalence class and functional equivalence class membership and the conditions that
attenuate or inhibit equivalence performances have examined phenomena that are
relevant to this issue (e.g., Fields & Watanabe-Rose, 2008; Tyndall et al., 2004).
In one such study, Fields and Watanabe-Rose (2008) first established two 6member equivalence classes (A1B1C1D1E1F1 and A2B2C2D2E2F2) using a linear
MTS protocol. Distinct response functions were then established in the C and D stimuli
respectively in each class and the researchers then presented each of the 12 stimuli in the
two 6-member equivalence classes one at a time. The generalisation pattern that
emerged demonstrated the formation of four functional classes (A1B1C1-D1E1F1 and
A2B2C2-D2E2F2). A subsequent equivalence test demonstrated that the two 6-member
classes were still intact. Thus, Fields and Watanabe-Rose (2008) successfully showed
the bifurcation of larger equivalence classes into smaller functional classes.
Tyndall et al. (2004) demonstrated a related effect (that might be seen as the
opposite of the Fields and Watanabe result in some senses) by first establishing
functional classes and then partitioning them into smaller equivalence classes. They first
used discrimination training to establish S+ functions in one set of six nonsense
syllables and S- in a second set of six nonsense syllables. Following this, a MTS
procedure was employed to establish conditional discriminations consistent with two 3member equivalence classes. There were four experimental conditions which used
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different combinations of S+ and S- stimuli during the MTS protocol. The first
condition involved training two classes of S+ stimuli (S+ condition). The second
condition involved training one class of S+ stimuli and a second class of S- stimuli (S+/
S- condition). The third condition involved training two classes of mixed S+ and Sstimuli (mixed S+/ S- condition). The fourth condition involved training two classes of
S- stimuli (S- condition). Participants were then presented with probe trials for
equivalence class formation. If they did not show equivalence then they were re-exposed
to training and the researchers measured the number of trial blocks required before they
finally did show equivalence. It was found that participants in the S+ condition took the
highest number on average to show equivalence while those in the S- condition took the
least. More importantly from the current perspective, Tyndall et al. demonstrated the
partitioning of functionally equivalent stimulus classes into smaller derived equivalence
classes.
To date, stimulus equivalence has been used to model several aspects of
classification (e.g. Fields & Watanabe-Rose, 2008). Furthermore, research has examined
the contingencies necessary to create, alter, and partition equivalence classes into
smaller functional classes as well as to partition functional classes into equivalence
classes (e.g., Fields & Watanabe-Rose, 2008; Smeets, Barnes-Holmes, Akinpar, &
Barnes-Holmes, 2003; Tyndall et al., 2004). However, thus far there appears to be no
research that has partitioned equivalence classes into smaller equivalence classes under
contextual control. A key aim of the current study was to demonstrate this effect and to
use it to model hierarchical categorisation of arbitrary stimuli. Furthermore, this model
would be tested for properties of hierarchical classification as described within
mainstream research.
Experiment 4
The aims of Experiment 4 were to demonstrate a basic model of hierarchical
classification of arbitrary stimuli by establishing contextually controlled bifurcated
equivalence classes and to test this model for transitive class containment. To
accomplish this, a MTS procedure was used to establish baseline conditional
discrimination relations under colour based contextual control so that in one (green)
context two 12-member equivalence classes were predicted; in a second (red) context,
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two 6-member equivalence classes composed of stimuli from one of the two green
context equivalence classes were predicted; while in a third, four 3-member equivalence
classes, two composed of stimuli from one of the red context equivalence classes and
two composed of stimuli from the other, were predicted (see Figure 7 for an overview of
the predicted classes). If participants showed this contextually controlled bifurcated
equivalence class formation, then it was intended that in a subsequent stage of the
experiment, the emergence of transitive class containment would be examined. In this
latter stage, first, further conditional discrimination training and equivalence testing
would be employed to establish two novel stimuli as members of two different sub
classes in the subordinate class context; then these novel stimuli would be presented in
the intermediate context using a procedure similar to the precursor to the Relational
Evaluation Procedure (pREP; see Cullinan, Barnes-Holmes, & Smeets, 2001) in order to
test for responding coherent with transitive class containment.

Figure 7. Overview of equivalence classes established in each of the background colour
contexts across both experiments. The dashed line below a class means those class
members were not used in the following context. The arrows indicate how the classes
were split in the next context.
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Method
Participants
Seven experimentally naïve participants (two males and five females aged
between 23 and 31; M = 25.43; SD = 2.70), all of whom were acquaintances of the
experimenter, took part in this experiment. All participants signed a statement of
informed consent before the experiment began.
Settings, Materials, and Apparatus
Each participant was tested individually in a cubicle that contained a desk, chair
and a PC (Fujitsu Siemens Scenic). Instructions, stimulus presentation and recording of
responses were controlled by the computer, which was programmed in Visual Basic
2008. The experimental stimuli used in Phase 1 and Phase 2 were iconic stimuli similar
to those used by Dickens, Singh, Roberts, Burnes, Downes, Jimmieson, and Bentall
(2000) (See Appendix B for the stimuli used in Experiment 4 and the breakdown of
classes). The first set of stimuli used in Phase 1 (contextually controlled bifurcation of
equivalence classes) training and testing included 24 iconic stimuli. Phase 2 (transitive
class containment) training and testing incorporated a further two novel iconic stimuli
(see Appendix B). The iconic pictures were 2 inches square in size and the images
depicted in them were black in colour; these icons were presented on a green, red, or
yellow background depending on the stage of baseline training or testing.
Procedure
Phase1: Conditional discrimination training and equivalence class formation

Green training
The aim of green (background) training was to use a two choice sample-as-node
(SAN) conditional discrimination training paradigm (Fields, Hobbie-Reeve, Adams, &
Reeve, 1999) to establish two 12-member equivalence classes (see Figure 8 and Table 4
for an overview of the procedure). Participants were given the following instructions:
A figure will appear at the top centre of the screen. Your task is to choose which
of the two figures that will appear at the bottom of the screen goes with it. If you
want to choose a figure, move the cursor arrow over it and select it. During this
stage of the experiment you will receive feedback informing you whether you are
correct or not. Good luck, and remember, try to be as accurate as possible!
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Table 4. Overview of the experimental protocol in Experiment 4.
Background Colour
Green

Phase
Baseline

Stage
1

2

3

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Symmetry
Equivalence
1

Red

2
3

1
2
3
1
2
1
2

Symmetry
Equivalence
Green & Red Mixed
Yellow

1
2
3
Symmetry
Equivalence

Green, Red, & Yellow Mixed
Yellow
Red

Baseline
Equivalence
TCC

1
2
3

Relations trained and tested
A-C
A-B & A-C
A-E
A-D & A-E
A-G
A-F & A-G
A-I
A-H & A-I
A-K
A-J & A-K
A-K
A-L & A-K
A-I
A-J & A-I
A-G
A-H & A-G
A-E
A-F & A-E
A-C
A-D & A-C
A-C
A-B & A-C
A-E
A-D & A-E
A-G
A-F & A-G
A-I
A-H & A-I
A-K
A-J & A-K
A-K
A-L & A-K
Test B-A...L-A
Test (e.g., C-B... C-L)
A-B
A-C
A-B & A-C
A-D
A-E
A-D & A-E
A-F
A-E
A-F & A-E
A-D
A-C
A-D & A-C
A-B
A-C
A-B & A-C
A-D
A-E
A-D & A-E
A-F
A-E
A-F & A-E
Test B-A...F-A
Test (e.g., C-B... C-F)
Mixed train Green and Red background baseline relations
A-B
A-C
A-B & A-C
A-C
A-B
A-C & A-B
A-B
A-C
A-B & A-C
Test B-A...C-A
Test B-C...C-B
Mixed train Green, Red, and Yellow baseline relations
B-X
Test X-A...X-C
Test X-A...X-F

A-B
A-D
A-F
A-H
A-J
A-L
A-J
A-H
A-F
A-D
A-B
A-D
A-F
A-H
A-J
A-L

Max no. trials
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
22
22
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
20
20
64
64
64
64
16
16
80
32
32
48

Feedback
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
75 %
75 %
75 %
75 %
75 %
25 %
25 %
25 %
25 %
25 %
0%
0%
100 %
100 %
100 %
75 %
75 %
25 %
25 %
0%
0%
100 %
100 %
75 %
25 %
0%
0%
100 %
100 %
0%
0%

Note. The experimental progression is sequential from left to right, and down the table. TCC = transitive class containment.
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Trial format. A delayed MTS procedure was used. On each trial one of two
sample stimuli was presented in the middle centre of the screen. The sample disappeared
after one second and following a one second interval two comparison stimuli were
presented in the bottom left and right corners of the screen. Comparison position (left or
right) was counterbalanced across trials. The comparisons remained on screen until the
participant selected one of them by clicking the left mouse button. Once a selection was
made the comparisons disappeared from the screen, and feedback, either “Correct” or
“Wrong”, was presented onscreen for 1s.
Baseline. Baseline training was partitioned into three stages made up of sixteen
steps in total; Stage 1 consisted of six steps, Stage 2 of five and Stage 3 of five. Each
step consisted of three phases. In the first phase of each step, conditional discrimination
training was provided for one relation (e.g., A-B). In the second phase of each step,
conditional discrimination training was provided for a second relation (e.g., A-C). In the
third phase of each step, mixed training for both of the previous relations (i.e., A-B and
A-C training) was provided. See Table 4 for an overview of the procedure. The
following is an example of the order of relations trained, trial number, and pass criterion
for Stage 1, Step 1; however, all steps followed this same format.
Green Stage 1, Step 1a: Training A-B. Blocks of 4 trials were used. One of the
two A stimuli always acted as sample while the B stimuli functioned as comparisons.
Participants were required to achieve four consecutively correct trials or an average of
80% correct after the minimum number of trials (i.e., 4). If a participant did not meet the
pass criterion within 4 blocks (16 trials) then their participation was discontinued.
Green Stage 1, Step 1b: Training A-C. Blocks of 4 trials were used. The A
stimuli always acted as sample and the C stimuli acted as comparisons. The same block
count and pass criterion that applied in A-B training applied here also.
Green Stage 1, Step 1c: Mixed Training A-B and A-C. Blocks of 8 trials were
used. Four A-B trials were quasi-randomly mixed with four A-C trials. Training
continued until a participant achieved 8 consecutive trials or an average of 80% correct
trials after the minimum number of trials (i.e., 8). If a participant did not meet the pass
criterion within 4 blocks (32 trials) then their participation was discontinued.
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Green Stage 1. In this stage, the sequence of baseline relations trained was as
follows: A-B, A-C, A-B/A-C mixed; A-D, A-E, A-D/A-E mixed; A-F, A-G, A-F/A-G
mixed; A-H, A-I, A-H/A-I mixed; A-J, A-K, A-J/A-K mixed; A-L, A-K, A-L/A-K
mixed. Feedback was presented across 100% of trials.
Green Stage 2. In this stage, the sequence of trained baseline relations was
reversed and feedback was presented across 75% of trials. All other aspects of the
training were the same as in Green Stage 1. The sequence of relations trained was as
follows: A-J, A-I, A-J/A-I mixed; A-H, A-G, A-H/A-G mixed; A-F, A-E, A-F/A-E
mixed; A-D, A-C, A-D/A-C mixed; A-B, A-C, A-B/A-C mixed.
Green Stage 3. In this stage, the sequence of trained baseline relations was again
reversed (i.e., becoming the same as in Green Stage 1) and feedback was presented
across 25% of trials. All other aspects of training were as in Stages 1 and 2. The training
sequence was: A-D, A-E, A-D/A-E mixed; A-F, A-G, A-F/A-G mixed; A-H, A-I, AH/A-I mixed; A-J, A-K, A-J/A-K mixed; A-L, A-K, A-L/A-K mixed.
Green symmetry testing. Once green (background) training was completed
successfully, green (background) symmetry testing began. First, participants were
provided with the following instructions:
As before a figure will appear at the top centre of the screen. Your task is to
choose which of the two figures that will appear at the bottom of the screen goes
with it. If you want to choose a figure, move the cursor arrow over it and select
it. During this stage of the experiment you will not be informed if your choice is
correct or not. Good luck, and remember, try to be as accurate as possible!
Green symmetry testing consisted of 22 trials. Each of the stimuli that had served as
comparisons during baseline training (i.e., B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1, H1, I1, J1, K1, L1,
B2, C2, D2, E2, F2, G2, H2, I2, J2, K2 and L2), was presented now as a sample once in
the presence of A1 and A2 (the samples in baseline training) as comparisons. No
feedback was provided. The pass criterion was 20/22 trials correct. If the participant did
not pass green symmetry testing they were re-exposed to green training, before
repeating green symmetry testing. If they passed within three exposures they progressed
to green equivalence testing; otherwise they were dismissed from further participation.
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Figure 8. Schematic overview of the training and testing protocol in Experiment 4. Solid lines indicate progression when the pass
criterion for a stage was met. Dashed lines indicate remediation training when the criterion for a stage was not met.
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Green equivalence testing. This consisted of a sample of 22 quasi-randomly
selected trials out of a pool of 220 trials, in which the stimuli B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1,
H1, I1, J1, K1, L1, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2, G2, H2, I2, J2, K2, L2 acted both as samples and
comparisons, with the stipulation that each stimulus had to be sample once (see Appendix
C for a list of all the possible trial types). No feedback was provided. The pass criterion
was 20/22 trials correct. If the participant did not pass this stage they were re-exposed to
green training, before repeating green symmetry testing, and then green equivalence
testing. If they passed within the allotted exposures then they progressed to red training.
Otherwise they were excused from further participation.
Red training
The aim of red (background) training was to employ a two choice SAN
conditional discrimination training paradigm to bifurcate one of the previously
established twelve member equivalence classes into two 6-member classes (see Figure 7).
Green class H1 (A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1, H1, I1, J1, K1, L1) was chosen for
bifurcation into two 6-member classes in the red background - one containing stimuli A1,
B1, C1, D1, E1 and F1 and the other stimuli G1, H1, I1, J1, K1 and L1. For ease of
communication, in the forthcoming discussion of the red training and testing sections
these stimuli will be renamed as follows: A1 = A1.1, B1 = B1.1, C1 = C1.1, D1 = D1.1,
E1 = E1.1, F1 =F1.1; G1 = A1.2, H1 = B1.2, I1 = C1.2, J1 = D1.2, K1 = E1.2, L1 = F1.2.
Participants were provided with the same instructions as for green training.
Similar to green training, there were three stages in red training. However,
because there were fewer stimuli, there were fewer steps. Specifically, Stage 1 had three
steps, Stage 2 had two steps, and Stage 3 had two steps. The step order and structure, and
pass criterion for each step type was the same as that employed in green training.
Red Stage 1. The sequence of baseline relations trained in Red Stage 1 was as
follows: A-B, A-C, A-B/A-C mixed; A-D, A-E, A-D/A-E mixed; A-F, A-E, A-F/A-E
mixed. In Red Stage 1, feedback was presented across 100 % of trials.
Red Stage 2. In Red Stage 2, the sequence of trained relations was reversed and
feedback was presented across 75% of trials. All other aspects of training were the same
as in Red Stage 1. The sequence of relations trained in Stage 2 was as follows: A-F, A-E,
A-F/A-E mixed; A-D, A-C, A-D/A-C mixed; A-B, A-C, A-B/A-C mixed.
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Red Stage 3. In Red Stage 3, the sequence of trained relations was again reversed
(i.e., so it became the same as Red Stage 1) and feedback was presented across 25% of
trials. All other aspects of training were as in Red Stages 1 and 2. The sequence of
relations trained in Red Stage 3 was as follows: A-B, A-C, A-B/A-C mixed; A-D, A-E,
A-D/A-E mixed; A-F, A-E, A-F/A-E mixed.
Red symmetry testing. Following red training, red symmetry testing was provided.
Participants were presented with the same instructions in red symmetry and equivalence
testing as for green symmetry and equivalence testing. Red symmetry testing involved
the presentation of each of the comparisons from red training (i.e., B1.1, C1.1, D1.1,
E1.1, F1.1; B1.2, C1.2, E1.2, D1.2, F1.2) as a sample twice each in the presence of A1.1
and A1.2 as comparisons, for a total of 20 trials. No feedback was provided. The pass
criterion was 18/20 correct. If a participant failed symmetry testing they were re-exposed
to training, before repeating symmetry testing. If they passed symmetry testing within the
allotted three exposures then they progressed to red equivalence testing. Otherwise they
were dismissed from further participation.
Red equivalence testing. Red equivalence testing consisted of a sample of 20
quasi-randomly selected trials out of a pool of 40 trials, in which the stimuli B1.1, C1.1,
D1.1, E1.1, F1.1, B1.2, C1.2, D.2, E1.2, F1.2 acted both as samples and comparisons,
with the stipulation that each stimulus had to be a sample twice (see Appendix C for a list
of all possible trial types). No feedback was provided. The pass criterion was 18/20
correct. If a participant failed equivalence testing they were retrained and then re-exposed
to symmetry and equivalence testing for a maximum of three exposures to the latter. If
they passed equivalence testing they progressed to green and red mixed training.
Otherwise they were dismissed from the experiment.
Mixed green and red training. The purpose of mixed green and red training was
to ensure that all the learned conditional discriminations for both green and red contexts
were still in place after exposure to red training and testing and before exposure to the
third and final background colour context (i.e., yellow). Mixed green and red training
involved exposing participants to a series of training trials in which trials from the green,
and red background training stages were interspersed. Participants were first provided
with the following instructions:
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This phase is a little different than before. The background colours will be mixed.
The answers however are still the same. Remember, try to be as accurate as
possible. Good luck!
The mixed green and red training consisted of 44 green training trials (including
two exposures to each of the green training trial types) and 20 red training trials
(including two exposures to each of the red training trial types). Participants had to
achieve at least 94% (60/ 64) correct responses across trials to progress to yellow
training. They were given a maximum of three attempts to pass. Failure to meet criterion
meant dismissal from the experiment.
Yellow training
The aim of yellow (background) training was to use a four choice SAN
conditional discrimination training paradigm to bifurcate the two previously established
6-member equivalence classes into four 3-member classes (see Figure 7). More
specifically, the aim was to split red class H1.1 (A1.1, B1.1, C1.1, D1.1, E1.1, F1.1) into
yellow class H1.1.1 (A1.1.1 [A1.1], B1.1.1 [B1.1], C1.1.1 [C1.1]) and yellow class
H1.1.2 (A1.1.2 [D1.1], B1.1.2 [E1.1], C1.1.2 [F1.1]) and to split red class H1.2 (A1.2,
B1.2, C1.2, D1.2, E1.2, F1.2) into yellow class H1.2.1 (A1.2.1 [A1.2.], B1.2.1 [B1.2],
C1.2.1 [C1.2]) and yellow class H1.2.2 (A1.2.2 [D1.2], B1.2.2[E1.2], C1.2.2 [F1.2]).
Participants were initially provided with the following instructions.
A figure will appear in the middle centre of the screen. Four figures will appear
at each corner of the screen. Your task is to choose which of the four figures goes
with the figure in the middle. If you want to choose a figure, move the cursor
arrow over it and select it. During this stage of the experiment you will receive
feedback informing you whether you are correct or not. Good luck, and
remember, try to be as accurate as possible!
Similar to the green and red background training, there were three stages in
yellow background training. However, because there were fewer classes to establish,
there were fewer steps. Specifically, Stage 1 had one step, Stage 2 had one step, and
Stage 3 had one step. The step order and structure, and pass criterion for each step type
was the same as that employed in green and red training.
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Yellow Stage 1. The sequence of baseline relations trained was as follows: A-B,
A-C, A-B/A-C mixed. Feedback was presented across 100% of trials.
Yellow Stage 2. In this stage, the sequence of trained baseline relations was
reversed and feedback was presented across 75% of trials. All other aspects of the
training were as in Yellow Stage 1. The sequence of baseline relations trained in Stage 2
was as follows: A-C, A-B, A-C/A-B mixed.
Yellow Stage 3. In this stage, the sequence of trained baseline relations was again
reversed (i.e., it was as in Yellow Stage 1) and feedback was presented across 25% of
trials. All other aspects of training were as in Yellow Stages 1 and 2. The sequence of
baseline relations trained was as follows: A-B, A-C, A-B/A-C mixed.
Yellow symmetry testing. Following yellow training, yellow symmetry testing was
provided. Participants were instructed as follows:
A figure will appear at the middle centre of the screen. Four figures will appear
at each corner of the screen. Your task is to choose which of the four figures goes
with the figure in the middle. If you want to choose a figure, move the cursor
arrow over it and select it. During this stage of the experiment you will not be
informed if your choice is correct or not. Good luck, and remember, try to be as
accurate as possible!
Yellow symmetry testing consisted of 16 trials in which each of the stimuli that
had functioned as comparisons during training (i.e., B1.1.1, C1.1.1, B1.1.2, C1.1.2,
B1.2.1, C1.2.1, B1.2.2 and C1.2.2), was presented as a sample twice in the presence of
the four stimuli that had previously (during training) functioned as samples (i.e., A1.1.1,
A1.1.2, A1.2.1, A1.2.2) as comparisons. No feedback was provided. The pass criterion
was 14/16 trials correct. If a participant did not pass yellow symmetry testing they were
re-trained in the yellow background conditional discrimination training and re-exposed to
yellow background symmetry testing up to a maximum of three times. If they passed
yellow symmetry testing they progressed to yellow equivalence testing. If they failed to
pass within three exposures they were dismissed from further participation.
Yellow equivalence testing. Yellow equivalence testing consisted of a sample of
16 quasi-randomly presented trials, in which the stimuli B1.1.1, B1.1.2, B1.2.1, B1.2.2,
C1.1.1, C1.1.2, C1.2.1 and C1.2.2 acted both as samples and comparisons, with the
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stipulation that each stimulus had to be sample twice (see Appendix C for a list of all the
possible trial types). No feedback was provided. The pass criterion was 14/16 correct. If
the participants did not pass yellow equivalence testing on their first exposure they were
re-exposed to yellow training, and then to yellow symmetry and equivalence testing up to
a maximum of three times. If they failed the latter three times then they were dismissed
while if they passed they advanced to mixed green/ red/ yellow training.
Mixed green, red, and yellow training. The mixed green/ red/ yellow training
phase interspersed conditional discrimination trials from the green, red and yellow
training stages. Instructions were the same as those used during green and red mixed
training. There were 80 trials consisting of 44 green training trials (including each of the
green training trial types twice each), 20 red training trials (including each of the red
training trial types twice each) and 16 yellow training trials (including each of the yellow
trial types presented twice each). Participants had to obtain 94% correct responses (75/80
correct responses) and there was 100% feedback across trials. They had three attempts to
pass mixed green/ red/ yellow training. If they failed to achieve criterion within the
allotted number of exposures then they were excused from further participation. If they
passed, they advanced to (yellow background) class containment training.
Phase 2: Class containment training and testing
The aim of class containment training and testing was to establish one novel member for
each of two of the four equivalence classes previously established in the yellow
background.
Class containment training. In this stage, participants were taught to match one
novel arbitrary stimulus per class to one particular existing member of two of the four 3member classes previously established in the yellow background. They were provided
with the following instructions:
A figure will appear at the top centre of the screen. Your task is to choose which
of the two figures that will appear at the bottom of the screen goes with it. If you
want to choose a figure, move the cursor arrow over it and select it. During this
stage of the experiment you will receive feedback informing you whether you are
correct or not. Good luck, and remember, try to be as accurate as possible!
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On each trial, one of two novel stimuli (X1 or X2) was presented as sample on
the top centre of the screen for 1s, after which the screen cleared again for 1s, and then
two comparison stimuli (two members of different classes established in the yellow
background, namely B1.1.1 and B1.2.1) were presented in the bottom left and right
corners of the screen. Comparisons remained on the screen until the participant selected
one of them with a left click on the mouse. Once a selection was made the comparisons
disappeared from the screen, and feedback, either “Correct” or “Wrong”, was presented
onscreen for 1s. The screen then cleared and the next trial was presented.
Participants were trained to match B1.1.1 to X1 and B1.2.1 to X2. There was a
minimum of 12 trials and a maximum of 32. The position of the comparisons (i.e., B1.1.1
and B1.2.1) was counterbalanced across trials. To pass, participants had to achieve eight
consecutively correct trials, or 80% or above correct trials after completion of the
minimum of 12 trials. If they passed within three attempts, they progressed to yellow
equivalence testing; otherwise they were dismissed from the experiment.
After participants had been trained to match X1 to B1.1.1 and X2 to B1.2.1 in the
yellow context, non-reinforced probe trials were then presented to determine whether
they would derive equivalence relations between X1 and X2 and the other members of
the already established equivalence classes to which B1.1.1 and B1.2.1 belonged (i.e.,
A1.1.1 and C1.1.1; A1.2.1 and C1.2.1 respectively). A four choice MTS procedure was
used. Participants were provided with the same instructions used during baseline yellow
symmetry and equivalence testing. The novel stimuli (i.e., X1 and X2) always acted as
sample. On each trial, the sample was presented in the middle centre of the screen for one
second, it then disappeared, and after a one second delay four comparisons (i.e., either
A1.1.1, A1.1.2, A1.2.1, A1.2.2 or C1.1.1, C1.1.2, C1.2.1, C1.2.2) were presented in the
four corners of the screen. The comparisons remained onscreen until the participant
clicked on one of them with the mouse. Once a comparison was selected the screen
cleared. There was no feedback provided. The probe trial block consisted of 32 trials. The
samples were presented an equal number of times in the presence of both the A (i.e.,
A1.1.1, A1.1.2, A1.2.1, A1.2.2) and C (i.e., C1.1.1, C1.1.2, C1.2.1, C1.2.2) comparisons.
Participants were required to achieve 30/32 trials correct to progress to (red
background) class containment testing. If they failed to pass then they were recycled
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through mixed green/ red/ yellow training and (yellow background) class containment
training once more before re-exposure to the yellow novel stimulus equivalence test. If
they passed within three exposures then they advanced to class containment testing; if not
they were dismissed from the experiment.
Class containment test. Class containment testing involved the two novel stimuli
(X1 and X2) which had just been newly established as members of particular yellow
background equivalence classes (i.e., A1.1.1, B1.1.1, C1.1.1, X1 and A1.2.1, B1.2.1,
C1.2.1, X4). These were presented individually in the red context in order to examine
whether they would be responded to in accordance with transitive class containment. At
the start, participants were provided with the following instructions:
This part of the experiment is a little different to what you have seen before: On
the computer screen, you will see a background colour, and then a shape will
appear at the top of the screen for 1 second. The screen will then clear and
another shape will appear for 1 second and then disappear. Two response
options, 'Goes together' and 'Do not go together', will then appear at the bottom
of the screen. Your job is to select one of the response options using a left mouse
click. When you have read the instructions and are happy that you understand
them press the spacebar to proceed. Remember, take your time, and try to be as
accurate as possible. Good luck!
On each trial one of the two novel stimuli (X1 or X2) was presented in the red
background in the top centre of the screen for 1s, after which the screen cleared again for
1s, and then one comparison (i.e., either A1.1, B1.1, C1.1, D1.1, E1.1, F1.1; A1.2, B1.2,
C1.2, E1.2, D1.2 or F1.2) was presented for 1s. The screen then cleared for 1s, after
which two response options (“Goes together” and “Does not go together”) were presented
across the bottom of the screen. These remained onscreen until the participant selected
one of them. X1 and X2 were each presented an equal number of times with each of the
quasi-randomly presented comparisons (i.e., A1.1, B1.1, C1.1, D1.1, E1.1, F1.1, A1.2,
B1.2, C1.2, E1.2, D1.2 and F1.2). The left / right positioning of the response options
“Goes together” and “Does not go together” was counterbalanced across trials. No
feedback was provided. Participants were required to obtain 44 out of 48 trials correct to
demonstrate responding consistent with transitive class containment. Participants who
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failed to pass the first time were recycled through mixed green/ red/ yellow training, class
containment training in the yellow background, yellow background equivalence testing,
and class containment testing in the red background. A maximum of three exposures was
allowed.

Results and Discussion
Phase1: Conditional discrimination training and equivalence class formation
Results for Phase 1 (conditional discrimination training and equivalence testing)
are presented in Figure 9. Across all background colours the pass criterion for training
was 80% correct across trials, while the pass criterion for derived probe trials was 85%
correct across trials. All participants successfully completed green background baseline
training and equivalence testing for two 12-member equivalence classes on their first
exposure. In the red background, all participants successfully completed baseline training
and subsequent testing for two 6-member equivalence classes on their first exposure.
Six out of the seven participants successfully completed yellow background
baseline training on their first attempt. The remaining participant, P4, achieved 66%
correct responses in baseline training and thus was recycled back and met the criterion for
yellow training on her second attempt (96% correct). Six out of the seven participants
passed symmetry testing on their first exposure. P3 narrowly failed to meet the 85%
criterion on her first exposure and thus was recycled through yellow training and
symmetry testing. She passed yellow symmetry on her second exposure. Five of the
seven participants passed yellow equivalence on their first exposure. P3 and P6 failed on
their first exposure. P3 quit the experiment at this point; however, P6 was recycled back
and thereafter passed yellow training (95% correct), yellow symmetry testing (100%
correct) and yellow equivalence testing (100% correct).
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Figure 9. Percentage correct responding during baseline conditional discriminations and
probe trials for equivalence class formation across the three colour contexts in
Experiment 4. P1– P7 = Participant number. TG = green training; SG = green symmetry
test trials; EG = green equivalence test trials; TR = red training; SR = red symmetry test
trials; RSY = Repeat red symmetry test trials; ER = red equivalence test trials; G & R =
Green and red mixed training; TY = yellow training; RTY= repeat yellow training; SY =
yellow symmetry test trials; EY = yellow equivalence test trials; REY = repeat yellow
equivalence test trials; G, R, & Y = green, red, and yellow mixed training.
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Figure 10. Percentage of correct responses for baseline conditional discrimination trials
with novel stimuli, equivalence probes, and red background transitive class containment
testing in Experiment 4. NT = baseline conditional discrimination training with novel
stimuli. EY = combined symmetry and equivalence probe trials; TCC = red background
transitive class containment.
Phase 2: Transitive class containment training and testing
Six participants (all except P3) took part in transitive class containment training
and testing. All six met criterion for yellow class containment training. Furthermore, all
six demonstrated the emergence in the yellow background of two 4-member equivalence
classes based on the inclusion of novel stimuli in two of the four previously established
3-member classes. All six progressed to transitive class containment testing in the red
background. Four out of the six (P1, P2, P5, and P6) passed transitive class containment
testing in the red background on their first attempt. P4 and P7 did not meet criterion for
transitive class containment in the red background (P4: 72% correct responses; P7: 81%
correct responses) on their first exposure. P4 opted to terminate her participation at this
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time. P7 returned for a second session and was recycled through the entire program (see
Figure 9) before being retested for transitive class containment (see Figure 10) in the red
background. On her second exposure she passed.
In summary, six out of seven participants showed emergence of contextually
controlled bifurcated equivalence classes. In other words, they first demonstrated the
formation of two large 12-member equivalence classes in a green background
(‘superordinate’) context; the stimuli from one of those classes (green class H1) were
then used to establish two 6-member equivalence classes in a red background
(‘intermediate’ level) context; and finally, these two 6-member classes were further
bifurcated (into four 3-member equivalence classes) in a yellow background
(‘subordinate’ level) context. Finally, participants were trained and tested for transitive
class containment. Specifically, they were first trained to incorporate novel stimuli into
two of the subordinate equivalence classes in the yellow context. These novel stimuli
were then presented in the red background (intermediate context) to test responding
consistent with transitive class containment. Five out of the six then demonstrated the
emergence of transitive class containment consistent responding in the red background.
The current experiment represents a further advance in empirical behaviour
analytic research on hierarchical classification. Previous work including Griffee and
Dougher (2002) and Slattery et al. (2011) had modelled hierarchical classification based
on physically related stimuli. However, as discussed not all hierarchical classes are based
on the physical relationships between the to-be-categorised stimuli. There are many
instances of hierarchical classification (e.g., discussing abstract relations within a
hypothetical taxonomy) in which the stimuli involved share no formal features. By
establishing contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes with arbitrary stimuli,
the current model has provided a model of such abstract hierarchical classification.
It was noted in Chapter 2 that the inclusion of arbitrary stimuli may facilitate
transitive class containment consistent responding. Study 1, Experiment 3, used multiple
exemplar training, which gradually replaced the non-arbitrary stimuli (triangles) with
arbitrary stimuli over the course of repeated exposures to the conditional discrimination
training. This adaptation proved successful as 3/3 participants demonstrated transitive
class containment. The current experiment also showed a pattern of transitive class
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containment consistent responding, using arbitrary stimuli from the outset. In total, 5/6
participants in the present experiment demonstrated this pattern. This finding further
supports the conjecture that the use of arbitrary stimuli in a model of hierarchical
classification facilitates responding in accordance with transitive class containment.
Apart from providing a model of hierarchical classification that demonstrated
responding consistent with transitive class containment, this work has also extended
research on the partitioning of equivalence classes. Previous research (e.g., Fields &
Watanabe-Rose, 2008; Smeets et al., 2003; Tyndall et al., 2004) has investigated the
contingencies necessary to partition equivalence classes into smaller functional classes or
vice versa. However, up to this point, no research has established contextual control over
such responding nor has there been any work on partitioning equivalence classes into
smaller equivalence classes. The current study has demonstrated that participants will
readily show bifurcated equivalence classes under contextual control.
An important outcome from this study is the demonstration that equivalence
might be used as a model of aspects of hierarchical classification. However, in
Experiment 4, only one of three properties of hierarchical classification, namely transitive
class containment, was explored. Neither of the other two properties (asymmetric class
containment and unilateral property induction) was explored. The aim of Experiment 5
was to test the current model for a second feature of hierarchical classification, namely,
unilateral property induction. As will be explained, this property is potentially important
not just in itself but also as an indicator of the presence of the other two properties and
thus of responding coherent with hierarchical classification more generally.

Experiment 5
One of the defining features of hierarchical classification is unilateral property
induction. Unilateral property induction refers to the asymmetric transfer of functions
between classes at different levels of the hierarchy (e.g., a class and a subordinate class).
While any stimulus function that a class acquires or is discovered to have will generalise
to all members of that class, a function that a subordinate class obtains or is discovered to
have will not necessarily transfer to other members of the class of which it is a member.
For example, the class of ‘mammal’ features the properties ‘breathes’, and ‘has fur’ and
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therefore all mammals, and sub classes of mammal, including dogs, cats, bears etc.,
breathe and have fur. However, if it is discovered that one of the subordinate classes
contained within ‘mammal’ (e.g., ‘dog’) has a certain property (e.g., ‘barks’), we cannot,
on that basis legitimately infer that all members of the class of ‘mammals’ have that
property (e.g., that all mammals bark).
According to Halford (2002), unilateral property induction is a particularly
important property because if a person demonstrates it then that is a good predictor that
they would also be able to respond in accordance with the other two properties of
hierarchical classification and thus that they can show the latter in full. To explain why
unilateral property induction might be a good predictor of the other two properties, let us
consider its relationship to each in turn. Transitive class containment is the concept that a
stimulus that is a member of a class will also be a member of a higher (superordinate)
class that contains the first class. The transitive pattern at the core of this idea is
paralleled by the transitivity characterising property induction in which a property or
function that inheres in a class will transfer to subclasses of that class. Asymmetrical
class containment is the concept that if class A contains class B then the latter does not
contain the former. The asymmetry at the heart of this concept is paralleled by the
asymmetry of unilateral property induction whereby a function ascribed to a higher class
should be inherited by a lower class but a function ascribed to a lower class should not be
inherited by a higher class. Since unilateral property induction reflects to at least some
extent each of the ideas or concepts featured in the other two properties of hierarchical
classification then this would support the idea that demonstration of this property is a
good test of hierarchical classification as a whole. There is also empirical research
bearing on this idea (Johnson et al., 1997). As such, it would seem that, if possible,
testing a model of hierarchical classification for unilateral property induction might be of
particular relevance. Thus, the aim of Experiment 5 was to extend the research conducted
in Experiment 4 by testing the current model for this property.
The protocol for Experiment 5 was similar in many respects to that for
Experiment 4. However, one critical difference in the former was as regards the training
and testing of nonsense syllables as additional members of the contextually controlled
bifurcated equivalence classes (i.e., one novel nonsense syllable was incorporated into
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each class). The incorporation of these nonsense syllables was intended to achieve two
important aims. First, they were intended to model ‘labels’ for the stimulus classes, thus
providing a more ecologically valid model of responding in accordance with a system of
hierarchical classification (see Griffee & Dougher, 2002). Although humans can group
stimuli in a given context based on either formal features, or in accordance with an
abstract pattern, in either event we typically have unique labels for the groupings thus
created (e.g., ‘mammals’, ‘dogs’) in a given context.
Second, these labels, which are unique to a particular class at a particular
hierarchical level, provide further discriminative control for the unilateral transfer of
functions between members of hierarchical classes. For example, when people are asked
in a naturalistic context to decide whether a novel property in one class is acquired by the
members of a hierarchically related class they will typically be asked with respect to the
names or labels of the classes in question. For instance, as per the example given a little
earlier, they might be asked, given that the class of ‘mammal’ features the properties
‘breathes’, and ‘has fur’ whether all sub classes of mammal, including dogs, cats, bears
etc., breathe and have fur. Hence, in order to test the current equivalence-based model for
the property of unilateral property induction, it appeared more ecologically valid and
practically useful, to include names or labels in the model. Of course this might be argued
to have changed the original equivalence-based model. This is a valid argument;
however, the core of the model as involving contextually controlled equivalence was still
present and so we were still testing a model based on this feature as well as investigating
a model that might be a potentially useful adaptation of the original model.
A second change from Experiment 4 was the elimination of the green background
level of conditional discrimination training and testing. It was decided to exclude this
level because it had already been established that participants could show bifurcation of
equivalence classes in the context of a three level hierarchy and only two levels of the
model were needed for a test of unilateral property induction.
A third change from Experiment 4 to the current experiment was that, whereas in
the latter the stimuli used were iconic, in the present experiment they were completely
abstract. Iconic stimuli can improve the likelihood of equivalence formation and given
the size of the classes trained and tested in Experiment 4, it was thought that any variable
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that might boost chances of equivalence class formation should be taken advantage of. At
the same time, because this is not just a study of equivalence, but one examining the latter
as a vehicle for modelling hierarchical classification, it was thought that it might be
useful and appropriate to investigate the current model as based on abstract stimuli also.

Method
Participants
Two experimentally naïve male participants both aged 27 years took part in the
experiment. Both were acquaintances of the experimenter. They signed a statement of
informed consent before the experiment began.

Settings, Materials, and Apparatus
Each participant was tested individually in a cubicle that contained a desk, a chair
and a PC (Fujitsu Siemens Scenic). Instructions, stimulus presentation and recording of
responses were controlled by the computer, which was programmed in Visual Basic
2008. The experimental stimuli included 12 arbitrary black and white shapes (size 2
inches square, see Appendix D) and 6 nonsense syllables (designated H1, H1.1, H1.2,
H2, H2.1, H2.2).

Procedure
Phase1: Conditional Discrimination training and equivalence class formation
Red training
Baseline. Baseline training began in the red background (see Table 5 for an
overview of the procedure). The aim of red (background) training was to use a two choice
sample-as-node (SAN) conditional discrimination training paradigm to establish two 7member equivalence classes (see Figure 7). The trial format was the same as that
employed in red training in Experiment 4.
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Table 5. Overview of the experimental protocol in Experiment 5.
Background Colour

Phase

Stage

Step

Red

Baseline

1

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

2

3

Symmetry
Equivalence
Yellow

1
2
3
Symmetry
Equivalence

Red & Yellow Mixed
No colour
No colour

Function train
UPI Test

1
2
1
2
1
2

Relations trained and tested
H-A
H-C
H-E
H-E
H-D
H-B
H-A
H-C
H-E

H-B
H-A & H-B
H-D
H-C & H-D
H-F
H-E & H-F
H-F
H-E & H-F
H-C
H-D & H-C
H-A
H-B & H-A
H-B
H-A & H-B
H-D
H-C & H-D
H-F
H-E & H-F
Test A-H...F-H
Test (e.g., C-B... C-F)
H-A
H-B
H-A & H-B
H-C
H-B
H-C & H-B
H-B
H-C
H-B & H-C
H-A
H-B
H-A & H-B
H-A
H-C
H-A & H-C
H-C
H-A
H-C & H-A
Test A-H...C-H
Test (e.g., C-A... C-B)
Mixed train Red & Yellow background baseline relations
Establish F1 and F2 as functions for H1.1 and H2 respectively
All experimental stimuli presented as samples

Max no.
trials
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
24
24
64
64
64
64
64
64
24
24
48
16
34

Feedback
100 %
100 %
100 %
75 %
75 %
75 %
25 %
25 %
25 %

100 %
100 %
75 %
75 %
25 %
25 %
0%
0%
100 %
100 %
0%

Note. The experimental progression is from right to left, and down the table. UPI = unilateral property induction.
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The sequence of baseline training was identical to that used in red training in
Experiment 4. Specifically, it was partitioned into three stages made up of nine steps;
Stage 1 consisted of three steps, Stage 2 of three steps and Stage 3 of three steps. The
same order of steps in each stage, the same order of relations trained, and the same pass
criterion for each step, as used in Experiment 4 was employed here. Furthermore,
participants were given the same instructions as in Experiment 4, across all stages of
baseline training and testing, except that the word “figure” was replaced with the words
“nonsense syllable”. A difference was that the nonsense syllables (designated by the
letter H) listed earlier acted as samples, while arbitrary stimuli acted as comparisons.
Red Stage 1. The sequence of baseline relations trained in this stage was as
follows: H-A, H-B, H-A/H-B mixed; H-C, H-D, H-C/H-D mixed; H-E, H-F, H-E/H-F
mixed. In Red Stage 1, feedback was presented across 100% of trials.
Red Stage 2. In this, the sequence of trained baseline relations was reversed and
feedback was presented across 75% of trials. All other aspects of the training were the
same as in Red Stage 1. The sequence of baseline relations trained was as follows: H-F,
H-E, H-F/H-E mixed; H-D, H-C, H-D/H-C mixed; H-A, H-B, H-A /H-B mixed.
Red Stage 3. In this, the sequence of trained baseline relations was again
reversed (i.e., so that it was the same again as in Red Stage 1) and feedback was
presented across 25% of trials. All other aspects were as in Red Stages 1 and 2. The
sequence of baseline relations trained was as follows: H-A, H-B, H-A and H-B mixed;
H-C, H-D, H-C and H-D mixed; H-E, H-F, H-E and H-F mixed.
Red symmetry testing. Following red training, red symmetry testing was
provided. Red symmetry testing involved the presentation of each of the comparison
stimuli from red training as a sample (i.e., A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1; A2, B2, C2, E2, D2,
F2) twice each in the presence of the two stimuli H1 and H2 as comparisons, for a total
of 24 trials. No feedback was provided. The same pass criterion (i.e., 22/24) and
remediation training as used in Experiment 4, red symmetry testing, were also employed
here.
Red equivalence testing. Red equivalence testing consisted of a sample of 24
quasi-randomly selected trials out of a pool of 60 trials, in which the stimuli A1, B1, C1,
D1, E1, F1, A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2 acted both as samples and comparisons, with the
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stipulation that each stimulus had to act as a sample twice (see Appendix E for a list of
all possible trial types). No feedback was provided. The same pass criterion and
remediation training as used in Experiment 4, red equivalence testing, were used here.
Yellow training
The aim of yellow (background) training was to use a four choice SAN
conditional discrimination training paradigm to bifurcate the two 6-member equivalence
classes trained and tested in the red background into four 3-member classes (see Figure
7). The two nonsense syllables in red training (i.e., H1 and H2) did not appear in yellow
training. Novel nonsense syllables unique to each class were presented in yellow
background training (i.e., H1.1, H1.2, H2.1, and H2.2). Thus, red class H1 (A1, B1, C1,
D1, E1, F1) was partitioned into yellow class H1.1 (A1.1 [A1], B1.1 [B1], C1.1 [C1])
and yellow class H1.2 (A1.2 [D1], B1.2 [E1], C1.2 [F1]). While red class H2 (A2, B2,
C2, D2, E2, F2) was partitioned into yellow class H2.1 (A2.1 [A2], B2.1 [B2], C2.1
[C2]) and yellow class H2.2 (A2.2 [D2], B2.2 [E2], C2.2 [F2]).
Baseline. Baseline training followed the same protocol used in red training.
However, because there were fewer classes to establish, there were fewer steps needed.
Stage 1 had two steps, Stage 2 had two steps, and Stage 3 had three steps. The step order
and structure and pass criterion for each step type was the same as for red training.
Yellow Stage 1. The sequence of baseline relations trained in this stage was as
follows: H-A, H-B, H-A/H-B mixed; H-B, H-C, H-B/H-C mixed. Feedback was given
across 100% of trials.
Yellow Stage 2. In this, the sequence of trained baseline relations was: H-B, H-C,
H-B/H-C mixed; H-A, H-B, H-A/H-B mixed. Feedback was given across 75% of trials.
Yellow Stage 3. In this, the sequence of trained baseline relations was as follows:
H-A, H-C, H-A/H-C mixed; H-C, H-A, H-C/H-A mixed. Feedback was presented across
25% of trials.
Yellow symmetry testing. This consisted of 24 trials in which each of the stimuli
which had functioned as comparisons during training (i.e., A1.1, B1.1, C1.1, A1.2, B1.2,
C1.2, A2.1, B2.1, C2.1, A2.2, B2.2, and C2.2) was presented as a sample twice in the
presence of the four comparison stimuli that had previously functioned as samples
(H1.1, H1.2, H2.1, H2.2). No feedback was provided. The same pass criterion (22/24)
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and remediation training used in Experiment 4, yellow symmetry testing, were used
here.
Yellow equivalence testing. This consisted of a sample of 24 quasi-randomly
presented trials, in which the stimuli A1.1, A1.2, A2.1, A2.2, B1.1, B1.2, B2.1, B2.2,
C1.1, C1.2, C2.1, C2.2 acted both as samples and comparisons, with the stipulation that
each stimulus had to be sample twice (see Appendix E for a list of all the possible trial
types). No feedback was provided. The same pass criterion (22/24) and remediation
training used in Experiment 4, yellow equivalence testing, were used here.
Mixed red and yellow training. This followed the same format as that employed
in Experiment 4, mixed green and red training. The pass criterion and remediation were
the also same as in Experiment 4, mixed green and red training. There were 48 trials in
total. The mixed red and yellow training consisted of 24 red training trials (this included
each of the red training trial types twice each) and 24 yellow training trials (this
included each of the yellow training trial types twice each).

Phase 2: Training and testing for unilateral property induction
Function training
The aim of function training was to establish a different function in each of the
two nonsense syllables H1.1 and H2. At the start of training, participants were presented
with the following instructions:
Welcome to the next part of the experiment. On the computer screen you will see
an image or a nonsense syllable appear in the middle centre. Your job is to
select which coloured button on the keyboard goes with the image/ nonsense
syllable presented on screen. In this part, you can select either the orange button
or the blue button. Press either button when you have made your choice. During
this stage of the experiment you will receive feedback informing you whether you
are correct or not. Good luck, and remember, try to be as accurate as possible!
On each trial one of the two nonsense syllables (H1.1 or H2) was presented as
sample in the middle centre of the screen, and remained onscreen until the participant
selected one of the two response options. The response options were the buttons 1 and 9
on a QWERTY keyboard which had been covered with two coloured stickers. The
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number 1 was covered with an orange sticker (F1) and the number 9 was covered with a
blue sticker (F2). When a participant selected a button the screen cleared and feedback
either ‘Correct’ or ‘Wrong’ was presented on screen. Feedback was provided on all
trials. In the presence of H1.1, pressing the orange button (F1) produced the feedback
‘Correct’ while pressing the blue button produced the feedback ‘Wrong’. Conversely, in
the presence of H2, pressing the blue button (F2) produced ‘Correct’ while pressing the
orange button produced ‘Wrong’. Feedback remained on screen for one second. The
screen then cleared for a one second ITI before the next trial began. Participants were
presented with blocks of 16 trials. Both sample stimuli appeared 8 times each in a
random order within one block. Participants had to achieve 14/16 correct responses, or 8
consecutively correct before progressing to transfer of functions testing. If a participant
failed to meet criterion they were re-cycled through function training up to a maximum
of three times and if they continued to fail they were dismissed from the experiment.
Transfer of functions testing
Transfer of functions testing followed a similar procedure to function training.
All stimuli were presented on a blank white screen. Participants were first presented
with the following:
This part of the experiment is similar to the last. However, you will see new
images/ nonsense syllables on the screen and you will receive no feedback after
your coloured button choice. Depending on the image/ nonsense syllable on the
screen you have to select one of the coloured buttons. If you think the orange
button goes with the image/ nonsense syllable press the orange button, if you
think the blue button goes with the image/ nonsense syllable press the blue
button. If you are unsure of whether the orange or blue button goes with the
image/ nonsense syllable or do not think the orange or blue button goes with the
image/ nonsense syllable press the white button. When you have read the
instructions and are happy that you understand them, please press the space bar
to continue.
The 12 iconic stimuli used in the baseline training, and the four nonsense
syllables (i.e., H1, H1.2, H2.1 and H2.2) not involved in function training, including one
novel nonsense syllable (X1) acted as samples in the transfer of functions test. On each
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trial, one of the sample stimuli was individually presented on screen and remained there
until the participant selected one of the three response options. The number 5 on a
QWERTY keyboard was covered with a white sticker and acted as the third response
option (F3). Participants were instructed to press the white button if they were unsure, or
did not think that the orange or blue buttons went with the sample stimulus on screen.
There were 34 trials in the transfer of functions test. Each of the sample stimuli was
presented twice on screen in a random order. No feedback was provided.

Results and Discussion
Phase 1: Conditional discrimination training and equivalence class formation
The results of Phase 1 (conditional discrimination training and equivalence
testing) are presented in Figure 11. In both the red and yellow contexts the pass criterion
for conditional discrimination training was 80% correct and the criterion for probe trials
was 85% correct across trials. Both P8 and P9 successfully completed red baseline
training and tests of derived relations (symmetry and equivalence), thus showing
formation of two 7-member equivalence classes on their first attempt. In the yellow
background, however, neither of the two met criterion in their first exposure to baseline
training (66% and 58% correct respectively) and thus they were recycled through yellow
training. Both met criterion for training on this second attempt (87% and 96% correct
respectively) and progressed to yellow symmetry and equivalence testing. As can be
seen from Figure 11, both participants passed symmetry testing with a rate of 100%
correct and both showed accuracy of 94% during equivalence probes. Hence both
showed the formation of four 4-member equivalence classes in the yellow background.
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Figure 11. Percentage of correct responses during baseline conditional discriminations
and probe trials for equivalence class formation in the two colour contexts in
Experiment 5. TR = red training; SR = red symmetry probes; ER = red equivalence
probes; TY = yellow training; RTY= repeat yellow training; SY = yellow symmetry
probes; EY = yellow equivalence probes; R & Y = red and yellow mixed training.
Phase 2. Training and testing for unilateral property induction
Both participants met criterion for the training of functions to H2 and H1.1
within the first block of 32 trials (P8: 30/32 correct; P9: 31/32 correct). The data for the
test of transfer of functions are presented in Table 6. To pass transfer of function testing,
participants had to demonstrate three types of function transfer: 1) ‘Within class’
transfer (F1 to A1, B1, C1; F2 to A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2); 2) ‘Top down’ transfer (F2
to H2.1 and H2.2); and 3) ‘Bottom up’ transfer (F3 to H1, H1.2, D1, E1, F1). A pattern
whereby transfer 1 and 2 are shown but 3 is not shown would be in accordance with
unilateral property transfer; however, as may be seen from Table 6, both participants
demonstrated all three types, thus failing to show this property.
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Table 6. Data from transfer of functions test in Experiment 5.
Stimuli
H2
H1.1

Trained
F1
F2

UPI

P8

P9

H2.1
H2.2
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1

F3, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1
F1, F1

A1
B1
C1

F2
F2
F2

F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2

F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2

D1
E1
F1
H1.2
H1

F3
F3
F3
F3
F3

F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2

F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2
F2, F2

X1

F3

F3, F3

F3, F3

Note. Alphanumeric symbols under the column heading ‘Stimuli’ represent the stimuli
presented across training and testing trials. The alphanumeric symbols under the column
headings ‘P8 responses’ and ‘P9 responses’ indicate the actual button response
selections in the presence of the sample stimuli.
In summary, as in Experiment 4, participants readily showed formation of
contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes. Both P8 and P9 demonstrated the
emergence of two 7-member equivalence classes in the red context and four 4-member
equivalence classes in the yellow context. A key difference between this experiment and
Experiment 4 was that during conditional baseline training nonsense syllables were used
as samples and included in the classes. The inclusion of a different nonsense syllable as
a member of each class modelled the labelling of hierarchical classes (e.g., ‘dogs’,
‘mammals’, ‘animals’).
These labels also facilitated a test for unilateral property induction between
classes at different levels of the putative hierarchy. Transfer of function training
established functions for one lower or subordinate class member (i.e., H1.1) and one
higher or superordinate class member (i.e., H2). Participants were then tested for
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patterns of transfer of functions to other stimuli in the hierarchical network and in
particular to see whether unilateral property induction would be seen.
The data showed that both participants demonstrated ‘within class’ transfer of
function. The H1.1 function of F1 readily transferred to A1.1, B1.1, and C1.1, and the
H2 function of F2 transferred to A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, and F2 in the test for transfer of
functions. The acquisition of F1 and F2 stimulus functions by their respective class
members is a typical transfer of functions found between members of an equivalence
class and is a robust phenomenon (e.g., Hayes, Kohlenberg, & Hayes, 1991). The more
important question was the pattern of responding that participants would show in
relation to the ‘top down’ and ‘bottom up’ transfer tests. As mentioned above, a pattern
consistent with unilateral property induction would involve transfer down (since
properties acquired or found in a higher or encompassing class should be taken on by
members of that class and of subordinate classes) but not transfer up because the
idiosyncratic properties of any particular class should not determine the properties or
features that characterise all members of that class or higher classes. Both participants
demonstrated transfer down and transfer up, failing the test for unilateral property
induction and suggesting that they may have been responding primarily in accordance
with equivalence rather than hierarchical relations.
In other words, perhaps the end result of training and testing was the generation
of two functional classes each encompassing all of the stimuli within their respective
branches of the taxonomy (F1 class = H1, H1.1, H1.2, A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1 and F2
class = H2, H2.1, H2.2, A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2). Such a transfer of function may be
explained as a by-product of the derived equivalence relations between the member
stimuli of the hierarchically related equivalence classes. For example, H1.1, which
acquired the F1 function, was in an equivalence relation with A1.1, B1.1 and C1.1 in the
yellow context and as a result, A1.1, B1.1, and C1.1 acquired the F1 function. In the red
context, A1.1, B1.1, C1.1 were in an equivalence relation with H1, D1, E1, and F1, and
consequently all members of the H1 class acquired the F1 function also. Finally, D1, E1,
and F1 (i.e., A1.2, B1.2, C1.2), which had acquired the F1 function were in an
equivalence relation with H1.2 in the yellow context. Thus, when H1.1 acquired the F1
function it also generalised to H1.2 via the derived equivalence relation between these
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two stimuli. Although the bifurcated equivalence classes had unique labels (i.e., H1,
H1.1, H1.2; H2, H2.1, H2.2) and were distinct from one another due to the established
background colour contextual control over responding during baseline training, the
overlap of some stimuli between equivalence classes that had acquired the experimental
functions may have been sufficient to produce the pattern of transfer of functions
demonstrated. In any event this pattern of control is primarily one of equivalence rather
than of hierarchical classification.

General Discussion
Individuals competent in hierarchical classification discuss and derive relations
in accordance with completely arbitrary hierarchical classes without reference to the
formal characteristics of the stimuli. Furthermore, it was found in Study 1, Experiment
3, that the inclusion of arbitrary stimuli during baseline training facilitated responding
consistent with transitive class containment. On this basis, it would appear that arbitrary
stimuli play an important role in the history of hierarchical classification and that it is
important to attempt to model hierarchical classification as based primarily on the
inclusion of arbitrary stimuli. Accordingly, the two experiments reported in the current
chapter attempted to use contextual control over arbitrary equivalence classes as a basis
for modelling hierarchical classification.
Experiment 4 attempted to model hierarchical classification in terms of
contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes using arbitrary stimuli and this
model was subsequently used to test for one of the key properties of hierarchical
classification, namely transitive class containment. Overall, five out of six participants
demonstrated responding consistent with the latter. This result seemed to provide further
confirmation of the pattern seen in Experiment 3 in Study 1, according to which
inclusion of arbitrary stimuli seems to make responding in accordance with hierarchical
classification more likely. Hence use of contextually controlled equivalence may be a
better way of modelling hierarchical classification than contextually controlled
conditional discrimination based on physical properties. At the same time, transitive
class containment is only one property of hierarchical classification and thus further
testing of this approach was needed. The aim of Experiment 5 was to examine the same
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basic contextually controlled equivalence model for unilateral property induction, a
second property of hierarchical classification and one that, as discussed earlier, may be a
particularly important one in terms of gauging the presence of hierarchical classification.
Experiment 5 involved a number of procedural changes but the most important one was
that nonsense syllables were included to model the presence of class names and thus
facilitate the acquisition and testing of stimulus functions by classes and class members
as required by a test of unilateral property induction. The findings from this experiment,
however, were that neither of the participants demonstrated responding consistent with
unilateral property induction. Specifically, while functions transferred from higher to
lower classes as required, they also transferred from lower to higher.
As discussed, the overarching pattern of transfer for both the F1 and F2
functions from H1.1 and H2 respectively, to all class members within each of their
respective taxonomic branches (as defined by the bifurcated equivalence classes)
suggests that the participants were responding in accordance with equivalence and thus
showing transfer of function to stimuli as belonging to either of two large equivalence
classes rather than showing responding in accordance with hierarchical classification
and accordingly demonstrating unilateral property induction.
Bidirectional transfer of functions such as is seen in equivalence is appropriate in
certain contexts within a hierarchical class structure, such as between members of
different classes at the same level. However, in such a case, this transfer is contextually
controlled and is typically influenced by the interaction between classes at different
levels of the hierarchy. For instance, ‘dogs’ and ‘cats’ might be categorised as different
classes at the same level of a natural taxonomy and there would not necessarily be
transfer of properties from members of one class to members of the other. However, one
situation in which there would likely be transfer between them is under the contextual
control provided by being classified as members of the same overarching class. For
example, both dogs and cats can be classified as pets and under those circumstances
treatment seen as appropriate for a member of one of the two classes (e.g., regular
attention from a vet) might transfer to members of the other class also and this might
happen in either direction (i.e., from dogs to cats or from cats to dogs). However, this
example is referring to classes of stimuli at the same level of a hierarchy as opposed to
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classes at different levels of the hierarchy as is relevant to unilateral property induction
which was what we were primarily interested in testing for in Experiment 5.
Furthermore, even this example might be used to emphasise the point regarding
unilateral property induction since another way to think about this is to imagine ‘cats’
and ‘dogs’ as members of the higher order class ‘pets’ and then imagine the types of
transfer of function that might be thought appropriate. The example of a function that
was just used was one that was relevant to both classes as subclasses of the higher order
class ‘pets’ so in fact, the transfer might be more appropriately thought of as from higher
class to lower class rather than primarily between classes at the same level. Furthermore,
what would not be appropriate is to imagine a characteristic that was not relevant to
animals as pets and that might pertain to either cats or dogs and then to imagine that this
characteristic might readily transfer to the other class. For example, if it was discovered
that cats possessed a particular kind of gland, then it would not be appropriate to
automatically assume that dogs possessed the same type of gland and certainly not that
all pets had this type of gland. In other words, transfer among classes in a hierarchical
structure is constrained and under contextual control and this is particularly the case for
transfer between levels of the hierarchy. As such the fact that both participants in the
current experiment appeared to show bidirectional transfer of properties between classes
at different levels of the hierarchy rather than unidirectional transfer suggests that the
current paradigm is not a good model of hierarchical classification.
As contextual control likely plays an important role in facilitating hierarchical
classification then at this point it might seem useful to re-examine how this variable has
been operationalised in the current paradigm. In both Experiments 4 and 5, contextual
control over hierarchical class level was provided based on colour background. Indeed
this feature was adopted from the model used in the first three experiments in Chapter 2,
which were in turn based on the Griffee and Dougher model. Hence this manipulation of
contextual control has featured in all of the experiments reported thus far in this thesis.
However, the fact that this conception of contextual control has not yet resulted in a
successful model of hierarchical classification despite the manipulation of other
variables alongside it would suggest that it may not be the most useful way of
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approaching this variable. For instance, it may be too inflexible or rigid a form of
contextual control.
Indeed, it was for this reason that it was decided to omit colour background as a
direct source of contextual control in the training and testing of functions in the context
of unilateral property induction testing in Experiment 5 and to examine whether another
form of contextual control might be more useful. If colour was simply omitted and no
alternative source of control brought in then there might not have been sufficient
discriminative control during unilateral property induction training / testing to allow
responding in accordance with the previously learned partitioned equivalence classes. In
the absence of such contextual control, it was presumed that members of the two
hierarchical taxonomies established might have been treated as functionally equivalent.
Hence, an alternative potential source of contextual control was used instead. Nonsense
syllables, unique to each of the bifurcated classes were included during baseline
training, and two of these (coded H2 and H1.1) acquired particular functions through
training. This modification represented an effort to model class labels found in natural
language classes and it was thought that this adaptation might also facilitate
discriminative control sufficient to bring about a pattern of hierarchical classification.
The inclusion of nonsense syllables as class labels, however, did not seem to result in
responding consistent with unilateral property induction and hence, by logical extension,
this variable seemed to fail to guide hierarchical classification.
Given the limitations of the models used thus far in order to simulate hierarchical
classification, in the final study in the current thesis, it was decided to investigate an
alternative approach. The concept of contextual control which has just been discussed is
relevant in this regard. However, the final approach focuses on the pattern of contextual
control over relational responding as opposed to other elements. One general argument
against the equivalence-based paradigm explored in the current chapter is that the
relation of equivalence does not provide the necessary contextual control to properly
capture the properties of hierarchical classification as discussed in the mainstream
literature. For example, equivalence is associated with bi-directional transfer of
functions, which, as argued earlier, is not appropriate for simulating unilateral property
induction. Instead, responding in accordance with this and other properties of
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hierarchical classification may be more likely under the contextual control of cues that
directly cue the required pattern. The foregoing is an argument for training and testing
hierarchical classification as a form of ‘hierarchical relational framing’. This was the
approach adopted in the final chapter.
In summary, Study 2 used contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes
to produce a pattern of responding consistent with hierarchical classification. This
appeared to be an advance on Study 1 as participants in the first experiment reported in
the chapter (Experiment 4) seemed to readily show transitive class containment, one of
the three reputed properties of hierarchical classification. However, both participants in
the second experiment in the chapter (Experiment 5) subsequently failed to show
unilateral property induction, a second property linked with hierarchical classification
and possibly the most important one. The discussion of these outcomes has concluded
that an alternative approach to modelling hierarchical classification should be
investigated; namely, modelling this phenomenon as contextually controlled relational
responding or relational framing.
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Chapter 4
Experiment 6 & 7
Hierarchical classification as relational framing
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In the previous chapter, a model of hierarchical classification based on
contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes was presented. This featured
hierarchy as essentially equivalence classes within equivalence classes. A key
suggested advantage of using the equivalence paradigm is that equivalence relations
are based on stimuli that bear no consistent physical relationship to each other. This
allows an equivalence-based model to capture the potential arbitrariness of more
abstract forms of hierarchical classification which involve responding in accordance
with hierarchical patterns without reliance on immediately available non-arbitrary
stimulus relations. Thus, the model reported in the last chapter featured the same
background colour-based contextually controlled associations as the Griffee and
Dougher (2002) model shown in Study 1 but using arbitrarily related stimuli.
As in the case of Study 1, after demonstrating the basic phenomenon, the
model was then tested for properties associated in the mainstream literature with
hierarchical classification. The model showed transitive class containment
immediately (Experiment 4), which confirmed the finding of Study 1 in Chapter 2
that use of arbitrary stimuli might make patterns of transitive class containment more
likely. However, it did not show unilateral property induction (Experiment 5) but
instead showed bilateral induction. The latter is perhaps not surprising given that
equivalence relations are associated with bi-directional relations and bi-directional
transfer of functions. However, this result also underlines the fact that equivalence
relations by themselves are likely inadequate for modelling hierarchical
classification. The aim of the research studies reported in the current chapter,
therefore, was to turn to an alternative behavioural paradigm that might be more
likely to provide a satisfactory model of this phenomenon, namely, Relational Frame
Theory (RFT).
From the perspective of Relational Frame Theory (RFT; see e.g., Dymond &
Roche, 2013), complex human behaviour including hierarchical classification can be
conceptualised in terms of learned patterns of generalised contextually controlled
relational responding called relational frames. Particular patterns or frames are
reinforced in the presence of particular contextual cues until eventually the cues
come to reliably control the emission of those patterns. Typically the context for the
initial learning of frames also includes non-arbitrary or physical relations between
objects and thus the early performance of the relational pattern is as a form of non94
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arbitrary relational responding; eventually, however, the relational framing
generalises so that it is applicable in contexts without non-arbitrary relational
support. For example, in the case of comparative framing, a child might first learn to
choose the physically larger of two objects in the presence of auditory stimuli such
as ‘bigger’ and to choose the physically smaller of two objects in the presence of
stimuli such as ‘smaller’. Then through exposure to multiple exemplars of this type
of pattern in the presence of these contextual cues, the relational response becomes
abstracted such that it can be applied in conditions in which there is no obvious
formal relation; for example, after being told that ‘X1 is bigger than X2’, a child will
be able to derive that ‘X2 is smaller than X1’.
In accordance with this theory, empirical research has shown that humans
respond in accordance with a variety of patterns of relational framing including
opposite, different, more than/ less than, before/ after, and belongs to/ includes (e.g.,
Berens & Hayes, 2007; Dougher, Hamilton, Fink, & Harrington, 2007; Dymond &
Barnes, 1995, 1996; Gil et al., 2012; Murphy, Barnes-Holmes & Barnes-Holmes,
2005; O’Hora, Roche, Barnes-Holmes, & Smeets, 2002; Reilly, Whelan, & BarnesHolmes, 2005; Roche, Barnes-Holmes, Smeets, Barnes-Holmes, & McGeady, 2000;
Steele & Hayes, 1991; Whelan & Barnes-Holmes, 2004; Whelan, Barnes-Holmes, &
Dymond, 2006; Whelan, Cullinan, O’Donovan, & Rodriguez-Valverde, 2005).
All frames are defined in terms of properties of mutual entailment (a given
relation from arbitrary stimulus A to arbitrary stimulus B entails a relation from B to
A; e.g., in comparative framing, the relation ‘A is more than B’ entails ‘B is less than
A’); combinatorial entailment (the combination of relations entails further relations;
e.g., in comparative framing, the combination of ‘A is more than B’ and ‘B is more
than C’ entails ‘A is more than C’ and ‘C is less than A’); and transformation of
stimulus functions (the functions of a stimulus in a relational frame can be
transformed in accordance with the nature of the relation(s) derived between that
stimulus and others; for example, if A is in a derived relation of ‘more than’ with B,
which has aversive functions, then A may become more aversive than B in the
absence of training; see Dougher et al., 2007).
From an RFT perspective, hierarchical classification can be conceptualised as
hierarchical relational framing, a generalised contextually controlled pattern of
hierarchical relational responding (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001). As in
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the case of comparison or other frames, this pattern might be hypothesised to
originate in the training of non-arbitrary relations. One such non-arbitrary relational
pattern that might be important is containment. For instance, a child might learn, in
one context, to tact things as being physically inside other things (e.g., ‘my hand is in
my glove’) and in another context, to tact things as containing other things (e.g., ‘the
house contains the doll’). This repertoire might then come under contextual control
(i.e., of cues such as the words ‘in’ and ‘contains’) and generalise, developing into
more abstract patterns such as classification (i.e., responding to ‘members’ as being
contained in ‘classes’) or analysis (i.e., responding to ‘parts’ as being contained
within ‘wholes’). As such, Relational Frame Theory (RFT) would suggest that one
way in which to investigate the properties of hierarchical classification in the
laboratory and train them if absent would be to establish arbitrary stimuli as cues
using non-arbitrary training (e.g., involving pictures of objects possessing common
features) and then use those cues to (i) establish hierarchical relations (e.g.,
‘member/class’) between previously unseen novel arbitrary stimuli and (ii) gauge
additional derived relations and/or properties.
One recent study by Gil et al. (2012) constitutes a preliminary relational
frame exploration of hierarchical relations. In Phase 1, Gil et al. used a procedure for
establishing arbitrary stimuli as contextual cues for hierarchical relational responding
by training participants to engage in non-arbitrary containment relations in the
presence of these stimuli, which were referred to as ‘includes’ and ‘belongs to’ cues
respectively. The authors subsequently used an analogous method to establish
contextual cues for responding in accordance with ‘same’ and ‘different’ relations by
training participants to choose physically identical stimuli in the presence of one
arbitrary shape and to choose physically dissimilar stimuli in the presence of another
one. They then further trained and tested all four cues in tasks involving stimuli in
assumed previously established verbal networks (e.g., in a trial training the
‘includes’ cue the reinforced response was choosing the word ‘Vowels’ in the
presence of the word ‘Alphabet’). In Phase 2, the authors trained and tested three 4
member equivalence relations (composed of abstract shapes and nonsense syllables)
using a standard one-to-many matching-to-sample protocol. In Phase 3, they used the
previously established ‘includes’ and ‘belongs to’ cues to establish what was
presumed to be an arbitrary hierarchical relational network that included at least
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some of the members of the equivalence classes formed during Phase 2 at the bottom
level of the hierarchy and a number of novel abstract shapes at the middle and upper
levels. In Phase 4, stimulus pairing and an MTS procedure were used to train and test
associations between particular stimuli in the arbitrary relational network established
in Phase 3 and words describing particular properties (e.g., ‘cold’, ‘sweet’). Finally,
Phase 5 tested for predicted transformation of functions in accordance with
hierarchical relations of stimuli that had not been explicitly associated with particular
properties in Phase 4.
The results of Gil et al. (2012) were that nine out of ten undergraduates
showed the predicted pattern of transformation of functions in the final phase. This
study constitutes a useful preliminary exploration of hierarchical relational framing,
with the initial phase of the study in particular showing a number of empirical and
methodological innovations including the establishing of contextual cues for
containment relations and the demonstration of a format in which responding in
accordance with multiple stimulus relations is probed by requiring selection of
contextual cues for particular frames. However, with regard to the demonstration of
hierarchical framing Gil et al. (2012) also has a number of limitations.
One is that Gil et al. (2012) did not probe for any possible derived relations
in the arbitrary hierarchical relational network established in Phase 3. This is a
limitation with respect to the demonstration of hierarchical relational framing in
general since any type of relational framing is defined in terms of patterns of derived
relations including, for example, mutual and combinatorial entailment. A second
limitation is that some of the key contexts for training and testing hierarchical
relational responding involved stimuli in extra-experimentally established
hierarchical relations with each other. This constitutes a relative lack of experimental
control and can be argued to be problematic with respect to the empirical
investigation of any category of framing. This is relevant with respect to
demonstrating these repertoires in adults but it is even more so for applied work that
might be pursued following the outcomes of this type of investigation such as the
development of procedures for training up these repertoires in young children or
other populations for whom there might be deficits.
The limitations just described pertain to the demonstration of hierarchical
relational framing in general. In its capacity as a demonstration of a form of
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hierarchical relational framing, the current study attempted to advance on the work
of Gil et al. (2012) in these respects. In addition, however, this study attempted to
focus on hierarchical relational framing as used to model hierarchical classification
specifically and so there are also a number of issues that need to be noted in this
respect.
As already suggested, one limitation of Gil et al. (2012) with respect to the
demonstration of hierarchical relational framing in general is that this study did not
examine for derived relations. Apart from the desirability of doing so in the
demonstration of hierarchical relational framing more generally, investigating such
relations is particularly important with respect to the investigation of the properties
of hierarchical classification as described in the mainstream cognitive-developmental
literature. Both transitive class containment and asymmetrical class containment can
be considered examples of derived hierarchical relations. The former (i.e., transitive
class containment) involves the combination of two trained relations (e.g., ‘Class A
contains Class B’ and ‘Class B contains Class C’) allowing the derivation of a third,
untrained relation (i.e., ‘Class A contains Class C’), while the latter (i.e.,
asymmetrical class containment) involves deriving either a ‘contains’ relation based
on a ‘contained by’ relation (e.g., if ‘A is contained by B’ then ‘B contains A’) or
vice versa. The third suggested feature of hierarchical classification, unidirectional
property induction, can be considered a transformation of functions through derived
hierarchical relations. Therefore in the case of this feature as in that of the other two,
showing derived relations is important for demonstrating that feature.
Another aspect of the current study which is a function of its focus on
hierarchical relational framing as a model for hierarchical classification specifically
is that it needed to provide non-arbitrary relational training that would establish a
particular form of contextual control that would be relevant to classification or
class/member of relations as opposed to other types of hierarchical relational
responding. This is based on the idea that there may be different forms of
hierarchical relational framing and that these forms may be based on different
varieties of contextual control.
For example, one line of cognitive developmental research into hierarchical
classification in children has examined the development of hierarchical classification
as just one variety of hierarchical responding more generally. For instance,
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researchers have compared ‘member / class’ (class-concept) hierarchical relations
with ‘part / whole’ (collection-concept) hierarchical relations. To illustrate the
difference, consider the two relations ‘oak to tree’ and ‘tree to forest’. In the classconcept ‘oak to tree’ relation, an oak is a ‘member’ of, or ‘type of’ tree and the class
of tree ‘includes’ the class of oak. In contrast, in the collection-concept ‘tree-toforest’ relation, a tree is ‘part’ of a forest, not a ‘type’ of forest, and a forest
‘contains’ or ‘is composed of’ trees. Class-concept relations are based on shared
features (e.g., trees share the feature of branches) while collection-concept relations
are based on proximity (e.g., a forest is defined by the proximity of multiple trees to
each other).
Markman and Seibert (1976) compared young children’s performance on
analogous class-concept and collection-concept ‘class-inclusion type’ tests. For
example, in the former, children might be presented with green and purple grapes,
and be asked, ‘who would have more to eat, someone who ate the green grapes or
someone who ate the grapes?’ while in the latter, they would be presented with the
same stimuli and asked, ‘who would have more to eat, someone who ate the green
grapes or someone who ate the bunch?’ They found that younger children more
readily demonstrated class-inclusion with collection-concept than with class-concept
questions and they argued that this suggests that the latter develops later than the
former.
The focus of the first experiment reported below was on using hierarchical
relational framing to model hierarchical classification in particular and thus the nonarbitrary relational training phase in which contextual control was established
focused on objects that shared features with each other as opposed to objects that
were physically proximate to each other. The first part of the non-arbitrary relational
training phase involved conditional discriminative training in which sets of shapes
with particular physical features had to be chosen in the presence of particular
nonsense syllables (e.g., H1  circular stimuli; H2  square stimuli; H1.1  a
circular blue stimulus; H1.2  a circular yellow stimulus; H2.1  a square blue
stimulus; H2.2  a square yellow stimulus). The purpose of this part was to train
participants to relate particular classes of shapes with particular nonsense syllable
‘labels’. The second part of the initial phase of the protocol then trained them to
relate these labels in particular ways in the presence of arbitrary shapes that were to
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be established as functionally equivalent to the contextual cues ‘member of’ and
‘includes’ respectively. For instance, in the presence of the shape to be established as
‘member of’, and with H1.1 as sample, selection of H1 was reinforced, while in the
presence of the shape to be established as ‘includes’, and with H1 as sample,
selection of H1.1 was reinforced. It was predicted that the end result of the initial
phase of the experiment, which concluded with this latter training, would be the
establishment of contextual cues for ‘member of’ and ‘includes’, respectively. Then
in a second phase, these cues were used to to train and test a hierarchical relational
network with a novel set of arbitrary stimuli. This involved directly training
particular relations in the relational network and then testing for a number of derived
relational properties that RFT suggests should characterise any example of relational
framing including mutual entailment, combinatorial entailment and transformation of
functions.
Experiment 6
In summary, the purpose of the work reported in this chapter was to use an
RFT approach to model and investigate hierarchical classification. More specifically
this would involve training and testing for hierarchical relational framing under the
contextual control of cues for class / member relations. As such, it proposed to
advance on the most recent RFT work relevant to this repertoire, namely that of Gil
et al. (2012), in a number of ways. Gil et al. (2012) had sought to demonstrate
hierarchical relational framing more generally as opposed to hierarchical relational
framing as a model of hierarchical classification. As suggested, as a model of
hierarchical relational framing, the current model might represent an advance on the
Gil et al. (2012) model by (i) testing for derived relations and (ii) providing an
arguably more tightly controlled experimental model. The current study would
represent an advance on Gil et al. (2012) as a model of hierarchical classification
more specifically in that it would use appropriate non-arbitrary relational training
designed to establish contextual control of class / member of relational responding
and would probe for properties of hierarchical classification considered important by
mainstream psychologists, namely transitive class containment, asymmetrical class
containment and unilateral property induction.
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Method
Participants
Four experimentally naïve participants (two females and two males aged
between 22 and 27; M = 24.25; SD = 2.21) were recruited through personal contacts
of the first author. All participants signed a statement of informed consent before the
experiment began.

Settings, Materials, and Apparatus
Each participant was tested individually in a cubicle containing a desk, a chair
and a Fujitsu Siemens™ Scenic PC with a 17” monitor. Instructions, stimulus
presentation and recording of responses were controlled by the computer, which was
programmed in Visual Basic™ 2008.
Computer-generated stimuli
The experimental stimuli employed in Part 1 (pre-training of non-arbitrary
relations) included two arbitrary shapes in black and white as the contextual cues
(Figure 12 upper panel); 17 multidimensional shapes (Figure 12 lower left panel); 26
three letter nonsense syllables (e.g., VEK); and one blue asterisk. All the shape
stimuli used were approximately 2 inches square in size. In Part 2 (arbitrary
relational training and testing) six 3 letter nonsense syllables were used as the
experimental stimuli.

Procedure
All participants were trained and tested during sessions that lasted between
1.5 and 2.5 hours. The procedure consisted of: Part 1, non-arbitrary relational
training and testing; Part 2, arbitrary relational training and testing. Each part was
made up of various stages of training, during which feedback was provided for
correct and incorrect responding, and testing, in which no feedback was provided.
All stages of both training and testing were preceded by the provision of a minimal
level of onscreen instructions, which directed participants to observe the stimuli that
would appear and choose from the comparisons using the mouse.
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Figure 12. Upper: The arbitrary stimuli established as contextual cues for ‘member
of’ and ‘includes’ relations.
relations Lower: The multi-dimensional
dimensional shape stimuli used in the
non-arbitrary
arbitrary relational training phases in Experiments 6 and 7.
Part 1: Non-arbitrary
arbitrary relational training and testing
The aim of non-arbitrary
non arbitrary training was to establish two arbitrary shapes as
contextual cues for ‘member of’ and ‘includes’ relational responding, respectively.
Participants first saw the following instructions:
In this part of the experiment you will see shapes
shapes presented in the middle
centre of the screen and nonsense syllables presented below them, in either
corner of the screen. Your job is to figure out which nonsense syllables go
with which shapes. You will receive feedback on your choices. Take your
time
me and try and be as accurate as possible.
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The non-arbitrary training included 3 stages, each of which involved two
phases (Figure 13).
Stage 1
The aim of Stage 1 was to establish a format for training contextual control
using a particular stimulus set. Phase 1a (‘Set 1 nonsense syllable to shape
conditional discriminative training’) trained participants to choose particular
nonsense syllables in the presence of particular multidimensional shape stimuli. It
involved 48 trials. On each trial one of the multidimensional shapes acted as sample
and was presented in the top middle center of the screen. Following a one second
delay, two nonsense syllables from the array of six used in Stage 1 were presented in
the bottom left and bottom right of the screen. After the selection of a comparison,
the screen cleared and feedback, either ‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’ (Tahoma, size 44,
blue font) was presented on screen for 1s. Then the screen cleared for a 1s ITI before
the next trial.
The multidimensional shape stimuli had been deliberately created so as to be
non-arbitrarily interrelated along particular physical dimensions such that they could
be responded to as formally intrarelated classes and subclasses. For example, in Set
1, the shape stimuli included a blue circle (A1), a yellow circle (A2), a blue square
(B1) and a yellow square (B2) (Figure 12, lower left panel). These shapes might be
responded to as individual stimuli, but they might also be responded to as particular
groups (‘classes’) of non-arbitrarily related stimuli; for example, two circles and two
squares, or two blue objects and two yellow objects.
In the first 16 trials of Phase 1a, participants were required to choose either of
two nonsense syllables, H1 or H2, depending on the particular multidimensional
shape sample displayed. H1 had to be chosen in the presence of each of the two
circles (A1 and B1), while H2 had to be chosen in the presence of each of the two
squares (A2 and B2). The four trial types (Table 7, 1a, 1-4) were presented four
times each in quasi-random order. In the next 16 trials, participants were required to
choose one of four additional nonsense syllables (H1.1, H1.2, H2.1, H2.2) in the
presence of one particular multidimensional shape (i.e., H1.1  blue circle, H1.2 
yellow circle, H2.1  blue square, H2.2  yellow square). The four trial types
(Table 7, 1a, 5-8) were presented four times each in quasi-random order. The final
16 trials presented all eight trial types (Table 7, 1a, 1-8) twice each in quasi-random
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rotation. Participants had to achieve 80% correct responses across all trials in 1a or
80% correct in the final block of 16 to pass. If they did not meet criterion then they
were re-exposed up to a maximum of three times.

Figure 13. Schematic overview of the training and testing protocol in Experiments 6
and 7. Solid lines indicate progression when the pass criterion for a phase was met.
Dashed lines indicate remediation training when the criterion for a phase was not
met. NAR = non-arbitrary relations; AAR = arbitrary applicable relations.
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The purpose of Phase 1b (‘Set 1 contextual cue training’) was to employ the
nonsense syllables from 1a in a procedure designed to establish arbitrary shapes as
cues for hierarchical relational responding (i.e., ‘member of’ and ‘includes’,
respectively) by training participants to relate particular nonsense syllables to other
nonsense syllables in the presence of those shapes. On each trial of 1b, a nonsense
syllable acted as sample and was presented in the top centre of the screen. Following
a 1 second delay, one of the shapes to be established as contextual cues was
presented in the middle center of the screen. Then, 1 second later, a number of
comparisons (2 or 3, depending on the trial) appeared in a row near the bottom of the
screen.
The training of the two contextual cues which was the aim of this phase
relied to some extent on the fact that particular interrelated sets of functions had been
established in particular nonsense syllables in Phase 1a. For example, choosing H1
was reinforced in the presence of both the blue and yellow circles; choosing H1.1
was reinforced in the presence of a blue circle only; and choosing H2.1 had in the
presence of a blue square only was reinforced. On this basis therefore, the group of
stimuli conditioned with H1 included the stimulus conditioned with H1.1 but not the
stimulus conditioned with H2.1. Accordingly, in the presence of H1 and the arbitrary
shape to be established as the contextual cue ‘includes’, reinforcement was
contingent on choosing H1.1 rather than H2.1; while in the presence of H1.1 and the
shape to be established as ‘member of’, reinforcement was contingent on choosing
H1.
There were 46 trials in total and the order of the trials was a predetermined
sequence. The first block of 16 trials (Table 7, trial types 1b, 1-12 presented quasirandomly) was used to establish control by the ‘includes’ contextual cue. The second
block of 16 trials (Table 7, trial types 1b, 13-24 presented quasi-randomly) was used
to establish control by the ‘member of’ contextual cue. The final block of 16 trials
was a quasi-random mix of both types of trials. It should be noted that some of the
trials in this and subsequent ‘b’ phases included a blue asterisk, coded ‘X’ in Table
7. On trials in which no other comparison was correct, ‘X’ was deemed correct.
Participants were required to achieve 92% correct responses across trials to pass. If a
participant did not meet the criterion they were recycled through 1a before being reexposed to 1b, which could happen up to a maximum of three times.
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Stage 2
The aim of Stage 2 was to test whether the training format in Stage 1 would
result in appropriate contextual control with a new stimulus set. This stage was
similar to Stage 1 in that it was composed of analogous a and b phases. Phase 2a was
identical to 1a except that a new stimulus set (C1 = spotted, D1, C2, D2) was used
(Figure 12 and Table 7). If participants passed 2a then they proceeded to 2b. If they
failed then they were recycled through 2a again up to a maximum of three times
before their participation was ended. Phase 2b was similar to1b but with a number of
important differences. One difference was the absence of reinforcement. In addition
there were also only 24 trials. Finally, there were also some differences in trial types
used (Table 7, 2b, 1-24). Participants were required to achieve 92% correct
responses across all trials to progress to Stage 3. If a participant did not achieve this
criterion they were recycled back through 2a before re-exposure to 2b. If a
participant did not achieve the criterion on their second exposure to 2b then they
were recycled back through this phase again but this time with feedback. If on this
third exposure with feedback they still did not achieve criterion then their
participation was ended.
Stage 3
The aim of Stage 3 was to probe for responding in the context of three
hierarchical levels rather than just two. Phase 3a was similar to 2a except that it used
a greater number of stimuli which varied along three dimensions rather than two. It
involved 64 trials. The set of shapes used in 3a (Set 3, Figure 12) was analogous to
the sets used in 1a and 2a in that it included a number of stimuli that were nonarbitrarily interrelated along particular physical dimensions such that they could be
responded to as formally intrarelated classes and subclasses (E1i = green single line
cross, E2i = green single line parallelogram, E1ii = green double line cross, E2ii =
green double line parallelogram, F = blue double line cross). Four of the stimuli were
directly analogous to the previous sets used in that they included stimuli that varied
along two dimensions (specifically, ‘shape’ and ‘fill’; see Figure 12).
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Table 7. Trial types for the non-arbitrary relational training phase.
Phase

No.

Trial Stimuli

Phase

No.

Trial Stimuli

1a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1
2
3
4
5
6

A1[H1, H2]
B1[H1, H2 ]
A2[H2, H1]
B2[H2, H1 ]
A1[H1.1, H1.2]
B1[H1.2, H1.1 ]
A2[H2.1, H2.2]
B2[H2.2, H2.1 ]
I/H1[H1.1, H2.1, X]
I/H1[H1.1, H2.2, X]
I/H1[H1.2, H2.1, X]
I/H1[H1.2, H2.2, X]
I/H2[H2.1, H1.1, X]
I/H2[H2.1, H1.2, X]
I/H2[H2.1, H1.1, X]
I/H2[H2.1, H1.2, X]
I/H1.1[X, H1, H2]
I/H1.2[X, H1, H2]
I/H2.1[X, H1, H2]
I/H2.2[X, H1, H2]
M/H1.1[H1, H2, X]
M/H1.1[H1, H1.1, X]
M/H1.2[H1, H2, X]
M/H1.2[H1, H1.2, X]
M/H2.1[H2, H1, X]
M/H2.1[H2, H2.1, X]
M/H2.2[H2, H1, X]
M/H2.2[H2, H2.2, X]
M/H1[X, H1, H1.1]
M/H1[X, H1, H1.2]
M/H2[X, H1, H2.1]
M/H2[X, H1, H2.2]
E1i[H1, H2]
E2i[H1, H2]
E1ii[H1, H2]
E2ii[H1, H2]
F[H2, H1]
E1i[H1.1, H1.2]
E2i[H1.2, H1.1]
E1ii[H1.1, H1.2]
E2ii[H1.2, H1.1]
E1i[H1.1.2, H1.1.1]
E2i[H1.2.2, H1.2.1]
E1ii[H1.1.2, H1.1.1]
E2ii[H1.2.2, H1.2.1]
I/H1.1.1[X, H1, H1.1.1]
I/H1.1.2[X, H1, H1.1]
I/H1.2.1[X, H1, H1.2]
I/H1.2.2[X, H1, H2]
I/H1[H1.1.1, H1, X]
I/H1[H1.1.2, H2, X]

2a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

C1[H1, H2]
D1[H1, H2 ]
C2[H2, H1]
D2[H2, H1 ]
C1[H1.1, H1.2]
D1[H1.2, H1.1 ]
C2[H2.1, H2.2]
D2[H2.2, H2.1 ]
I/H1[H1.1, H2.1, X]
I/H1[H1.1, H1, X]
I/H1[H1.2, H1, X]
I/H1[H1.2, H2.2, X]
I/H2[H2.1, H1.1, X]
I/H2[H2.1, H2, X]
I/H2[H2.2, H1.2, X]
I/H2[H2.2, H2, X]
I/H1.1[X, H1, H1.1]
I/H1.2[X, H1, H2.1]
I/H2.1[X, H1, H2.1]
I/H2.2[X, H1, H2.2]
M/H1.1[H1, H2, X]
M/H1.1[H1, H1.1, X]
M/H1.2[H1, H2, X]
M/H1.2[H1, H1.2, X]
M/H2.1[H2, H1, X]
M/H2.1[H2, H2.1, X]
M/H2.2[H2, H1, X]
M/H2.2[H2, H2.2, X]
M/H1[X, H1.1, H2.1]
M/H1[X, H1.1, H2.1]
M/H2[X, H1.1, H2.1]
M/H2[X, H1.1, H2.1]
I/H1[H1.2.1, H1, X]
I/H1[H1.2.2, H1, X]
I/H2[X, H1.1, H1.2.1]
I/H1.1[H1.1.1, H1, X]
I/H1.2[H1.2.1, H1.2, X]
I/H1.2[X, H1, H2]
M/H1.1.1[H1, H2, X]
M/H1.1.2[H1, H2, X]
M/H1.2.1[H1, H2, X]
M/H1.2.2[H1, H2, X]
M/H1[X, H1.1.1, H1]
M/H1[X, H1.2.1, H2]
M/H1[X, H1.1.2, H1.1]
M/H1[X, H1.2.2, H1.2]
M/H1.1[X, H1, H1.1.1]
M/H1.1[X, H1, H1.1.2]
M/H1.2[X, H2, H1.2.1]
M/H2[X, H2, H1.2.2]

1b

3a

3b

2b

3b

Note. In the ‘Trial Stimuli’ column, the alphanumerics outside the square brackets denote
either a sample by itself (e.g., A1), or a contextual cue / sample combination (e.g., I/H1). ‘I’
and ‘M’ are the cues ‘Includes’ and ‘Member of’, respectively. The alphanumerics inside the
square brackets denote comparisons (separated by commas) and on each trial the first
comparison listed is the designated correct one. X is a blue asterisk which was designated
correct when no other comparison was.
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As with the previous two sets, these multidimensional shapes might be
responded to as individual stimuli, but might also be responded to as particular
groups (‘classes’) of non-arbitrarily related stimuli. However, because Stage 3 aimed
to probe for responding in the context of three hierarchical levels rather than just
two, Set 3 also included one additional stimulus which introduced a third dimension
of physical variation (i.e., colour). This third dimension allowed an additional level
of grouping of the shapes in this set, thus enabling additional levels of training in the
next phase (i.e., 3b). This added complexity also meant that an expanded set of
nonsense syllables (i.e., H1, H1.1, H1.2, H1.1.1, H1.1.2, H1.2.1, H1.2.2; H2) was
needed.
In the first 15 trials of 3a, trial types 3a (1-5) from Table 7 were quasirandomly presented 3 times each. In the next 16 trials, trial types 3a (6-9) were
quasi-randomly presented four times each. In the next 16 trials, trial types 3a (10-13)
were quasi-randomly presented four times each. In the final 13 trials, a mix of all
previous trial types was presented once. Participants had to achieve 80% correct
responses across all trials or 80% correct responses in the final block of 13 to pass
3a. If a participant did not meet the criterion then they were re-exposed. If they did
not pass within three exposures then their participation was ended.
Phase 3b was analogous to 2b. There were 24 trials without reinforcement.
Participants were required to achieve 92% correct responses across all trials to pass.
If a participant did not achieve the criterion they were recycled back through the
entire non-arbitrary training phase before re-exposure to 3b. If a participant did not
achieve the criterion on their second exposure to 3b then their participation was
discontinued.
Part 2: Arbitrarily applicable relational training and testing
The aim of this part of the procedure was to use the cues for hierarchical
relational responding established during the previous stages to train an arbitrary
hierarchical relational network and to test for derivation of relations and
transformation of functions based on that network. Participants first saw the
following instructions:
In this part of the experiment only nonsense syllables will be presented on
screen. Your job is to relate the nonsense syllables that appear at the top and
bottom of the screen depending on the symbol in the middle centre of the
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screen. You will receive feedback on your choices in the first part of the
section and then the feedback will disappear. Take your time and try and be as
accurate as possible.
Arbitrary relational training
The aim of this stage was to train arbitrary relations between a number of
novel (previously unseen) nonsense syllables using the two previously established
contextual cue stimuli. On each trial, a nonsense syllable acted as the sample and
was presented in the top centre of the screen. Following a one second delay, one of
the two contextual cues was presented in the middle center of the screen. Then, 1
second later, a number of further nonsense syllables appeared in a row near the
bottom of the screen. The participant was required to choose one of the latter. After a
selection was made, the screen cleared and feedback was presented on screen for 1s.
Then the screen cleared for a 1s ITI before the next trial.
Six nonsense syllables (coded H1, H1.1, H1.1.1, H2, H2.1, and H2.1.1) were
employed as the relata. The arbitrary relational training and testing probes are
denoted using the following arrangement. The contextual cue is presented first in
capital letters; the sample appears next after the backslash, and then the comparisons
appear in brackets, with the experimenter designated correct option in italics. The
four trial types were as follows: INCLUDES/H1 [H1.1-H2.1]; INCLUDES/H1.1
[H1.1.1- H2.1.1]; MEMBER OF/ H2.1.1 [H2.1- H1.1]; MEMBER OF/H2.1 [H2H1]. These four trials appeared 10 times each in quasi-random order of presentation
within a block of 40 trials. Participants were required to obtain 88% correct trials in a
block or 20 consecutively correct responses in order to meet criterion. If they
reached criterion, they were exposed to arbitrary relational testing. If they did not
then they were recycled back through arbitrary relational training up to a maximum
of three times.

Arbitrary relational testing
The aim of this stage was to probe for the emergence of derived hierarchical
relations under the control of the ‘member of’ and ‘includes’ cues (Figure 14). The
trial types (using the previously explained convention) were as follows: INCLUDES/
H1 [H1.1.1- N1- H2.1.1]; INCLUDES/ H2 [H2.1.1- H2-H1.1]; INCLUDES/ H2.1.1
[N1-H2-H2.1.1]; INCLUDES/ H2 [H2.1-H1.1-H1.1.1]; INCLUDES/ H1.1 [N1-H1109
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H2]; INCLUDES/ H2.1 [H2.1.1- N2-H2]; MEMBER OF/ H1.1.1 [H1-N2-H2];
MEMBER OF/ H2.1.1 [H2-N1-H1]; MEMBER OF/ H1 [N1-H1-H1.1.1]; MEMBER
OF/ H1.1 [H1-N1-H1.1.1]; MEMBER OF/ H2.1 [ N1-H2.1.1-H1.1.1]; MEMBER
OF/ H1.1.1 [H1.1-H2-H2.1].

Figure 14. Networks of trained and tested relations in the arbitrarily applicable
relations (AAR) stage for both experiments. Solid and dashed arrows show trained
and derived relations respectively. Alphanumerics represent nonsense syllable relata.
The letters ‘M’ and ‘I’ denote ‘member of’ and ‘includes’ relations respectively.
Responding in accordance with hierarchical relations would entail that
participants should select (a) H1.1.1 given H1 in the presence of INCLUDES; (b)
H2.1 given H2 in the presence of INCLUDES; (c) N1 given H2.1.1 in the presence
of INCLUDES (H2.1.1 is a subordinate stimulus therefore it does not contain
anything); (d) H2.1 given H2 in the presence of INCLUDES, (e) N1 and not H1
given H1.1 in the presence of INCLUDES (H1.1 is a subordinate member of H1,
therefore H1.1 does not contain H1), (f) H2.1.1 given H2.1 and not H2 in the
presence of INCLUDES (H2.1 is a member of H2 but does not contain it, H2.1.1 is a
member of H2.1, therefore H2.1 includes H2.1.1), (g) H1 given H1.1.1 in the
presence of MEMBER OF, (h) H2 given H2.1.1 in the presence of MEMBER OF,
(i) N1 given H1 in the presence of MEMBER OF (H1 is a superordinate class and is
therefore not a member of any class), (j) H1 and not H1.1.1 given H1.1 in the
presence of MEMBER OF (H1.1 includes H1.1.1 it is not a member of H1.1.1 but it
is a member of H1), (k) N1 and not H2.1.1 given H2.1 in the presence of MEMBER
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OF (H2.1 includes H2.1.1 and is therefore not a member of it), (l) H1.1 given H1.1.1
in the presence of MEMBER OF.
There was no feedback during arbitrary relational testing. The above 12
relational tasks were presented twice each in quasi-random order. A minimum of
92% correct (22/24) responding was needed in order to progress to the next stage. If
a participant did not meet this criterion he or she was recycled back through arbitrary
relational training and testing up to a maximum of three times.
Training stimulus functions
The aim of this stage was to establish functions for two of the stimuli (i.e.,
H1.1 and H2.1) in the network of trained and derived relations established over the
course of the previous two stages of the experiment. The participants first saw the
following instructions:
This part of the experiment is a little different. On each trial you will first see
one of the nonsense syllables appear in the top centre of the screen. This will
be followed by another word in the middle centre of the screen and two
response options in the bottom right and left corner of the screen. Your job is
to figure out which response option on the bottom of the screen goes with
which nonsense syllable at the top of the screen. You will receive feedback in
the first part of this section and then the feedback will disappear. Take your
time and try and be as accurate as possible.
To establish the stimulus functions a two choice matching to sample (MTS)
type procedure similar to that used by Gil et al. (2012) was employed. On a given
trial H1.1 or H2.1 acted as the sample stimulus and was presented in the top centre of
the screen alone for 1.5s. Following this, the word ‘HAVE’ appeared in the middle
centre of the screen for 1.5s. Subsequently, two comparisons (Grey Flecks [F1] and
Blue Spikes [F2]) appeared in the bottom right and left of the screen. Reinforcement
was similar to that presented during previous training phases and was contingent on
the selection of F1 in the presence of H1.1 and of F2 in the presence of H2.1. There
was a total of 16 trials, 4 blocks of 4 trials each with both samples presented twice
per block and with the comparison positions counterbalanced within sample
presentations. Participants had to achieve 88% correct responses to reach criterion. If
they did so then they progressed to the transformation of functions test, which was
the fourth and final stage of Part 2. If they did not reach criterion they were recycled
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back through stage 3 up to a maximum of three times before their participation was
ended.
Testing transformation of functions
The aim of this stage was to probe for changes in the functions of stimuli
other than H1.1 and H2.1 in the putative hierarchical relational network established
previously based on the training of F1 and F2 functions in H1.1 and H2.1
respectively. For example, based on the concept of unilateral property induction, it
might be expected that F1 and F2 would transfer from H1.1 and H2.1 to H1.1.1 and
H2.1.1 respectively since H1.1.1 and H2.1.1 would be subordinate classes of H1.1
and H2.1 respectively within the hierarchical relational network assumed to be
established previously. Meantime, based on the same concept, it might be predicted
that F1 and F2 would not transfer to either H1 or H2 since H1.1 and H2.1
(respectively) were established as superordinate classes of the latter pair.
A matching to sample procedure was employed to probe for transformation
of functions. There were 28 test trials in total. Seven stimuli including the six
nonsense syllables from previous stages (H1, H1.1, H1.1.1, H2, H2.1, H2.1.1) and
one additional (novel) nonsense syllable (NT) were used as samples. There were four
blocks of seven trials each, and within each block each sample was presented once in
a random order. On each trial the sample stimulus was presented on the top centre of
the screen for 1.5s. This was followed by the word ‘HAVE’ in the middle centre of
the screen for 1.5s. Next, five comparisons (F1, F2, a ‘Cannot Say’ option, F3 [a
novel feature] and N1 [a novel shape]) were presented across the bottom of the
screen and remained on screen until the participant selected one. When the
participant selected a comparison the screen cleared for a 1s ITI. No feedback was
provided.
If a participant chose the same comparison within a trial type for both
exposures to that trial type then this was classified as stable responding for that trial
type. If the participant showed stable responding for all trial types across the test
then the results of that exposure were taken as final. If he showed unstable
responding for any trial type in his first exposure to the test then he was re-exposed
to transformation of function training and testing once more. If he continued to show
instability on this second re-exposure then he was re-exposed to arbitrarily
applicable relational responding training and testing with a new stimulus set before
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being re-exposed to transformation of function training and testing. It was decided
that he would be allowed a maximum of two exposures to testing in this second
session of transformation of function training and testing and that after this his
participation would finish even if stable responding had not been shown.

Results & Discussion
Figure 15 shows percentage correct responding for all four participants in
Experiment 6. It shows that all four successfully completed both non-arbitrary and
arbitrarily applicable relational phases.
Part 1: Non-arbitrary relational training and testing
P2 and P3 passed through each of the stages of both phases on their first
exposure. P1 and P4 failed to meet criterion for 1b on their first attempt (39% and
78% correct respectively) and thus were recycled through 1a before re-exposure to
1b which they both passed on their second attempt (85% and 93% correct,
respectively).
Part 2: Arbitrarily applicable relational training and testing
All four participants passed Part 2, arbitrarily applicable relational training
and testing, on their first attempt. Both P1 and P2 demonstrated 100% correct
responding in the test for derived relations while P3 showed 92% correct. In the
transformation of functions training, three participants (P1, P2 and P4) showed
consistent responding on their first exposure and thus this data could be taken as
their final performance. The data for P3 were not totally consistent, since for the “H1
as sample” trial type, this participant chose ‘cannot say’ on one trial and a novel
nonsense syllable on the other.
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Figure 15. Percentage correct in non-arbitrary relational (NAR) and arbitrarily
applicable relational (AAR) training and testing phases including transformation of
function (TOF) training and testing for participants in Experiment 6. UniD ToF
means ‘unidirectional transformation of functions’. An inverted ‘T’ shows a pass
criterion that was not reached during that exposure.
The data for the TOF test for both experiments are shown in detail in Table 8.
Columns 3-10 show the stimuli chosen by each participant for each trial type while
column 12 shows what percentage of responses on critical trial types in the TOF test
cohered with particular patterns of responding. Three major classifications were
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possible: (i) unidirectional, which was a pattern consistent with unidirectional
property induction (e.g., transfer of functions from H1.1 to H1.1.1 but not to H1); (ii)
bidirectional (e.g., transfer of functions from H1.1 to both H1.1.1 and H1); and (iii) a
pattern of responding other than (i) or (ii).
As may be seen for Experiment 6, all four participants showed unidirectional
TOF coherent responding on the critical trial-types as predicted if this RFT model
cohered with the mainstream theoretical and empirical literature on hierarchical
classification. The individual response data presented in columns 4-11 provide more
detail in this regard. It may be seen from this data that in the presence of either H1.1
or H1.1.1, F1 was always selected while in the presence of H2.1 or H2.1.1, F2 was
always selected. However, in the presence of either H1 or H2, neither F1 nor F2 was
selected. Instead, the novel arbitrary shape was always selected in the presence of
either of these stimuli, except for one trial when P3 selected the ‘cannot say’
response option in the presence of H1. This pattern of responding in P3, while
showing evidence of inconsistency is still consistent with unidirectional TOF.
Overall, the pattern of data produced in the the case of the four trained and
tested participants seems to have cohered with the previously discussed properties of
hierarchical classification as described in mainstream cognitive developmental
literature, namely, transitive class containment, asymmetrical class containment and
unilateral property induction. For example, in the presence of the ‘includes’ cue, and
with H1.1.1 as sample, participants selected H1, because they had been trained that
H1 includes H1.1, and that H1.1 includes H1.1.1, and thus derived that H1 includes
H1.1.1. This is an example of combinatorial entailment and of transitive class
containment. They also consistently responded in accordance with mutually entailed
hierarchical relations, and showed asymmetrical class containment. For instance, in
the presence of the ‘member of’ cue and with H2 as sample, participants selected
H2.1; however, in the presence of the same cue and with H2.1 as sample, they chose
a novel stimulus rather than H2. Finally, participants also demonstrated a
unidirectional pattern of transformation of functions that can be characterised as
unilateral property induction.
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Table 8. Transformation of functions (TOF) data for Experiments 6 and 7.
Pt.

Ex.

Set

Fn.

H1

H1.1

H1.1.1

NT

H2

H2.1

H2.1.1

P1

1

1

P2

1

1

P3

1

1

P4

1

1

P5

2

1

P8

2

1

P9

2

1

P10

2

1

F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2

N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
C, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
C, C
F, F
C, C
F, F
T, T
F, F
F, T
F, F
C, C
F, F
C, C
F, F
C, C
F, F
T, T
F, F
F, F
F, F

F1, F1
N, N
F1, F1
N, N
F1, F1
N, N
F1, F1
N, N
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F

F1, F1
N, N
F1, F1
N, N
F1, F1
N, N
F1,F1
N, N
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
F, F
F, F
T, T
F, F

N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, F
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, C
C, F
C, C
C, C
C, C

N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
N, N
F, F
C, C
F, F
C, C
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
C, C
F, F
C, C
F, F
C, C
F, F
T, T
F, F
F, F

N, N
F2, F2
N, N
F2, F2
N, N
F2, F2
N, N
F2, F2
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T

N, N
F2, F2
N, N
F2, F2
N, N
F2, F2
N, N
F2, F2
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
T, T
F, F
F, F
F, F
T, T

1
2
P12

2

2

P13

2

2
2

TOF
Uni-D
Uni-D
Uni-D
Uni-D
Uni-D
Uni-D
Bi-D

Uni-D
Uni-D

Uni-D

Note. Ex. = Experiment; Set = stimulus set; Fn. = the trained and tested function which could be either F1 or F2; H1, H1.1, H1.1.1, H2, H2.1 and H2.1.1 were
nonsense stimuli predicted to be in a hierarchical relational network; NT = novel nonsense syllable; N = novel stimulus; T = True; F = False; C = Cannot say; Uni-D = pattern
of responses in accordance with a unidirectional transformation of functions; Bi-D = pattern of responses in accordance with a bidirectional transformation of functions.
Unstable responding in a trial type is shown in italics. Data for Experiment 6 is above the dashed line, data for Experiment 7 is below the dashed line..
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For example, during function training participants were trained to choose F1
with H1.1. Subsequently, during TOF testing, in the presence of H1.1.1, participants
again selected F1; however, in the presence of H1, they selected the indeterminate
response option. This is coherent with unilateral property induction in that, though
both H1 and H1.1.1 are related to H1.1, the transfer of the trained function moves in
only one direction – from class (H1.1) to sub-class (H1.1.1) but not from class
(H1.1) to superordinate class (H1). In summary, the data from Experiment 6 show an
RFT-based empirical model of hierarchical classification as hierarchical relational
responding and the derived relational performances recorded seem to conform with
properties of transitive class containment, asymmetrical class containment and
unilateral property induction.

Experiment 7
Despite the success of Experiment 6 in demonstrating a model of hierarchical
classification as relational responding, there were arguably a number of ways in
which the protocol might be improved. First, one of the criticisms of the previous
study on hierarchy by Gil et al. (2012) was that some of the key contexts for training
and testing hierarchical relational responding involved stimuli with extraexperimentally established functions. It was suggested that this arguably means less
experimental control. However, though Experiment 6 of the current study arguably
improved Gil et al. (2012) in this respect, there were still aspects that might be
further improved. In particular, Experiment 6 used the word ‘HAVE’ during function
training and transformation function testing. This word is likely a cue for a pattern of
hierarchical relational responding in English speaking adults and thus it might be
argued that after its introduction, participants’ responding in relation to the test
stimuli might have been more directly under the control of that stimulus rather than
under that of the control of the cues established earlier in the experiment. Hence, in
Experiment 7, the context for the transformation of function training and testing was
changed and, in particular the word ‘HAVE’ was omitted.
A second way in which the protocol from Experiment 6 might be improved is
in terms of the stimuli used. A key function of this work is the provision of an
ecologically valid model of hierarchical classification. From an RFT point of view,
an important aspect of modeling hierarchical classification is employment of non117
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arbitrarily related multi-dimensional stimuli to establish appropriate contextual
control in arbitrary stimuli and then using the resulting contextual cues to establish a
network of hierarchically related stimuli. This was done in Experiment 6. However,
the stimuli used in this experiment were relatively simple; for example, they were
classifiable along a particular dimension (e.g., spots) and all shared an identical
manifestation of that dimension (e.g., spotted stimuli shared the same number and
size of spots). However, the type of stimuli that are hierarchically related in the
everyday world are often quite complex, and the categories formed from those
stimuli may be ‘fuzzy’ categories for which the dimensions of membership similarity
involved are not easily delineated (e.g., Galizio et al., 2004). Hence, another way to
improve the ecological validity of the model provided in Experiment 6 might be to
employ more complex stimuli related along less easily definable dimensions.

Method
Participants
Nine experimentally naïve participants (three females and six males aged
between 22 and 30; M = 25; SD = 2.58) were recruited through personal contacts of
the first author. All participants signed a statement of informed consent before the
experiment began.

Settings, Materials, and Apparatus
The setting and materials were similar to Experiment 6. The only difference
between Experiment 6 and Experiment 7 in this respect was the shapes used during
non-arbitrary relational training, which were designed to be more similar to multidimensional natural (‘fuzzy category’) stimuli (see Figure 12 lower right panel).

Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 6 except for the format of the
TOF training and testing protocol. Specifically, the same TOF training protocol that
was employed in Experiment 6 was used with the omission of the word ‘HAVE’
during each trial. However, the format of TOF testing was quite different. On each
trial during TOF testing, one of seven stimuli (which included the six experimental
stimuli H1, H1.1, H1.1.1, H2, H2.1, H2.1.1 plus one further, previously unseen,
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stimulus, NT) acted as the sample and appeared in the middle left hand side of the
computer screen. After 1.5s, one of two ‘feature’ stimuli (F1 or F2) was presented in
the middle centre of the screen to the right of the sample. Then, after a further 1.5s,
the three response options ‘TRUE’, ‘FALSE’, and ‘CANNOT SAY’ were presented
in the top, middle, and bottom right hand side of the screen. Once a selection was
made the screen cleared for a 1.5s ITI before the next trial started. No feedback was
provided.

Results & Discussion
Figure 16 shows the data for the participants in Experiment 7 across both
Parts 1 (non-arbitrary relational training and testing) and 2 (arbitrarily applicable
relational training and testing including transformation of function).
Part 1: Non-arbitrary relational training and testing
Eight out of the nine participants passed training and testing criteria for Stage
1. Four out of the nine (P5, P10, P12 and P13) passed both sets of criteria on their
first exposure. Of the remaining 5, four (P6, P8, P9 and P11), passed on a subsequent
exposure. P7 did not meet criterion for Phase 1b within three exposures and his
participation ended at that point.
Six out of eight participants passed training and testing criteria for Stage 2.
One participant (P11) dropped out during this stage. She passed Phase 2a but failed
on her first exposure to 2b and at that point requested to end her participation. In the
case of a second participant, P8, feedback was received on 2b, a tested phase, due to
experimenter error. Despite this, it was decided to allow her to continue.
Six out of seven participants passed training and testing criteria for Stage 3.
Five (P5, P8, P9, P12, and P13) passed after just one exposure each to Phases 3a and
3b. P10 failed to meet the pass criterion for 3b on his first exposure, after which
testing ended for the day. He returned on a subsequent day and was re-exposed to all
previously passed stages before re-exposure to 3b when he then passed. P6 also
failed criterion for 3b on his first exposure, and he also returned on a subsequent day
and was re-exposed to all previously passed phases before re-exposure to 3b. He
continued to fail the latter however, and thus his participation ended.
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Figure 16. Percentage correct responses in non-arbitrary relational (NAR) and
arbitrarily applicable relational (AAR) training and testing phases including
transformation of function (TOF) training and testing stages for individual
participants in Experiment 7. UniD ToF means ‘unidirectional transformation of
functions’. An inverted ‘T’ over a bar shows a pass criterion that was not reached
during that exposure. An asterisk indicates unstable responding on at least some trial
types, requiring re-exposure.
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Part 2: Arbitrarily applicable relational training and testing
All six participants (P5, P8, P9, P10, P12, and P13) passed arbitrarily
applicable relations training. Two (P8 and P9) did not meet the pass criterion for
arbitrary relational testing (58% correct and 83% correct, respectively) on their first
attempt and were recycled back through arbitrary relational training before being re
exposed to arbitrary relational testing. On their second attempt, both P8 and P9
demonstrated 100% correct performance across derived probe trials.
All six participants met the pass criterion for establishing stimulus functions
for H1.1 and H2.1. With regard to performances in the test for transformation of
functions, once again Table 8 provides detailed information on choices (see Columns
4-11) while also giving an overview of the pattern of transformation of functions
across trial types (i.e., unidirectional versus bi-directional) and across participants.
As may be seen, P5, P8, P9 and P12 all demonstrated a within trial-type consistent
pattern of responding on their first exposure and thus this pattern was taken as their
final performance. Three of these (P5, P8 and P12) all showed a unidirectional
pattern of transformation of functions on their first exposure to the test. In other
words, they consistently responded ‘true’ when required to say whether the F1 and
F2 functions trained to H1.1 and H2.1 at the mid level of the hierarchy transferred to
the H1.1.1 and H2.1.1 stimuli respectively at the lower level, and consistently
responded ‘false’ when required to say whether these functions transferred to the H1
and H2 stimuli respectively at the upper level. Meanwhile the fourth (P9) showed a
bidirectional pattern. In other words, this person consistently responded ‘true’ both
when asked whether the F1 and F2 functions transferred to the lower level H1.1.1
and H2.1.1 stimuli and also consistently responded ‘true’ when asked whether these
functions transferred to the upper level H1 and H2 stimuli. Of the remaining two
participants, one (P10) showed a within trial-type inconsistent pattern for one trial
type on each of his first two exposures to the TOF test (i.e., on the H1/F1 and N/F1
trial-types respectively) but showed consistency on the third and final possible
exposure, while the second (P13) showed inconsistency on the first exposure (on the
N/F1 trial-type) but consistency on the second. Both these two participants showed a
unidirectional pattern of TOF on their final exposure to the test and thus they are
categorised as showing unidirectional TOF. At the same time, it should be noted that
in their initial less stable exposures to the TOF test, neither participant showed a
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pattern closely conforming with unidirectional transformation of function. The data
from P10’s initial exposure shows a pattern more closely approximating bidirectional transformation of function while the data from P13’s initial exposure
shows a pattern coherent with neither unidirectional nor bidirectional TOF.
Nevertheless, in both cases, on their next exposure the pattern they show clearly
conforms with a unidirectional TOF; in the case of P13 this pattern was also stable
and thus is taken as final, while in the case of P10, one more exposure was needed
before a stable pattern was produced and this pattern was also consistent with a
unidirectional TOF.
In summary, the data from Experiment 7 show several further individuals
being successfully trained and tested for non-arbitrary and arbitrarily applicable
hierarchical relational responding. The latter involved both mutual and combinatorial
entailment and a transformation of functions. As discussed previously, the patterns
of mutually entailed and combinatorially entailed hierarchical relational responding
shown in both Experiments 6 and 7 parallel the phenomena of asymmetrical and
transitive class containment, two of the central features of hierarchical classification
as defined within mainstream psychology. The third such feature, unilateral property
induction is paralleled by the pattern of unidirectional transformation of functions
seen in all four participants in Experiment 6 and in five out of six in Experiment 7
Overall therefore, the evidence from these experiments suggests that
hierarchical relational framing might provide a useful model of hierarchical
classification. Furthermore, Experiment 7 extended Experiment 6 in possibly
important ways. First, the format of the transformation of functions test was altered
so as to differ from the MTS format employed in previous phases and, in particular,
so as to omit the stimulus ‘have’ which it was argued might possibly have controlled
participants’ responding during the transformation of functions test more directly
than the cues established earlier in the experiment. Second the non-arbitrary training
stimuli employed in Experiment 7 arguably more closely approximated fuzzy
category members similar to real world natural kind stimuli. Despite these two
changes, the pattern seen in Experiment 7 was largely reproduced in Experiment 7.
At the same time, there were also some minor differences from the Experiment 6
data pattern. Whereas in Experiment 6 no-one failed the non-arbitrary training and
the predicted unidirectional pattern of TOF was shown robustly by all participants, in
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Experiment 7, a small number of participants did not succeed in passing the nonarbitrary training phase and the predicted unidirectional pattern of TOF was not
universally shown and was arguably not shown quite as robustly in all those who did
demonstrate it. Neither of these differences was extreme and thus one explanation of
the divergence across the experiments was that it was simply a result of chance. For
example, perhaps the pattern seen in Experiment 6 was unusually robust and the
pattern seen in the second experiment was a regression to the mean. However, it
might also be argued that the differences were the result of the changes introduced in
Experiment 7. Perhaps the use of real life stimuli or the change in the format might
have made the robust pattern seen in the first experiment less likely.
While neither of these can be ruled out as possibly contributing to the
difference without further empirical exploration, one possible pattern of causal
influence might seem slightly more plausible than most – namely the possibility that
the omission of the stimulus ‘have’ from the TOF test might have weakened the
pattern of unidirectional transformation of function. As argued the stimulus ‘have’
can function as a cue for hierarchical relational responding and in certain more
specific contexts (for example when used in relation to the features of objects as
members of classes) as a cue for hierarchical classification more specifically. If in its
appearance right before the TOF test near the end of the protocol in Experiment 6 it
could have functioned in this way then this may may have made TOF in accordance
with hierarchical classification more likely in the case of at least some participants.
The latter is certainly a possibility and yet despite the omission of the stimulus
‘have’ from Experiment 7, the patterns of unidirectional TOF seen in this second
experiment were still quite robust.

General Discussion
The aim of this study was to use a behaviour analytic and more specifically
RFT approach to model and investigate hierarchical classification as contextually
controlled hierarchical relational responding. The aim of Experiment 6 was to show
a basic model of hierarchical classification. It did this by first establishing contextual
cues for hierarchical relational responding in a procedure involving both nonarbitrary and arbitrary training and testing. The non-arbitrary stimuli employed in
this phase shared particular physical features and participants were trained to relate
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nonsense words related to particular groupings of these stimuli to each other in the
presence of arbitrary stimuli in order to establish the latter as cues for member of /
class of hierarchical relations. Then in a second phase, these cues were used to train
and test a class / member hierarchical relational network with a novel set of arbitrary
stimuli. This involved directly training particular relations in the relational network
and then testing for derived relational properties that RFT suggests should
characterise any example of relational framing including mutual entailment,
combinatorial entailment and transformation of functions. Four participants were
successfully trained and tested for class / member hierarchical relations in this way,
and showed patterns of framing including asymmetrical mutual entailment, transitive
combinatorial entailment and uni-directional transformation of function. Importantly,
these properties parallel features of hierarchical classification as described in
mainstream theory and research.
Experiment 7 was similar to Experiment 6 in terms of the logic of the basic
protocol used but differed in that (i) the format of the transformation of functions test
was altered so as to differ from the MTS format employed in previous phases and, in
particular, so as to omit the stimulus ‘have’ which it was argued might possibly have
controlled participants’ responding during the transformation of functions test more
directly than the cues established earlier in the experiment and (ii) the non-arbitrary
training stimuli employed in Experiment 7 arguably more closely approximated real
world natural kind stimuli. Results showed that despite changes, the pattern seen in
Experiment 1 was largely reproduced in Experiment 7. Six further individuals were
successfully trained and tested for non-arbitrary and arbitrarily applicable
hierarchical relations. All six showed asymmetrical mutual and combinatorial
entailment, which parallel the phenomena of asymmetrical and transitive class
containment, while five out of six showed a unidirectional transformation of
functions, which parallels the phenomenon of unilateral property induction.
The outcomes of Experiment 7 differed from those of Experiment 6 in that
there were more failures in the non-arbitrary phase and the predicted pattern of unidirectional transformation of functions was not produced quite as strongly across
those participants who reached the arbitrarily applicable relational phase. Regarding
the first of these phenomena, there were no failures in Experiment 6 while there were
3 in Experiment 7. One element which may have played a role in this pattern is the
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use of more naturalistic stimuli in Experiment 7. Future research might investigate
this variable by systematically manipulating the complexity of stimuli employed in a
protocol similar to the non-arbitrary phase of the procedure used in this study and
comparing the effect on the pass rate. As regards the second difference, while
Experiment 6 produced three out of four participants who unambiguously displayed
the expected pattern of uni-directional TOF on their first exposure to the test,
Experiment 7 produced only three out of six who did so, and a final count of only
five out of six (as opposed to four out of four) in total. This slightly less clear cut
pattern of transformation of functions for Experiment 7 might have been a product of
either of the changes made from Experiment 6 (i.e., to either the transformation of
functions test or the non-arbitrary stimuli). Future work might investigate by
manipulating these variables independently of each other and observing the effect on
the pattern of TOF subsequently seen. At the same time, the weakness of the pattern
for Experiment 7 should not be exaggerated. Five out of six participants did produce
the expected pattern of uni-directional TOF within allowed experimental parameters
and the difference between the final proportions (4/4 and 5/6) is statistically
negligible.
There are a number of limitations to the current study which point towards
areas for extension and development in future research. One limitation is that it could
be argued that the pattern of TOF was only tested and shown for stimuli in directly
trained relations of either ‘includes’ or ‘member of’ with the trained stimulus. A
number of points can be made in relation to this. First, a primary function of the
study was to examine for unidirectional property induction as is argued to
characterise hierarchical classification and, irrespective of the relationships between
the trained and tested stimuli in the TOF testing, the latter test did enable this aim to
be achieved. Second, even though it might be argued that TOF via combinatorially
entailed hierarchical relations was not demonstrated, there is little question that the
effect seen was a TOF through derived hierarchical relations as opposed to an effect
of direct conditioning. This is based on the actual pattern seen, since the direction of
the TOF for all but one of those who completed the procedure was invariably from
the stimulus contextually established as a class stimulus to one established as a
member stimulus but not vice versa, even when that contradicted what would be
expected from direct contingency training. For example, participants were trained to
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choose H1 in the presence of H1.1 (and ‘class of’), which, based on contingency
training or classical conditioning alone, should result in the same function emerging
in H1 as in H1.1; however, most participants did not show this effect. As such, TOF
via hierarchical relations was seen. At the same time, further work should extend the
current study by investigating TOF through combinatorially entailed relations, to
examine whether unidirectional TOF via such relations is seen as readily as in the
current study.
As has been mentioned above, this study focused on testing to see whether
the model of hierarchical classification as hierarchical relational responding showed
particular properties previously argued to be central features of hierarchical
classification. However, hierarchical classification has other features that might also
be tested. For example, it has been argued that, while hierarchical relations share
similarities with comparative relations, they differ from them in that they can be
more specific in terms of the information that can be derived from them. For
example, if I am told that both A and B are members of class C, then that might
allow me to derive a relation of coordination or equivalence between them such that
I begin to treat them as the same in that context or others; however, if I am told that
A and B are both smaller than C, for instance, then I am arguably less likely to
derive any such relations between them. This aspect of hierarchical classification
was not explored in this study but future research should do so. For example, one
possible future project might involve deliberately establishing both comparative and
hierarchical relational networks using standard RFT type preparations such as were
used in this study and directly comparing these networks in terms of the likelihood
of the derivation of further types of relations (e.g., equivalence) between stimuli
participating in them.
Another avenue that might be explored in the future is the concept of
alternative forms of hierarchical responding. As described in the introduction,
cognitive developmental research has examined the development of hierarchical
classification as just one variety of hierarchical responding. For instance, Markman
and colleagues (e.g., Markman & Seibert, 1976) have compared ‘member / class’
(class-concept) hierarchical relations with ‘part / whole’ (collection-concept)
hierarchical relations. They found that younger children more readily demonstrated
class-inclusion with collection-concept than with class-concept questions and they
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argued that this suggests that the latter develops later than the former. One potential
line of future research might attempt to model collection-concept hierarchical
responding as an alternative form of contextually controlled hierarchical relational
responding based on a different form of non-arbitrary relational training and
compare it with the current model of hierarchical classification. A more detailed
discussion of various hierarchical relational frames and future research in this area is
outlined in the next and final chapter of the current thesis.
In summary, the experiments reported in the current chapter appear to have
successfully established contextual control for member of/ includes hierarchical
relational responding and demonstrated responding in accordance with the three
features that are said to characterise hierarchical classification in the mainstream
literature. In each of two separate experiments, non-arbitrary training incorporating
stimuli that shared physical features was employed to establish control by arbitrary
contextual cues designated ‘member of’ and ‘includes’. These cues were then
employed to establish a hierarchical relational network amongst arbitrary stimuli.
Subsequently, participants were tested for and demonstrated derived relational
responding in accordance with the hierarchical features of transitive class
containment and asymmetric class containment as well as for the transformation of
functions through derived hierarchical relations in accordance with a pattern of
unilateral property induction. As such the current study has provided an RFT-based
model of hierarchical classification and in doing so has arguably advanced on the
most recent RFT-based model of hierarchical relational framing more generally
provided by Gil et al. by producing a more tightly controlled experimental
demonstration of hierarchical framing and testing for derived relational responding
through hierarchical relations.
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The aim of this thesis was to provide a relatively up to date basic behaviour
analytic model of hierarchical classification. As discussed in Chapter 1 much of the
previous research on hierarchical classification has been conducted from the cognitivedevelopmental perspective. Theorists within this broad approach have identified and
presented some empirical data on the properties of hierarchical classification. In
particular, they identified transitive class containment, asymmetric class containment,
and unilateral property induction as the three core features that characterise this
phenomenon and have conducted some empirical work probing for and examining these
properties in various age groups. Up until recently, however, there was little or no
behaviour analytic research into this form of responding.
Griffee and Dougher (2002) provided the first behaviour analytic model of
hierarchical classification. However, their model which was based on contextual control
over responding to the formal features of the stimuli and seemed to capture at least some
important features of this phenomenon, was nevertheless not tested for the core
properties of hierarchical classification as discussed by mainstream theorists. The
research work in this thesis started by replicating the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model
and testing it for one of the three apparently key properties of hierarchy, namely
transitive class containment. Subsequently, over the course of a number of further
studies it also investigated two other possible functional analytic approaches with which
to conceptualise and model hierarchical classification and its suggested core properties.
The complete program of work was conducted over the course of a series of studies
involving a total of seven experiments. The aim of the current chapter is to provide an
overview and discussion of this work. First, a brief overview of each study will be
provided. Then, the studies themselves will be compared. Then the broader implications
of the work as a whole, focusing on possible avenues for future research suggested by
the outcomes of the current program will be outlined.
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Summary of Findings
Chapter 2: Experiments 1-3
The purpose of the work reported in Chapter 2 was to replicate and extend an
initial behaviour analytic model of hierarchical classification developed by Griffee and
Dougher (2002). These researchers had attempted to model the contingencies involved
in producing responding in accordance with a natural language hierarchy. The latter has
been suggested to involve responding to classes of physically related stimuli as similar
or not based on context (Fields & Reeve, 2000). For example, in some contexts (e.g.,
‘animal’ or ‘pet’) responding to cats and dogs in the same way is appropriate, while in
others (e.g., ‘typical size’ or ‘exercise regime’) it is not. In an effort to model the pattern
of responding involved in hierarchical classification, Griffee and Dougher (2002)
established colour-based contextual control over responding to triangles that varied
along a particular physical dimension (i.e., length of base and angle at apex). In colour
context 1 (green) (modelling a broad classification or superordinate context),
participants were trained to choose the same nonsense syllable with all four triangles; in
colour context 2 (red) (modelling a mid-level classification or intermediate context),
they were trained to choose one of two new nonsense syllables with each of one pair of
triangles and the other with each of the remaining pair; while in colour context 3
(yellow) (modelling a specific classification or subordinate context), they were trained
to choose each of four additional novel nonsense syllables in the presence of each of the
four triangles. Subsequently, they were tested for their responding to novel physically
different triangles and showed generalisation of the trained response pattern.
As discussed in Chapter 2, though the Griffee and Dougher (2002) model
appeared to show important aspects of hierarchical classification, and as such
represented an important initial step in modelling this phenomenon from a behaviour
analytic perspective, the researchers did not pursue the examination of their model in
respect of potentially critical features of hierarchy as described within the mainstream
literature; namely, transitive class containment, asymmetric class containment, and
unilateral property induction. As such, it was unclear whether what they had modelled
was in fact hierarchical classification or simply something that appeared to simply
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resemble it at a surface level. A key aim of the work reported in Chapter 2 of this thesis
was to clarify this by replicating the core of the Griffee and Dougher model and
investigating it for transitive class containment, one of the three suggested
characteristics of hierarchical classification.
After replicating the Griffee and Dougher model, Experiment 1 tested it for
transitive class containment by first training participants to categorise novel arbitrary
stimuli in the most specific class context (i.e., by training them to choose particular
nonsense syllables in the presence of those stimuli in the yellow background) and then
testing to see whether they would categorise those same arbitrary stimuli appropriately
in the next highest level of the hierarchy (i.e., by testing them for the choice of other
particular nonsense syllables in the presence of those arbitrary stimuli in the red
background). Only two out of five participants passed this test. In Experiment 2, three
novel participants were provided with repeated exposures to the same basic protocol as
used in Experiment 1, but none of these passed the test for transitive containment either.
Finally, in Experiment 3, involving another three novel participants, repeated exposures
to the protocol were provided once again but this time the triangles used in the initial
conditional discrimination training phase were gradually replaced with novel arbitrary
stimuli over the course of the exposures. This adaptation appeared to be successful as all
three participants demonstrated responding consistent with transitive class containment.
In summary, Study 1 replicated and extended the Griffee and Dougher model of
hierarchical classification by incorporating a test for one of the features suggested to
characterise this pattern of behaviour, namely transitive class containment, and
providing remediation training to occasion responding in accordance with this feature
when it was found to be absent. The aggregated results of the first two experiments in
which the tally for passing the test of transitive class containment was 2 out of 8
suggested that the Griffee and Dougher model as originally set up did not seem a very
useful way to approach hierarchical classification. The third and final experiment in
Study 1, which showed behaviour in accordance with transitive class containment and
thus with hierarchical relational responding in all three participants tested appeared to be
more successful. However (i) the remedial change introduced (i.e., the gradual inclusion
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of arbitrary stimuli across cycles of exposure to the model) represented a substantial
change to the original model and (ii) there still remained the question of whether the
remaining suggested properties of hierarchical classification could also be captured.
Accordingly, rather than continuing to pursue the modelling of hierarchical
classification through further modification of the Griffee and Dougher model, the next
study in the research program turned to a different approach.

Chapter 3: Experiments 4 & 5
The Griffee and Dougher (2002) model of hierarchical classification was based
on a conceptualisation of this phenomenon as primarily involving contextual control
over feature-based responding. As has previously been discussed, however, many
verbally able humans can respond in accordance with abstract hierarchical classes. For
example, they can discuss the relations between hypothetical species without describing
their physical characteristics (e.g., a Zeb is a type of Clang, and a Clang is a type of
Robo) and can derive appropriate relations (e.g., Zeb is a type of Robo and Robo
contains Zebs). In addition, the data from Experiment 3 suggested the possible
importance of incorporating arbitrary stimuli into models of hierarchy and its properties.
Thus, Study 2 shifted to the modelling of hierarchical classification involving arbitrary
stimuli. The empirical vehicle chosen was stimulus equivalence, which has previously
been used to model aspects of classification (e.g., Galizio et al., 2001, 2004; Lane et al.,
1998) though not hierarchical classification. It was decided that the model employed in
Study 2 would use contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes.
The aim of Experiment 4 was to model hierarchical classification by training and
testing for the formation of contextually dependent equivalence classes with arbitrary
stimuli and then testing for transitive class containment consistent responding. The
element of background colour based contextual control was retained from the first study,
but this time was used in the context of arbitrary equivalence classes. In colour context 1
(green), a two choice sample-as-node MTS procedure was used to train and test for two
12-member equivalence classes. In colour context 2 (red), a two choice sample-as-node
MTS procedure was used to train and test for two six member equivalence classes using
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the stimuli in one of the two 12-member classes established during the green context
phase. In colour context 3 (yellow), a four choice sample-as-node MTS procedure was
employed to train and test for four 3-member equivalence classes, two drawn from the
members of one of the two six-member red context classes and two drawn from the
other. In the final phase of the experiment, participants were assessed for responding
consistent with transitive class containment. They were first trained and tested for the
addition of one novel stimulus to each of two particular equivalence classes in the
yellow context. Then they were tested in the red context to see which of the stimuli in
the two 6-member red context classes they would or would not link with each of the two
novel stimuli. Overall, six out of seven participants demonstrated the formation of
contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes, and five out of those seven
showed responding consistent with transitive class containment.
Experiment 5 sought to examine whether a model based on contextually
controlled bifurcated equivalence classes would result in a transfer of function in line
with unilateral property induction, a second feature of hierarchical classification. This
experiment replicated key aspects of the procedure employed in Experiment 4, but also
featured some modifications including omission of training and testing in the green
colour context and incorporation of an additional (nonsense syllable) stimulus into the
equivalence classes trained and tested in the red and yellow contexts. These nonsense
syllable stimuli were incorporated into the procedures in order to model ‘name’ or
‘label’ stimuli for the contextually-controlled classes being established. The aim was to
facilitate testing of unilateral property induction, which was carried out in the final
phase of the experiment. In this phase, stimulus functions (F1 – press orange button; F2
– press blue button) were first established for two nonsense syllables – one that had been
trained up in a lower (yellow context) class (F1) and one that had been trained up in a
higher (red context) class (F2). The test for unilateral property induction, probed for
particular patterns of transfer from nonsense syllable ‘labels’ in higher classes to labels
and stimuli in lower classes and from labels in lower classes to labels and stimuli in
higher classes. The result was that whereas both participants in this experiment showed
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formation of contextually controlled bifurcated equivalence classes, neither showed
responding consistent with unilateral property induction.
In summary, Experiments 4 and 5 presented a model of hierarchical
classification involving arbitrary stimuli in contextually controlled bifurcated
equivalence classes. This model appeared to facilitate a pattern of responding consistent
with transitive class containment (Experiment 4). However, responding consistent with
unilateral property induction did not emerge (Experiment 5). Thus, a model based on
contextually controlled stimulus equivalence classes also failed to capture key properties
of hierarchical classification. One potential criticism of the equivalence model is that the
relation of equivalence does not provide the necessary stimulus control to occasion the
patterns of derived relations that would appear to be implicated in hierarchical
classification. Relational Frame Theory (RFT) argues that equivalence is only one
pattern of derived relations and that to explain the full range and complexity of human
language, others including hierarchical relational responding, need to be drawn upon. As
such, it was decided in the next study to turn to relational framing and more specifically
contextually controlled hierarchical relational framing as a model of hierarchical
classification.

Chapter 4: Experiments 6 & 7
The purpose of the work reported in Chapter 4 was to model hierarchical
classification as a form of hierarchical relational framing. Relational Frame Theory, a
modern behaviour analytic theory of language and cognition, argues that language and
cognition may be explained in terms of generalised contextually controlled arbitrarily
applicable derived relational responding or relational framing. Over the past twenty
years RFT researchers have demonstrated a variety of forms of relational framing and
recently, Gil et al. (2012) provided a preliminary demonstration of hierarchical
relational framing. The protocol reported in the current thesis extended this work by
refining the Gil et al model and by focusing on hierarchical classification as opposed to
other forms of hierarchical relational responding.
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Gil et al. (2012) had employed non-arbitrary relational training to establish cues
for containment relations (i.e., ‘contains’ and ‘is contained by’) as well as for same and
different relations. Then they used those cues to train an arbitrary hierarchical relational
network and to test for the transformation of functions in the network. A key finding of
relevance to the current investigation was that participants showed a pattern of
transformation of functions from lower levels of the hierarchy to higher as well as from
higher to lower. This was an interesting finding which was not (necessarily)
contradictory with respect to the pattern of unilateral property induction expected for
hierarchical classification on which we have focused in the current thesis since the aim
of Gil et al. was not to model hierarchical classification as one particular sub-type of
hierarchical relational framing but to examine hierarchical relational framing in general
and it is conceivable that there are forms of hierarchical relational framing that would
result in a different pattern of property or function induction than that appropriate to
classification. At the same time, their work had a number of limitations. First, they
trained using stimuli established as cues for hierarchical relations but did not test for
derived hierarchical relations. Second, their non-arbitrary relational training and testing
regime did not discriminate between arguably distinct forms of contextual control, so
that they included elements that might cue ‘classification’ and ‘part/whole’ as well as
‘containment’, despite possible differences between these; for example, in terms of
complexity and/or propensity to cue hierarchical relational framing as opposed to
simpler precursors such as containment framing. Third, in their pre-testing regime, they
included stimuli in pre-experimentally established hierarchical relations which arguably
undermined the level of experimental control achieved.
The aim of the two experiments reported in Chapter 4 was to model hierarchical
classification as hierarchical relational framing. It was envisaged that by using an RFT
approach, it might be possible to provide a model that might readily allow testing for
and possibly demonstration of the three properties indicated as important within
mainstream psychology. It was also envisaged that this work might represent an advance
on the previous demonstration of hierarchical relational framing provided by Gil et al.
(2012). Specifically, it might do so by (i) testing for derived relations and all three
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properties of hierarchical relational framing (and more specifically hierarchical
classification framing) including mutual and combinatorial entailment and
transformation of function; and (ii) providing a better controlled experimental model.
Study 3 in the current thesis involved two experiments (6 and 7).
In the first part of Experiment 6, contextual cues for ‘member of’ and ‘includes’
relational responding were established by training participants to (a) choose nonsense
syllables in the presence of stimuli that shared physical features with each other and (b)
relate these nonsense syllables to each other in the presence of shapes to be established
as contextual cues. In the second part, the cues were used to train and test an arbitrary
hierarchical relational network. Particular relations in the relational network were
directly trained and then testing probed for derived relations of mutual and
combinatorial entailment and transformation of function. In the test for the latter, two
separate stimulus functions (i.e., grey flecks [F1] and blue spikes [F2]) were established
for two of the stimuli in the arbitrary hierarchical relational network and then other
stimuli in the network were tested for transformation of stimulus functions.
All four participants passed non-arbitrary training and testing, and showed
predicted patterns of responding in accordance with arbitrary hierarchical relations; in
other words, patterns coherent with the properties of hierarchical classification discussed
in the mainstream literature including asymmetrical mutual entailment, transitive
combinatorial entailment and unidirectional/unilateral transformation of functions.
Experiment 6 thus successfully showed a model of hierarchical classification as
arbitrarily applicable derived relational responding. The results of the subsequent
experiment, Experiment 7, were almost as good, based on a protocol that arguably
improved on the first in a number of ways, including (i) amending the format of the
transformation of functions test (especially by omitting the textual stimulus ‘have’) and
(ii) using real life ‘fuzzy’ stimuli in the non-arbitrary relational training and testing
phase. In this experiment, six out of seven participants passed non-arbitrary pretraining
and tetsing and subsequently showed predicted patterns of asymmetrical mutual and
transitive combinatorial entailment in arbitrary relational testing, while five out of the
latter six also showed a unidirectional / unilateral transformation of functions.
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In summary, the findings from the two experiments reported in Chapter 4
constitute a solid demonstration of an RFT-based model of hierarchical classification as
arbitrarily applicable hierarchical relational responding or hierarchical relational
framing. This model arguably improves on the previous two models of hierarchical
classification presented in the thesis in seeming to show properties of hierarchical
classification considered important in mainstream theoretical and empirical
psychological literature. In addition, this model arguably improves also upon previous
RFT work on hierarchical relational framing since, as a demonstration of hierarchical
relational framing, it includes testing of derived relations; it appears to have better
control over the history involved in producing the demonstration and it points to the
possibility of further investigation and greater precision in terms of the type of
hierarchical relational framing that might be investigated.

Theoretical Issues and Implications
The three models of hierarchical classification
This thesis outlined three behaviour analytic approaches to modelling
hierarchical classification. In Chapter 2, the core of a model originally shown by Griffee
and Dougher (2002) was replicated and extended by including a test for transitive class
containment, and by providing additional training when responding in accordance with
this hierarchical feature was found to be absent. This model was based on contextual
control over responding to the formal features of the stimuli to be categorised. The
second and third models of hierarchical classification, presented in Chapters 3 and 4,
were based on derived stimulus relations and, at least with respect to the number of
features of hierarchical categorisation (as per the mainstream literature) that they
showed, appeared to show progressive improvement as models of hierarchical
classification (Blewitt, 1989, 1994; Denault & Ricard, 2005, 2006). In Chapter 3, a
model of hierarchical classification based on contextual control over bifurcated
equivalence classes was presented. This model seemed to readily display transitive class
containment without further modification and was at least testable with respect to
unilateral property induction, albeit showing a pattern different from what what would
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have been expected. In Chapter 4, a model of hierarchical classification based on
hierarchical relational framing was demonstrated. This model displayed all of the
features of hierarchical classification discussed in the literature, namely, transitive class
containment, asymmetrical class containment and unilateral property induction. As
mentioned, this model pointed to important questions and issues, and may provide a
potentially useful platform for additional research.
While each model developed in the thesis has its merits (and limitations), one
potentially interesting way of conceptualising them is as models of different stages of
the development of the skills needed to respond in terms of hierarchical classification.
Hierarchical classification is a complex pattern of responding, which, according to the
developmental literature, emerges over a number of years of childhood (e.g., Blewitt,
1989, 1994; Deneault & Ricard, 2006). Blewitt (1989, 1994) outlined a model of the
development of this repertoire in which children from early to middle childhood
progress from initially responding to the physical or non-arbitrary characteristics of
stimuli to eventually responding primarily at a conceptual level, or on the basis of an
arbitrarily applicable pattern of relations between stimuli.
According to Blewitt (1989, 1994), the first form of hierarchical classification to
emerge is based on responding to formal features of the stimuli. Children learn initially
to distinguish between objects and to group objects on the basis of their physical
appearance. Subsequently, they learn to label these perceptual classes and to identify
instances or class members at different levels of generality in different contexts (e.g.,
Blewitt, 1994). For example, they might learn to discriminate between different animals
based on their physical characteristics (e.g., size, sound, movement etc); they might then
learn to label such classes (e.g., in the presence of all dogs the child says ‘doggie’).
Subsequently, they learn that in certain contexts, it is appropriate to say the name of
ones pet dog (e.g., at home); however, in other contexts (e.g., when discussing what type
of dog they have, or what type of creature their dog is in science class at school) they
might use other labels, such as ‘Springer spaniel’ or ‘mammal’. This type of behaviour
might be argued to have been captured to some extent in Study 1 (Experiments 1-3), in
which responding to the formal features of experimental stimuli was brought under
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contextual control and thus contextually controlled perceptual classes were established.
This contextual control appeared in certain respects to be hierarchical, in that class
members at the lower levels of the hierarchy had more specific stimulus functions than
those at higher levels of the hierarchy. Thus, participants classified stimuli on the basis
of their features at different levels of generality. At the same time, however, the
participants themelves were typically unaware of any hierarchical relational pattern to
their own responding and thus this model represented only a very basic level of the
kinds of behaviour involved in hierarchical classification. This paradigm parallels the
description of the relatively early development of aspects of hierarchical classification
outlined by the developmental literature (see Blewitt, 1989, 1994).
Of course, as noted a number of times previously, there are many examples of
hierarchical classification in which responding is not under the control of the perceptual
features of the stimuli, but is based on arbitrary stimulus relations between classes. For
instance, in response to being presented with a variety of different fictitious alien species
in a made up taxonomy and without any reference to formal features, a person
competent in hierarchical classification might be able to derive the appropriate untrained
relations between the arbitrary fictitious names involved. According to Blewitt (1989,
1994), an understanding of the pattern of taxonomic relations between class labels (i.e.,
‘Springer spaniel’ is a member of the class of ‘dog’, ‘dog’ is a member of the class of
‘mammal’) and the ability to respond in accordance with the key features that
characterise hierarchical classification, develops later in childhood and represents the
core of fully abstract hierarchical classification reasoning. The second, and third models,
outlined in chapters three and four respectively, attempted to address this more complex
stage.
In Chapter 3, a model of hierarchical classification based on contextuallycontrolled bifurcated equivalence classes was described. Once again, participants in the
study in question showed a pattern of responding with respect to the stimuli involved
that seemed analogous in at least certain respects to responding to a hierarchical
taxonomy, and this time they also readily demonstrated transitive class consistent
responding without any additional intervention being needed. As such, this model might
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be seen as coming closer than the first one to capturing aspects of abstract hierarchical
classification. It is perhaps not surprising since a protocol involving responding to
arbitrary stimuli in equivalence classes within equivalence classes under contextual
control certainly appears to have face validity as a rudimentary model of hierarchical
classification. With regard to the concept of seeing the models presented in the thesis as
representing stages of development, this model might represent the ability to derive
relations of sameness (equivalence) and perhaps difference (non-equivalence) between
stimuli and thus to be able to classify stimuli on that basis.
A child might learn for example, that distinctive looking creatures can all be
classified together (i.e., responded to as equivalent) under the class label ‘animal’; as
well as that there are subgroups of the latter that can be classed together into smaller
equivalence classes (e.g., farm-animals, wild animals, typical pets etc.). Furthermore he
or she might begin to classify many other groups of stimuli in a similar way. This is the
beginning of a more sophisticated response of abstract classification. However, this is
still only a rudimentary form of what will later become full hierarchical classification.
Equivalence and non-equivalence seems ultimately to be insufficient for an
understanding of hierarchical classification because despite involving arbitrary stimuli
and derived relations, as behavioural outcomes, they are relatively simplistic and rigid
and cannot provide the necessary discriminative control to respond in accordance with
all the features thought to define hierarchical classification. This was borne out
empirically by the fact that participants in Experiments 4 and 5 tended to fail to show
unilateral property induction and instead showed bi-directional responding – i.e.,
induction both up and down the experimenter-designated hierarchical structure. As such,
though they tended to show transitivitive class containment, they failed to show
unilateral property induction. However, while this pattern is not coherent with the
properties of hierarchical classification, it is of course coherent with the properties of
equivalence, which includes both transitivity and simple transfer of functions. The fact
that equivalence played such a central role in the model may have cued participants to
respond exclusively in terms of equivalence relations and any cues to respond
hierarchically may have been overridden.
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Returning to the idea of comparing these models with stages of development,
understanding that certain arbitrary stimuli go together and are different from other
groups and even that there are certain subgroups of equivalent stimuli that may be even
more closely equivalent, is insufficient to yield the complex pattern of hierarchical
classification. For the latter, the child likely needs sufficiently extensive exposure to
non-equivalence (e.g., containment, comparison and ultimately hierarchical) relational
patterns at both non-arbitrary and arbitrary levels, as well as (perhaps) training involving
juxtaposition of relational patterns (e.g., training in containment, same, different
relations in the context of training in hierarchical classification). The purpose of the
model provided in Chapter 4 was to simulate at least some aspects of this type of
history.
In Chapter 4, hierarchical classification was modelled as hierarchical relational
framing. Participants were initally given the requisite non-arbitrary pretraining to
establish two arbitrary stimuli as contextual cues for ‘member of’, and ‘includes’. These
contextual cues were then used to train an arbitrary relational network and test for
derivation of relations and transformation of functions. The outcome of this approach
was that the participants appeared to show all three properties of hierarchical
classification as discussed in the mainstream literature. This model thus represents a
relatively successful conclusion to the progression of work in the current thesis and,
returning to our comparison with developmental history, the outcomes from this model
might be seen to simulate relatively more advanced stages in a person’s linguistic
developmental history in which it is possible to use cues for hierarchical classification to
directly teach certain relations within a novel, previously unseen arbitrary hierarchical
relational network (e.g., by teaching that “Class A [e.g., ‘animal’] ‘includes’ Class B
[e.g., ‘mammal’] and Class B [‘mammal’] ‘includes’ Class C [e.g., ‘dog’]”) and then use
those cues to test for and demonstrate the derivation of appropriate relations and
transformation of functions according to particular predictable patterns.
At the same time, though this model was successful in producing outcomes that
the other two models did not, it also leaves open many questions. For example, this
model involved establishing cues based on training involving stimuli in non-arbitrary
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‘classification’ type relations with each other before subsequently testing for derived
relations and transformation of functions. These is no doubt that the type of nonarbitrary training involved here plays a role in the development of a repertoire of
hierarchical classification. However, it is likely that the developmental history is more
complex than that. For example, as stated in the last paragraph, in order for this type of
repertoire to develop, the child likely needs sufficiently extensive exposure to a variety
of different types of relations including containment, comparison and ultimately
hierarchy relational patterns at both non-arbitrary and arbitrary levels, as well as training
involving juxtaposition of relational patterns.
In addition, as will be discussed, there may be other (perhaps simpler) types of
hierarchical relational framing that develop before the type of hierarchical framing
involved in hierarchical classification. Furthermore, it is possible that by the time a child
starts learning advanced repertoires such as hierarchical classification, a lot of the
training can take advantage of a substantial repertoire of framing that is already in place.
As such, the type of non-arbitrary relational training that might have been more
important for establishing earlier frames may be relatively less important with respect to
establishing a more advanced repertoire such as that at issue. Hence, the model provided
in Chapter 4 likely just touched on only some aspects of the relational training involved
in producing this repertoire in normal development and it is possible that though in the
case of the participants involved in Experiments 6 and 7 processes provided to model
hierarchical classification were sufficient to cue the repertoire and produce predicted
patterns of behaviour in accordacne with that repertoire, much more research needs to be
conducted into the development of this relatively advanced form of behaviour.
In summary, one approach to conceptualising the three models proposed here is
that they tap into features of hierarchical classification at different stages in its
development. Study 1 likely tapped into behaviours relevant in relatively early stages of
the development of the repertoire in which classification is closely tied to formal
features of the relata. Studies 2 and 3 were focused more on arbitrary verbal processes
featuring derived stimulus relations. While the equivalence-based approach of Study 2
did appear to model more advanced features of the repertoire it might be suggested that
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this would also represent a relatively simpler developmental stage. Finally, the RFT
conception modelled in Study 3 resulted in responding that was consistent with all three
features purported to characterise hierarchical classification. Thus, with respect to
modelling complex hierarchical relations that emerge later in a child’s development, it
would appear that the RFT account is closest and as such may be the most useful for
understanding the processes most centrally invovled. Nevertheless, in order to
understand the development of hierarchical classification in the most complete way
possible it will be necessary to appreciate processes involved from the earliest stages
and thus arguably all three models presented here are relevant to at least some extent.

Directions for future research
Alternative forms of hierarchical relations
One area for future research might be laboratory work focusing on modelling
alternative forms of hierarchical relational responding. As described previously, the
cognitive developmental literature has investigated the development of hierarchical
classification as only one type of hierarchical responding. For instance, Markman and
colleagues (e.g., Markman & Seibert, 1976) identified and tested two forms of
hierarchical relations, namely ‘member/ class’ (class-concept) and ‘part/ whole’
(collection-concept). More recently, Gil et al. (2012) focused on the relation of
containment as a non-arbitrary basis for training hierarchical relational responding. One
clear direction for future research might be to attempt to model containment and
collection-concept hierarchical responding as alternative forms of contextually
controlled hierarchical relational responding based on a different form of non-arbitrary
relational training, and compare it with the current model of hierarchical classification.
For example, in Chapter 4 the aim of non-arbitrary relational training was to
train participants to respond to stimuli as part of a collective based on shared features
(i.e., a class of which they are members), however, in the alternative forms being
suggested, the non-arbitrary relational training might aim to establish ‘part/ whole’ or
containment relations. For instance, in the case of non-arbitrary training to establish
‘part/ whole’ responding, participants would be trained to respond to stimuli as part of a
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collective based instead on proximity (i.e., a whole of which they are part). In
comparison, non-arbitrary training to establish containment relations would include
responding to shapes inside other shapes for example. It might be predicted that the
patterns of mutual and combinatorial entailment would be similar for the three types of
hierarchical responding; however, the pattern of transformation of functions would
probably differ. This seems likely because in hierarchical classification, the pattern of
transformation of functions from class to member but not vice versa is relatively well
specified, and indeed, the evidence from the Study 3 suggests that this pattern is readily
produced in individuals more likely to have a history involving classification. However,
with regard to collective-concept hierarchical responding or containment relations it
seems less clear what form of transformation of function might be seen.
Let us consider examples of alternative forms of hierarchical relations. First, an
example of the ‘part/whole’ relation. If I am part of a prestigious organisation then that
may raise my reputation (transfer from whole to part); similarly, if I already have a
positive reputation before it is known that I am a part of a particular group then that
might boost the reputation of the group once it becomes known (transfer from part to
whole). Perhaps in the former case there might be more transfer than in the latter case so
that though there is bidirectional transfer it is asymmetrical. There are also likely many
exemplars of good people working for bad organisations and vice versa and so based on
those examples there might be less transfer or even an absence of transfer in either
direction. In the case of the containment relation, imagine any example of a container
and what it contains; for example, a box of apples. Based on this example, it seems less
obvious with this form of hierarchical relations than in the other cases that there might
be any sort of transfer of function in either direction. On the other hand, perhaps there
are other examples of the application of containment relations in which it might be
clearer; for instance, if a containment relation was brought to bear between stimuli that
are typically related by a ‘member/ class’ relation or ‘part/ whole’ relation (i.e., a soldier
is part of the army; a soldier is a member of the army) then a bidirectional transfer of
functions might be expected.
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Perhaps one thing that these examples illustrate is that in the less well defined
arena of ‘part/whole’ and containment relations, particular aspects of the context other
than simply the cues themselves become important in determining the form of the
transformation of functions. If these different forms of hierarchical relations were to be
empirically modelled, however, then apart from directly comparing these other forms of
hierarchy with classification, all of these other contextual aspects could also be
deliberately manipulated and explored; for example, participants might be primed with
particular examples of containment or ‘part/ whole’ relations before exposure to the
model in order to examine the extent to which transfer might be influenced by aspects of
context.

Exploring the relationship between hierarchical classification and other
forms of framing
RFT suggests that hierarchical classification is a relatively advanced form of
relational framing that is probably established upon and thus closely related to several
other forms including coordination, distinction and comparison, for example. Hayes,
Fox, Gifford, Wilson, Barnes-Holmes and Healy (2001) suggest that hierarchical
relations share “the same basic relational pattern of a frame of comparison” that is “like
a frame of comparison in the sense that it is diode-like but because it is not merely
qualitative, the combinatorial relations tend to be more specific even without
quantification” (p. 37). Thus, hierarchical relations are more complex and can provide
more information than comparison. For example, if I know that B is less than A and C is
less than A then the relation between B and C cannot be derived; however, if I know that
B and C are both members of A, then I can derive that they are the same or similar in at
least some respects. Future work might directly compare responding to cues for
classification and other forms of hierarchical framing with cues for comparison, as well
as examining the extent to which comparative framing might provide a foundation for
and / or influence hierarchical relational framing; for example, having derived that B is a
member of A might it be derived that A is somehow more than B?
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Comparison is only one type of relation that seems related to hierarchical
classification. Other relations that could be so classified are coordination and distinction.
For instance, a Springer spaniel and a Tabby cat may be classified as mammals, so in
this context it would be expected that they would be in a frame of coordination with one
another. However, in the context of dog breed type and cat breed type it would be
expected that they would be in a frame of distinction. Previous research has deliberately
incorporated coordination and distinction framing into a model of hierarchical relational
framing broadly conceived (Gil et al., 2012). However, as described previously, Gil et
al. (2012) did not test their model for the emergence of derived hierarchical framing as
part of their model and thus based on this study what can be said concerning hierarchical
framing alone is limited let alone hierarchical framing in relation to these other relations
and let alone even more so with regard to hierarchical classification. As such, a project
for future research might be to investigate the relations between coordination and
distinction and hierarchy including hierarchical classification. Such work might, for
example, examine the derivation of relations of coordination and distinction between
classes at different levels of a hierarchical network as well as investigating the
possibilities for expansion of an established hierarchical network by incorporating novel
stimuli based on these stimulus relations.
There are several directions in which research examining the relational frames of
coordination and distinction within a hierarchical classification network could proceed.
One might be to extend the model presented in Chapter 4, by establishing a network as
prescribed therein and then testing for the derived relations of coordination and
distinction between classes at particular levels of the hierarchy. For example, a
participant might be taught that A includes B, and B includes both C and D, and tested
for a relation of coordination between C and D. They might alternatively be taught that
A includes B, C includes D, and that A and C are different, and then tested for a relation
of distinction between B and D. Researchers might also establish a hierarchical network,
then incorporate novel stimuli using the relation of coordination, and subsequently test
for the emergence of transitive class containment and asymmetric class containment
within this network. For example, a participant might be taught that D is the same as C,
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C is a member of B, and B is a member of A, and then tested for responding consistent
with transitive class containment (i.e., D is a member of A) and asymmetric class
containment (i.e., A contains D).
It could also be interesting to examine the transformation of functions in
accordance with the relations of coordination and distinction within a hierarchical
network. Novel stimuli incorporated into a hierarchical network vis-à-vis the relation of
coordination should readily acquire functions in line with unilateral property induction.
For example, consider a person who can competently respond in accordance with the
three features that define hierarchical classification, and are then taught the following
relations: C is a member of B, and B is a member of A. If a novel stimulus X is then
trained to be in a relation of coordination with C, then it might be predicted that the
functions of X will not transform the functions of the A or B stimuli; however, the
functions of both A and B should transform the functions of X. Meantime, learning that
A and a novel stimulus Y are different would not be expected to result in transformation
of B and C. One other intriguing possibility is the simultaneous exploration in the
context of hierarchical classification of several relations including coordination,
distinction and comparison. For example, if it is derived that C is a member of B and B
is a member of A, might it be derived that B is more similar (or less different) to A than
C? Though such combinations might seem relatively abstruse, subtle and unusual,
human language does allow such complex combinations and it is indeed arguable that
they can facilitate the most subtle and ingenious of our thoughts and as such are
therefore perhaps a particularly appropriate subject for empirical study.

Extending the range of participants tested
One limitation of the current research that might be addressed in future work is
that it employed a relatively limited pool of participants, most of whom were university
trained final year undergraduate or postgraduate students. This population is relatively
unrepresentative of the general population. In addition, in the context of the modelling
of hierarchical classification, which is related to critical thinking and scientific logic,
they may be even more unusual in that many of them may have received specific
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training in the latter repertoires. This limitation has been raised before in relation to
other advanced repertoires demonstrated in equivalence research and RFT studies.
However, the aim of the protocols shown here was not to establish the repertoire seen
from ‘the ground up’, but merely to demonstrate relatively precise experimental control
over it so as to allow investigation of the variables thought to be involved in hierarchical
classification (e.g., non-arbitrary relational foundations, patterns of transformation of
function). As has happened in previous behavioural research (e.g., RFT research on
analogical relations; see Stewart, Barnes-Holmes, & Weil, 2009) demonstration of a
reliable basic model of an advanced repertoire in adults, including adults with
specialised education, allows identification of potentially important variables underlying
the repertoire which then facilitates extensions of the work into populations in whom the
repertoire is less well-established, ultimately including typically developing children and
populations with developmental delay. That is the projected strategy of the current
research.
Thus, for example, it is envisaged that future research building from this work
could use the current RFT model of hierarchical classification to test a range of different
ages. Cognitive researchers have argued that hierarchical classification including class
inclusion underpins the structure of semantic memory (e.g., Medin et al., 2001; Murphy,
2002). Developmental researchers have suggested that competent performances of
hierarchical classification (as defined by the three features of transitive class
containment, asymmetric class containment, and unilateral property induction) should
begin to emerge from between the ages of nine to eleven (e.g., Denault & Ricard, 2005,
2006; Greene, 1989, 1991, 1994). Typically, performances in line with transitive class
containment are seen to emerge before asymmetric class containment (e.g., Deneault,
2003; Deneault & Ricard, 2006; Greene, 1989, 1994). However, there is research to be
conducted that examines the ages at which individuals in the mainstream population
actually do begin to demonstrate all three properties of hierarchical relational
responding in various contexts and whether this is even universal amongst all typically
developing adults.
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For example, in the current thesis, a number of college-educated adult
participants apparently failed to demonstrate responding that was consistent with
particular features of hierarchical classification including transitive class containment.
Of course those who failed to show appropriate responding tended to do so in the
context of less than optimal models of the repertoire. Nevertheless, these were well
educated adults and thus this research does at least still pose important questions
concerning the robustness of the repertoire across age groups (e.g., including early-,
middle- and late- childhood, adolescence and adulthood) and across contexts (e.g.,
relatively more concrete versus relatively more abstract). For example, one type of task
might involve questions concerning a completely abstract set of hierarchical
relationships (e.g., X is a member of Y, Z includes Y, what is the relation between Z and
X?). A second task might ask similar questions but in a less abstract context (e.g., “A
Taf is a member of the class of Geks. Bups include Geks. What is the relation between
Tafs and Bups?”). A third task might ask the same questions but concerning real world
stimuli (e.g., an onager is a member of the class of odd toed ungulates, mammals
includes the class of odd toed ungulates, what is the relation between mammals and
onagers?). Such an experiment might provide insight into the ages at which the
properties of hierarchical classification tend to emerge (i.e., does transitive class
containment emerge before asymmetric class containment as the developmental
literature proposes) as well as concerning how well people perform in more concrete as
opposed to more abstract contexts.

Extended assessment and training
This work might be extended to additional variables also. For example one such
variable that might be manipulated might be the types of contextual cue for hierarchical
relational framing that are provided and the effects of such manipulation on patterns of
property induction / transformation of functions subsequently observed. Further work
with regard to hierarchical classification alone might consider the cues ‘some’ versus
‘all’ in relation to property transfer. While strictly speaking all the properties of a class
at the lower levels of a hierarchical relational network cannot be said to definitely
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transfer to a class at a higher level of that network, it might be legitimately derived that
at least some of the properties of the lower level class should transfer. For example,
though all the properties of ‘Dog’ do not transfer to ‘Animal’, at least some of those
properties should do so since at least some of the dog’s properties are shared with other
animals. In the current research no exploration of this dimension of contextual control
was provided. Future research on contextual control might also compare classification
with other forms of hierarchical relational responding previously discussed in this
chapter (e.g., containment, part/whole). Such work might compare the prevalence of
predicted responding including, again, perhaps especially transformation of function, in
accordance with hierarchical classification with that for other forms of hierarchical
relational framing. Indeed, future research might also combine the two directions just
suggested by manipulating the use of the cues ‘all’ and ‘some’ in the context of cues for
different forms of hierarchical framing.
Although the developmental literature has previously used qualitative inferential
tasks such as those described above (e.g., Deneault & Ricard, 2006; Greene, 1989,
1994), no research to date has investigated hierarchical relational responding broadly by
comparing performance across different types of hierarchical classes (e.g., abstract,
novel, familiar) across different types of hierarchical relations (e.g., containment,
part/whole, classification, some, all) and across a range of age groups from infancy to
adulthood. It would be hoped that such work might be conducted with as representative
a sample of the population as possible, by using online surveys amongst other methods
where possible (for example, with the older age groups). In addition, subsequent follow
up research might take portions of people at various ages who fail to demonstrate
appropriate contextually controlled hierarchical relational responding and expose them
to RFT training. This might provide additional information in terms of comparison
between the different age groups as regards their propensity for hierarchical responding.
It might also provide guidance in terms of how to train up and or improve
hierarchical classification. The latter is a key higher-level cognitive process that has
been linked with logical reasoning, general intelligence and academic performance
(Inhelder & Piaget, 1964; Medin et al., 2001; Murphy, 2002; Pasnak, Cooke, &
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Hendricks, 2006; Saul, 2005). As such, it would be beneficial to be able to assess and
train such responding. In this area, the behavioural model of the development of
hierarchical classification proposed here has a distinct advantage over mainstream
accounts outlined earlier in the thesis, in that it focuses on environment behaviour
relations to explain the emergence of this behaviour. As such, with further empirical
work such as the above (e.g., teasing out the earlier contingencies that support
responding in line with hierarchical classification, establishing and refining different
forms of hierarchical contextual control) this model may be used to assess responding in
accordance with hierarchical classification, and then training interventions maybe used
to improve hierarchical classification in people at various ages and in populations with
particular deficits in this repertoire.

Summary and Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to provide a relatively up to date basic behaviour
analytic model of hierarchical classification. A number of different models of this
phenomenon were provided which allowed investigation of its dimensions and reputed
properties. The third and final model, which was based on Relational Frame Theory, and
conceptualised the behaviour in question as a form of relational framing, produced a
pattern of responding consistent with the three properties thought to be characteristic of
this phenomenon (i.e., transitive class containment, asymmetric class containment, and
unilateral property induction) and thus this model appeared to be the most successful.
The current program of research has advanced existing behavioural research on
hierarchical classification. At the same time, as suggested, this is only a first step in
getting to grips with this complex phenomenon. There is much work and many
interesting directions in which future research can proceed. The fact that the current
research program has pointed us in the direction of these new possibilities however
should be counted as a mark of its success.
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Appendix A
Stimuli used in Experiments 1-3.
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Appendix B
Stimuli used and classes established in the three colour backgrounds in Experiment 4.
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Appendix C
Pool of trial types for equivalence tests in green, red, and yellow backgrounds in Experiment 4.
Pool of trial types for the green background equivalence test in Experiment 4
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1

C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2
G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2

C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1

B1-B2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2
G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2

D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1

B1-B2
C1-C2
E1-E2
F1-F2
G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2

E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
F1-F2
G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2

H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2
G1-G2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2

I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2
G1-G2
H1-H2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2

J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2
G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
K1-K2
L1-L2

K1
K1
K1
K1
K1
K1
K1
K1
K1
K1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
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G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
L1-L2

L1
L1
L1
L1
L1
L1
L1
L1
L1
L1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2
G1-G2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
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G1
G1
G1
G1
G1
G1
G1
G1
G1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2
H1-H2
I1-I2
J1-J2
K1-K2
L1-L2
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B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2

C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1

C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2

B2-B1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1

D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2

B2-B1
C2-C1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1

E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1

F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1

H2
H2
H2
H2
H2
H2
H2
H2
H2
H2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1

I2
I2
I2
I2
I2
I2
I2
I2
I2
I2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1

J2
J2
J2
J2
J2
J2
J2
J2
J2
J2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
K2-K1
L2-L1

K2
K2
K2
K2
K2
K2
K2
K2
K2
K2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
L2-L1

L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
G2-G1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
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G2
G2
G2
G2
G2
G2
G2
G2
G2
G2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1
H2-H1
I2-I1
J2-J1
K2-K1
L2-L1
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Pool of trial types for the red background equivalence test in Experiment 4
B1.1
B1.1
B1.1
B1.1

C1.1-C1.2
D1.1-D1.2
E1.1-E1.2
F1.1-F1.2

C1.1
C1.1
C1.1
C1.1

B1.1-B1.2
D1.1-D1.2
E1.1-E1.2
F1.1-F1.2

D1.1
D1.1
D1.1
D1.1

B1.1-B1.2
C1.1-C1.2
E1.1-E1.2
F1.1-F1.2

E1.1
E1.1
E1.1
E1.1

B1.1-B1.2
C1.1-C1.2
D1.1-D1.2
F1.1-F1.2

F1.1
F1.1
F1.1
F1.1

B1.1-B1.2
C1.1-C1.2
D1.1-D1.2
E1.1-E1.2

B1.2
B1.2
B1.2
B1.2

C1.2-C1.1
D1.2-D1.1
E1.2-E1.1
F1.2-F1.1

C1.2
C1.2
C1.2
C1.2

B1.2-B1.1
D1.2-D1.1
E1.2-E1.1
F1.2-F1.1

D1.2
D1.2
D1.2
D1.2

B1.2-B1.1
C1.2-C1.1
E1.2-E1.1
F1.2-F1.1

E1.2
E1.2
E1.2
E1.2

B1.2-B1.1
C1.2-C1.1
D1.2-D1.1
F1.2-F1.1

F1.2
F1.2
F1.2
F1.2

B1.2-B1.1
C1.2-C1.1
D1.2-D1.1
E1.2-E1.1

Pool of trial types for the yellow background equivalence test in Experiment 4
B1.1.1
B1.1.2
B1.2.1
B1.2.2

C1.1.1C1.1.2C1.2.1C1.2.2-

C1.1.2
C1.1.1
C1.1.1
C1.1.1

C1.2.1
C1.2.1
C1.1.2
C1.1.2

C1.2.2
C1.2.2
C1.2.2
C1.2.1

C1.1.1
C1.1.2
C1.2.1
C1.2.2

B1.1.1B1.1.2B1.2.1B1.2.2-

Note. Samples are in bold and correct comparisons are italicised.
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B1.1.2
B1.2.1
B1.2.2
B1.1.1

B1.2.1
B1.2.2
B1.1.1
B1.1.2

B1.2.2
B1.1.1
B1.1.2
B1.2.1

Appendices

Appendix D
Stimuli used and classes established in the two colour backgrounds in Experiment 5.
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Appendix E
Pool of trial types for equivalence tests in red and yellow backgrounds in Experiment 5.

Pool of trial types for the red background equivalence test in Experiment 5
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2

B1
B1
B1
B1
B1

A1-A2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2

C1
C1
C1
C1
C1

A1-A2
B1-B2
D1-D2
E1-E2
F1-F2

D1
D1
D1
D1
D1

A1-A2
B1-B2
C1-C2
E1-E2
F1-F2

E1
E1
E1
E1
E1

A1-A2
B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
F1-F2

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

A1-A2
B1-B2
C1-C2
D1-D2
E1-E2

A2
A2
A2

B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1

B2
B2
B2
B2
B2

A2-A1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1

C2
C2
C2
C2
C2

A2-A1
B2-B1
D2-D1
E2-E1
F2-F1

D2
D2
D2
D2
D2

A2-A1
B2-B1
C2-C1
E2-E1
F2-F1

E2
E2
E2
E2
E2

A2-A1
B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
F2-F1

F2
F2
F2
F2
F2

A2-A1
B2-B1
C2-C1
D2-D1
E2-E1

A2
A2

Note. Samples are in bold and correct comparisons are italicised.
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Pool of trial types for the yellow background equivalence test in Experiment 5
A1.1
A1.2
A2.1
A2.2

B1.1B1.2B2.1B2.2-

B1.2
B2.1
B2.2
B1.1

B2.1
B2.2
B1.1
B1.2

B2.2
B1.1
B1.2
B2.1

A1.1
A1.2
A2.1
A2.2

C1.1C1.2C2.1C2.2-

C1.2
C2.1
C2.2
C1.1

C2.1
C2.2
C1.1
C1.2

C2.2
C1.1
C1.2
C2.1

B1.1
B1.2
B2.1
B2.2

A1.1A1.2A2.1A2.2-

A1.2
A2.1
A2.2
A1.1

A2.1
A2.2
A1.1
A1.2

A2.2
A1.1
A1.2
A2.1

B1.1
B1.2
B2.1
B2.2

C1.1C1.2C2.1C2.2-

C1.2
C2.1
C2.2
C1.1

C2.1
C2.2
C1.1
C1.2

C2.2
C1.1
C1.2
C2.1

C1.1
C1.2
C2.1
C2.2

A1.1A1.2A2.1A2.2-

A1.2
A2.1
A2.2
A1.1

A2.1
A2.2
A1.1
A1.2

A2.2
A1.1
A1.2
A2.1

C1.1
C1.2
C2.1
C2.2

B1.1B1.2B2.1B2.2-

B1.2
B2.1
B2.2
B1.1

B2.1
B2.2
B1.1
B1.2

B2.2
B1.1
B1.2
B2.1

Note. Samples are in bold and correct comparisons are italicised.
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